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1
Introduction

1.1

Global energy demand and photovoltaics

Ever since the late nineteenth century, global energy demand has been growing
continuously [102]. Despite the economic crisis in 2009, the energy consumption has grown by 48% from 1990 to 2010 [1]. In 2013, the global energy use
amounted to 18 TW. This number will grow further because of the rapidly growing world population and fast economic growth in countries such as India and
China. With the current energy policy, a worldwide growth of 45% is predicted
by 2035 [51]. Presently, fossil fuels dominate the energy market. In 2010 81% of
the energy consumed globally was obtained from fossil fuels (36% oil, 24% coal,
and 21% natural gas) [51]. Because of limited resources and environmental
issues due to CO2 production by fossil fuels, exploration of renewable energy
sources is required. Among these sources, the sun is a promising candidate.
It provides more than 1000 times our current global energy demand. Furthermore capturing the sun’s energy allows for distributed rather than centralized
generation of energy.
There are several technologies that can be used to harvest the sun’s energy:
Solar thermal technology involves the conversion of sunlight to heat for domestic use or for conversion to electricity. Sunlight can be turned into chemical
energy by production of solar fuels. Photovoltaics (PV) is the direct conversion
of sunlight to electricity. This thesis focuses on photovoltaics.
For photovoltaic power generation, solar modules are used, which are composed of a number of solar cells. The first practical solar cell was demonstrated
in 1954, at Bell Labs. It was a crystalline Si (c-Si) solar cell with an efficiency
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of 6% [100], which has gradually increased over the past 60 years. The current record efficiency for a laboratory Si cell, with a large area of 144 cm2 , is
25.6% [45]. This cell has a complex design and the record module efficiency is
well below this number; it amounts to 22.9% [45]. Currently, standard commercial Si module efficiencies are 15–20%. Not only have conversion efficiencies
increased, installed capacity has grown tremendously as well. From 2007 to
2013 the installed capacity has increased more than ten-fold from 3.1 GW to 37
GW [58].

Figure 1.1: Actual module prices for c-Si solar modules as a function of cumulative production volume (blue) with a linear fit through the (logarithmicallyplotted) data (black). Prices are also shown for CdTe modules (red). From: [58].

Figure 1.1 shows the module prices as a function of cumulative production
for c-Si (blue) and thin-film CdTe (red) cells. The trend that can be observed
for c-Si modules is that each time the cumulative production doubles, the price
goes down with 20%. CdTe modules (red) start at a lower price, but follow a
similar learning curve. This price trend was driven both by economies of scale
and technological developments. Although PV electricity consumer prices have
reached grid parity in some countries, a further cost reduction is required for PV
to be fully competitive with conventional energy sources.

1.2

Reducing cost per watt

In order to reduce the cost per watt of generated energy, two approaches are
used. First, the cell efficiency can be increased, while minimizing the increase
in production cost. For single-junction solar cells, the theoretical maximum
efficiency is given by the Schockley-Queisser (SQ) limit [117], which gives a
theoretical maximum for the cell efficiency depending on the material’s bandgap.
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This model assumes the cell is in thermal equilibrium with its environment
through black-body radiation, recombination occurs by radiative recombination
only, and it takes into account the quantum defect, the fact that a high-energy
photon always creates a photovoltage less than the potential corresponding to
the photon energy. The SQ limit for c-Si solar cells with a band gap of 1.12 eV
is 33%. It should be noted that for most materials it is practically impossible to
reach the radiative-recombination limit. To overcome the SQ limit for singlejunction solar cells, multi-junction cells [88, 152], hot-carrier cells [21, 107],
intermediate band cells [78, 146], and up- or downconversion [137, 138] are
among the concepts being studied. Up to now, except for multi-junction cells,
these concepts are still in the research stage and focus has been mostly on proofof-concept. Second, instead of increasing the cell’s efficiency, the cost per watt
can also be reduced by decreasing the cell’s manufacturing cost while maintaining the original efficiency. This can be done by using less expensive materials
and reducing the thickness of the absorber layer [98]. Nanophotonics plays an
important role in both approaches [103]. In this thesis we will focus on reducing
device cost by decreasing the thickness of the device.

1.3

Thin-film solar cells

Thin-film (TF) solar cells are cells made of materials with relatively large absorption coefficients with thicknesses ranging from a few 100 nm to a few µm.
For most thin-film solar cell types, the carrier recombination properties of the
absorber materials do not allow for larger thicknesses. Furthermore certain
types of thin-film solar cells make use of scarce materials (Te, In), which also
requires the use of absorber layers that are as thin as possible. Whereas cSi solar cells are made from wafers, diced from ingots, TF cells are made by
bottom-up approaches to grow materials on (flexible) substrates or superstrates.
Table 1.1 shows the record cell efficiencies of different types of laboratory thinfilm solar cells compared to c-Si cells [45].

Cell type

Efficiency (%)

c-Si
CIGS
CdTe
Perovskite
a-Si:H (triple-junction)
Dye-sensitized
Organic

25.6
20.8
20.4
17.9
13.4
11.9
11.1

Table 1.1: Different solar cell technologies with their corresponding record
efficiencies.
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Thin-film technologies that have already penetrated the market are hydrogenated amorphous Si (a-Si:H), CdTe, and Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) [121]. In 2013,
CdTe had the largest market share of these technologies with 56%, and a-Si:H
and CI(G)S both had a market share of 22% [52]. For these technologies, the
module efficiencies are substantially lower than their cell efficiencies. The independently confirmed record efficiencies for modules are 16.1%, 15.7%, and 10.9%
for CdTe, CIGS and a-Si (triple junction) modules respectively [45]. The other
thin-film technologies have not penetrated the market yet at large volumes. A
major problem of thin-film solar cells is the incomplete absorption of the above
bandgap part of the solar spectrum. Figure 1.2 shows the AM1.5 solar spectrum
(green) together with the spectrum that is absorbed in a 350 nm a-Si slab for a
single pass (blue) and a double pass (black), assuming a perfect mirror on the
back. The band gap for a-Si is near 800 nm. A substantial fraction of the abovebandgap light is not absorbed in the thin absorber layer. To solve this problem
light trapping is required, in which scattering structures are integrated in the
solar cells to enhance the absorption of the sunlight [5].

Figure 1.2: AM1.5 spectral intensity as a function of wavelength (green) and
the amount of power absorbed in a 350 nm a-Si slab assuming a single pass
(blue) and a double pass (black).

1.4

Light trapping

Scattering structures integrated in solar cells can enhance light absorption in
multiple ways. The path length of a single pass through the absorber layer is
enhanced since the scattered light propagates at off-normal angles. If this angle
is larger than the critical angle, light is trapped by total internal reflection. Furthermore the angular redistribution gives the light parallel momentum which
facilitates coupling to in-plane waveguide modes [5, 44, 151]. If the scattering
structures are at the front side of the device they can also lead to enhanced
incoupling of the light, since they preferentially scatter the light into the highindex absorber layer [5, 128].
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Conventionally, light trapping in thin-film solar cells is achieved by growing
the cells on top of textured transparent conductive oxides (TCO). However, these
completely random patterns offer a very broad distribution of spatial frequencies
and not all of these spatial frequencies are in the range that is useful for light
trapping. In this thesis we study periodic and random arrays of nanoparticles
that resonantly scatter the light. Both metallic and dielectric particles with
sizes of the order of the wavelength can exhibit resonances, but the mechanisms
on which these resonances rely are different due to the intrinsic differences
in optical constants for metals and dielectrics. In metallic nanoparticles the
resonance originates from the collective excitation of the free electrons in the
metal by the electric field of the light. This phenomenon is called a plasmon
resonance [68]. Dielectric particles exhibit resonances in which the light is
confined in a well-defined geometrical mode inside the particle [19]. For spheres
and infinite cylinders inside a homogeneous medium these resonances are also
called Mie resonances, after the German physicist Gustav Mie.

Figure 1.3: FDTD-simulated (a) normalized scattering cross sections for Ag
sphere with d=120 nm and TiO2 sphere with d=200 nm in air and (b) normalized
absorption cross sections for the same particles.

An important design criterion for light trapping patterns is not only efficient
scattering of the light, but also keeping absorption losses in the scatterers to
a minimum. Figure 1.3a shows the absorption and scattering cross sections
normalized to the geometrical cross sections for a single Ag sphere (d=120 nm)
13
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and TiO2 sphere (d=200 nm) in air. Data is shown for wavelengths starting at
350 nm, which is where the AM 1.5 starts to have significant intensity. Both particles show normalized scattering cross sections of 6, meaning that the scattering cross section is 6 times as large as the geometrical cross section. Figure 1.3b
shows the normalized absorption cross section for the same particles. Whereas
both particles have comparable scattering cross sections, the absorption cross
section is substantially larger for the Ag particle. In this thesis we will study
both dielectric and metallic scatterers for light trapping in different geometries.
We apply the scattering patterns to front and back-side of both a-Si:H and CIGSe
solar cells.

1.5

Outline of this thesis

In Chapter 2 we present the fabrication of nanoscale light trapping patterns
using substrate conformal imprint lithography (SCIL). We fabricate arrays of
dielectric and metallic light trapping patterns both at the front and back side of
solar cells using SCIL in combination with evaporation and lift off. By sputter
coating printed sol-gel layers with metals, we fabricate patterned metal back
contacts.
In Chapter 3 we study light trapping in ultra-thin a-Si:H solar cells grown
on top of periodically and randomly patterned metal back contacts. We show
efficient light trapping due to scattering at the corrugated back contact as well
as an enhanced blue-response that we attribute to geometrical resonances in the
top of the device.
In Chapter 4 we print periodic arrays of metal nanoparticles on top of completed a-Si:H solar cells. We find an enhanced red response for the patterned device and relate peaks in external quantum efficiency to coupling of the scattered
light to waveguide modes in the absorber layer. We find that the patterning also
leads to a reduced blue-response, due to Fano resonances at wavelengths below
the resonance and absorption in the nanoparticles. We show that by optimizing
the array geometry we can also enhance the blue response of the cells. Finally
we show that with dielectric nanoparticles we can even further enhance the
absorption in the active layer of the cells.
In Chapter 5 we study the role of dielectric scatterers in a geometry similar
to the geometry studied in Chapter 3. We explore the influence of patterning the
dielectric buffer layer that is in between the metal and the absorber layer and
we find that patterning this dielectric layer is indispensable for efficient light
trapping in these devices.
In Chapter 6 we study light trapping in thin-film a-Si:H solar cells grown on
top of random arrays of ZnO nanorods. We find again that conformal growth of
the devices results in a nanopattern at each interface of the device. The nanorod
devices show efficient light trapping, and simulations show that they can be
further improved by flattening the metal back contact and only patterning the
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dielectric layers.
Chapter 7 presents solar cells on top of purely dielectric scattering patterns.
The metal is completely flat and only the AZO layer on top of the metal is
patterned. This purely dielectric scattering pattern results in very efficient light
trapping and outperforms a geometry with patterned metal.
The dielectric scatterering patterns that are explored in previous chapters,
are applied to achieve light trapping in ultra-thin CIGSe solar cells in Chapter 8.
We find that scattering patterns at the front side of the device lead to an antireflection effect while no enhanced light trapping is observed. By patterning
the back of the device, we demonstrate efficient light trapping and substantially
reduced parasitic absorption in the highly absorbing Mo back contact.
Finally, in Chapter 9 we study the importance of the spatial frequency distributions in light trapping patterns. We compare periodic and random patterns
and optimize a random pattern to have an elevated power spectral density in the
frequency range that is required for waveguide mode coupling. We present an
approach to make light trapping patterns that can be tailor-made for a specific
frequency range and does not require patterning of the active layer, which makes
them applicable to all thin-film solar cell concepts.
Overall, this thesis provides fundamental insights in light trapping concepts
for thin-film solar cells. We compare metallic and dielectric scattering patterns
and demonstrate the importance of minimizing absorption losses in the scattering pattern. We relate the spatial frequencies of scattering patterns to light
trapping in thin-film solar cells and present an approach to optimize scattering
patterns. The concepts presented in this thesis are applicable to all thin-film
solar cell geometries.
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2
Nanofabrication methods

We present large-area fabrication of periodic and engineered
random nanopatterns for light trapping in thin-film solar cells
using substrate-conformal imprint lithography (SCIL) combined
with reactive ion etching, evaporation and lift off. This fabrication
procedure is applied to both completed solar cells and on substrates
onto which the absorber layer is grown. It is compatible with
different solar cell layer materials, including transparent conductive
oxides and can be applied directly onto metal front grids.

2.1

Introduction

Nanofabrication is the production of structures with at least one dimension
below 1 µm. Many methods exist for the fabrication of nanostructures
including electron-beam lithography (EBL), focused ion-beam (FIB) milling,
UV-lithography, hole-mask colloidal lithography, chemical synthesis, and island
annealing [4, 39, 132, 139, 145, 159]. All methods have their advantages and
disadvantages. For fabrication of nanostructures on solar cells scalability is
extremely important. Furthermore, to study light coupling and trapping using
nanopatterns and to design the optimal light trapping pattern, it is important
to have a high degree of control over the fabricated structure.
Nanofabrication using EBL or FIB milling gives the freedom to fabricate
periodic as well as engineered random particle arrays, or any other desired
structure. The major drawback of EBL and FIB milling is that these methods
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are not suitable for large-area fabrication, since they are relatively slow and
expensive. Therefore they can not be used for the fabrication of nanostructures
on solar cells at the centimeter scale or larger. UV-lithography does allow for
patterning of wafer-scale samples. However the resolution of this method is
limited by the diffraction limit. Furthermore, UV lithography does not allow
as much flexibility in the pattern as FIB milling or EBL. Methods like island
annealing, chemical synthesis, and colloidal hole-mask lithography are inexpensive and scalable, but do also not give the amount of control over the pattern
geometry that is desired.
Nanoimprint lithography enables large-scale fabrication of arbitrary patterns [6, 7, 26, 48, 92, 110, 150]. These patterns are based on the replication of a master pattern in a resist layer by a stamp, which is the inverse
of the master pattern. Conventional nanoimprint lithography makes use of
rigid stamps which obstructs conformal contact between the stamp and the
sample surface [26]. Particularly for printing of nanopatterns on solar cells
this is a problem, since device fabrication usually occurs in a non-cleanroom
environment which increases the probability on contamination on the sample
surface. Furthermore, when printing on the front-side of a completed thin-film
solar cell, metal grids are often present. Contamination and metal grids would
not only prevent conformal coating by nanoimprint lithography, they could also
damage the rigid stamps. To solve these problems, soft PDMS stamps are often
used, which allow for conformal patterning on non-flat surfaces [150]. However,
the spatial resolution of nanopatterns made using soft stamps is limited due to
deformation of the stamp.

2.2

Substrate conformal imprint lithography

Substrate conformal imprint lithography (SCIL) combines the resolution of
nanoimprint lithography with the conformal-coating ability of soft imprint
lithography and is therefore perfectly suitable for the fabrication of light
trapping patterns for thin-film solar cells [143]. To accomplish this, SCIL
makes use of a bilayer stamp. A thin high-Young’s modulus X-PDMS layer
(typical thickness 50–100 µm) holds the nanoscale features; the high Young’s
modulus of this material avoids nanoscale features to stick together or collapse
and hence allows for high-resolution patterning. The thin X-PDMS layer is
laminated onto a thick low-Young’s modulus PDMS layer that gives the stamp
mechanical flexibility and allows for conformal contact with non-flat samples.
The SCIL technique used in this thesis was developed by Verschuuren et al.
at Philips Research [143]. The flexible stamp can be applied either by hand or
using a dedicated SCIL tool onto a liquid sol-gel layer that is spin-coated on a
sample. The sol-gel consists of two different liquid alkoxide precursors, namely
tetramethylorthosilicate (TMOS, Si(OCH3 )4 ) and methyltrimethoxysilane
(MTMS, C4 H12 O3 Si) in alcohol and water, which is acidified to catalyze
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hydrolysis of the precursors. Si-O-Si bonds are formed mostly by hydrolysis
and condensation; in parallel other chemical reactions occur [143]. When the
reaction mixture has reached a certain degree of hydrolysis and condensation, it
can be spin-coated onto a substrate to form a thin-film. During the spin coating
process alcohol and water are removed from the reaction mixture which further
promotes the formation of a silica network. The mixture also contains a small
volume fraction of the high-boiling a-polar solvent 2-ethoxy-ethyl ether, which
remains in the resist after spin-coating and diffuses into the a-polar PDMS
stamp during the imprint process.

Figure 2.1: (a) Photograph of 6 inch Si wafer with a sol-gel layer that is
patterned using SCIL. (b) SEM image of an engineered random array of sol-gel
particles, fabricated using SCIL. The scale bar indicates 5 µm.

Figure 2.1a shows a photograph of a full 6" wafer that is patterned with
sol-gel particles using SCIL. This demonstrates the scalability of this nanofabrication method. Figure 1b shows an SEM image of an engineered random array
of sol-gel nanoparticles on Si that is fabricated using SCIL. In this thesis, SCIL
is used to fabricate arrays of nanoparticles in different sections of the device.

2.3

Fabrication of nanoparticle arrays

Figure 2.2 schematically shows the steps of the process to make nanoparticles.
Prior to these steps the samples are cleaned by rinsing with isopropanol (iPrOH) and N2 blow-drying. Figure 2.2a shows the first fabrication steps. First,
the sample is spin-coated with PMMA (35k 300) in a spincoater (Suss Delta 80)
with closed cover at a rotation speed of 1000 rpm. Depending on the desired
particle height, this step is done with co-rotating lid, which results in a layer
thickness of 300 nm, or without co-rotating lid, which results in a layer thickness
of 550–600 nm. Thinner layers than 300 nm could be obtained by increasing the
rotation speed. The layer thickness should be chosen such that it equals 2–3
times the desired particle height. After spin coating, the PMMA layer is baked
in air at 150 ◦ C for 15 minutes to obtain cross linking in the PMMA layer and
make it insoluble in the silica sol-gel. Subsequently, the PMMA surface is made
hydrophilic by a 3s low-bias O2 reactive ion etch (RIE). Then, a layer of silica solgel is spin coated onto the sample in a multistep process. The layer thickness
is determined by a 45 s step with closed cover; this is done at 800 rpm, which
19
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results in a 70 nm sol-gel layer. This is followed by a 2s 1000 rpm step to remove
thick liquid on the substrate edge, and finally the sample spins without cover to
allow further evaporation of the water and alcohol.

Figure 2.2: (a)-(f) Schematic overview of the fabrication steps to make
nanoparticles using SCIL, showing the sample after (a) spin coating PMMA
and sol-gel, (b) printing an array of holes using a SCIL stamp, (c) RIE etching
to remove the residual sol-gel layer, (d) RIE etching to transfer the holes to the
PMMA layer, (e) evaporation, and (f) lift off. (g) SEM image of an array of holes
in the sol-gel layer, printed using SCIL, after the double-step breakthrough etch.
(h) SEM image of an array of SiO2 nanoparticles, printed onto a Mo layer on
glass. The scale bars in (g) and (h) indicate 500 nm.

After spin coating of the sol-gel layer, the PDMS stamp, which contains an
array of nanopillars, is molded in the sol-gel (Figure 2.2b) by hand; first the
stamp is brought into contact with the sol-gel layer close to the left edge of the
sample. Contact between the stamp and the liquid sol-gel layer is facilitated
by the capillary forces of the patterned layer in the stamp. Then the right
side of the stamp is gradually lowered in order to let the contact front advance
over the sample until full contact is obtained. The resist is cured at room
conditions for 20 minutes. After removal of the stamp an array of nanoholes
is obtained with a residual layer of sol-gel. An anisotropic RIE process, using
a gas mixture of CHF3 and Ar is used to remove the residual sol-gel layer
without significantly increasing the diameter of the holes (Figure 2.2c). The
holes are then transferred to the PMMA layer using a low-bias O2 RIE process
(Figure 2.2d). The last RIE is deliberately carried out for a longer time than
required to etch through the PMMA layer (12 min, when 3 min are required)
in order to create an undercut profile in the resist and thereby facilitate the
lift-off of the mask. After this breakthrough etch the desired material can be
20
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evaporated (Figure 2.2e) onto the mask. In this thesis, nanoparticles of different
materials are studied. SiOx and Ag are thermally evaporated, and SiO2 and
TiO2 are deposited using electron beam (e-beam) evaporation. The evaporation
process is followed by lift off of the mask, which is done by dissolving the PMMA
in 50◦ C acetone, followed by i-PrOH rinse and N2 blow-dry, which results in
an array of nanoparticles on top of the sample (Figure 2.2f). In the thesis, the
nanoparticle fabrication is carried out on top of different materials including
ITO, Al-doped ZnO (AZO), Mo, and Si. In this process the only solvents used are
i-PrOH and acetone, which do not react with any of these materials, including
the easily-soluble AZO. Figure 2.2g and h show SEM images of two stages of the
fabrication process on top of Mo on glass. Figure 2.2g shows the holes in the
resist after the two-step breakthrough etch, and Figure 2.2h shows an array of
SiO2 particles on top of the Mo.

Figure 2.3: (a)-(c) Schematic overview of the fabrication steps to make
patterned metal back contacts using SCIL, showing the sample after (a) spin
coating sol-gel, (b) printing an array of sol-gel pillars using a SCIL stamp, (c)
sputter coating with metal. (d) SEM image of an array of sol-gel pillars on Si,
printed using SCIL. (e) SEM image of a patterned Al back contact. The scale
bars in (d) and (e) indicate 400 nm.

2.4

Fabrication of patterned metal back
contacts

Figure 2.3 depicts the fabrication process for a patterned metal back contact
using SCIL. First a flat AF45 glass substrate is spin-coated with a 100 nm layer
of silica sol-gel (Figure 3a). Then a stamp with nanoholes is applied onto the
sol-gel layer. The sol-gel is cured for 20 minutes followed by release of the
stamp which results in a sol-gel layer that is patterned with an array of solgel particles. The sol-gel particle array is post-cured at 200 ◦ C (Figure 2.3b).
Subsequently, the patterned sol-gel layer is sputter-coated with metal, to form a
patterned metal back contact (Figure 2.3c). Figure 2.3e shows a SEM image of
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an array of sol-gel particles, printed by SCIL onto a Si wafer. Figure 2.3d shows
a SEM image of a patterned metal back contact, composed of a sol-gel pattern
coated with 200 nm Nd-doped Al.

2.5

Printing on solar cells with metal grids

In this thesis we also print arrays of nanoparticles on top of completed thinfilm solar cells with metal grids. Particles are printed onto two types of thinfilm solar cells, namely hydrogenated amorphous Si (a-Si:H) and Cu(In,Ga)Se
(CIGSe) cells. Since the CIGSe cells generate significantly more current, these
cells require the thickest metal grids. The CIGS cells used in this thesis have
metal grids of up to 2 µm on top. Figure 2.4a shows photograph of a 2.5 ×
2.5 cm2 CIGSe solar cell substrate, divided into 8 small solar cells, with metal
grids, consisting of 10 nm Ni and 2 µm Al, on top before patterning. Figure 2.4b
shows the same substrate after patterning a sol-gel layer on top using SCIL.
The substrate is quite homogeneously coated; the different colors in the image
are due to different interference contrast for different incident angles. Near
the corners of the sample some inhomogeneities are observed which is due to
the small size of the sample. Overall, except for some small defects, the entire
substrate is covered with the imprinted resist layer.

Figure 2.4: (a) Photograph of a 2.5 × 2.5 cm2 CIGSe solar cell substrate, which
is divided into 8 solar cells with have metal grids, consisting of 10 nm Ni and
2 µm Al, on top. (b) The same cell substrate after patterning a layer of sol-gel
with holes using SCIL.

2.6

Conclusion

We have fabricated light trapping patterns for solar cells using SCIL. Arrays
of metal and dielectric nanoparticles were made on top of different substrate
materials by printing hole arrays using SCIL combined with RIE and using
them as an evaporation mask. Patterned metal back contacts were made by
patterning sol-gel layers on glass and subsequently sputter coating them with
metal. We demonstrated the possibility of printing nanostructures on top of
completed solar cells including 2 µm metal grids.
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3
Optimized spatial correlations for broadband
light trapping nanopatterns in high efficiency
ultrathin-film a-Si:H solar cells

Nanophotonic structures have attracted attention for light trapping
in solar cells with the potential to manage and direct light
absorption on the nanoscale. While both randomly textured and
nanophotonic structures have been investigated, the relationship
between photocurrent and the spatial correlations of random or
designed surfaces has been unclear.
Here we systematically
design pseudorandom arrays of nanostructures based on their
power spectral density, and correlate the spatial frequencies
with measured and simulated photocurrent. The integrated cell
design consists of a patterned plasmonic back reflector and a
nanostructured semiconductor top interface, which gives broadband
and isotropic photocurrent enhancement.

3.1

Introduction

Thin and ultrathin-film solar cells are attractive candidates for low-cost replacement of thick, wafer-based devices. To achieve full absorption of the solar
spectrum with ultrathin semiconductor volumes, light trapping is required over
a broad spectral and angular range. To date, several light trapping geometries
based on nanowires, nanocones, photonic crystals, nanoparticles, gratings, and
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random textures have been demonstrated [5, 17, 30, 33, 37, 38, 47, 55, 62, 76,
79, 89, 91, 105, 109, 116, 157, 158]. While many researchers have demonstrated
increased photocurrent due to scattering-mediated light trapping, the role of
spatial correlations and surface topography of random or periodic arrangements
of the scattering nanostructures has remained unclear. Here we identify the
relation between these key parameters and the photocurrent spectrum for high
efficiency, ultrathin (<100 nm thick absorber) film a-Si:H solar cells containing
both integrated plasmonic and Mie scattering nanostructures. The nanostructure arrays described here are defined by their spatial coherence spectral density
and are designed for broadband and isotropic response in ultrathin semiconductor volumes.
Ultrathin-film solar cells possess a number of advantages over their thicker
counterparts. Ultrathin-films are less expensive due to the reduced cost of
raw materials. For technologies based on scarce elements, such as CdTe and
CuIn x Ga1-x Se2 , a thickness reduction could expand scalability to the terawatt
range [5, 35]. For thin-film Si cells, the use of ultrathin layers translates into
faster manufacturing throughput, as overall cell production times are often limited by the chemical vapor deposition rate of the semiconductor film. For hydrogenated amorphous Si (a-Si:H) the use of ultrathin layers in addition strongly
reduces the photodegradation that is commonly observed in thick cells due to the
increased electric field across the ultrathin p-i-n junction [115, 130]. Moreover,
for semiconductors that are not surface recombination limited, a reduction in
semiconductor thickness leads to higher open-circuit voltages due to decreased
bulk recombination [22]. While all of the above factors indicate that reducing
semiconductor layer thickness is advantageous for the fabrication of inexpensive, stable, thin-film solar cells with high open circuit voltage, the major opposing requirement that limits the thickness is light absorption: to harvest the
full solar spectrum the cell needs to be ‘optically thick’ for wavelengths up to the
semiconductor bandgap.
Light-trapping nanostructures allow for nanoscale control of the direction
and absorption of light in ultrathin-film solar cells, enabling new designs in
which light is absorbed in semiconductor volumes much thinner than the optical
absorption length. Indeed, an ultrathin-film solar cell can be considered as an
optical integrated circuit in which light is received, guided, localized, and collected at the nanoscale. Inspired by optoelectronics, plasmonic nanostructures
have recently attracted attention for light trapping in solar cells due to their
large resonant scattering cross sections. Here we use plasmonic metal nanostructures integrated into the back contact of the solar cell to couple light into
in-plane waveguide modes of the thin semiconductor layer, thereby increasing
the path length and the short circuit current density ( Jsc ) [5, 33, 35]. The
additional layers of the solar cell conformally coat the Ag back contact, producing
a three-dimensional solar cell with a nanostructured top interface composed of
Mie scatterers, leading to light trapping into localized modes near the surface
as well.
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Most light-trapping geometries studied, particularly for a-Si:H, are based
on random scattering structures with the geometry determined by the random
nature of a deposition, growth, or etch process rather than by design. This is due
to the fact that no suitable techniques were available that enable the controlled
fabrication of engineered random scattering arrays at low cost. Recently, soft
imprint lithography has been introduced as a technique that enables largearea, inexpensive fabrication of arrays of nanoscatterers [11, 119, 131, 144]. We
have shown that periodic arrays made using this technique show enhanced photocurrents in ultrathin-film a-Si:H solar cells over a narrow spectral range [37].
This new technique now also enables the design and fabrication of engineered
random arrays with the spatial frequencies in the array pattern optimized for
trapping a broad solar spectral band that is otherwise poorly absorbed. In this
chapter, we systematically design and fabricate periodic and random arrays of
nanoscatterers integrated in the back contact of an a-Si:H solar cell. By tailoring
the spatial frequencies and obtaining an integrated understanding of both the
localized and propagating modes resulting from plasmonic and Mie scattering
in the three-dimensional structure, we are able to demonstrate an extremely
thin cell with broadband photocurrent enhancement in both the blue and the
red portions of the spectrum.

3.2

Methods

The fabrication process utilizes Substrate Conformal Imprint Lithography
(SCIL), a wafer-scale nanoimprint lithography process to inexpensively replicate
high fidelity, large area nanopatterns into silica sol-gel resist, which has been
described in detail elsewhere [11, 37, 119, 131, 144]. An initial large-area
master substrate was patterned using electron-beam lithography on a Si
wafer. The master substrate consists of 84 patterned regions containing one
of 12 nanopatterns, tiled with repetition and rotation to control for deposition
inhomogeneities, where each pattern covers a 6 mm × 6 mm area and the
total master area is 10 cm × 3.6 cm. A bilayer stamp was molded from the
master, consisting of a thin high-modulus polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer
holding the nanopatterns and a low-modulus PDMS layer to bond the rubber
to a 200 µm thick glass support for in-plane stiffness. The stamp was used to
emboss a 100 nm thick layer of silica sol-gel on AF45 glass substrates using
SCIL. The sol-gel layer solidifies at room temperature by forming a silica
network, while reaction products diffuse into the rubber stamp. After stamp
release the sol-gel was post cured at 200 ◦ C.
A thirteenth nanopattern is a reference pattern replicated from Asahi U-type
texture. The texture is formed via a second stamp molded from an Asahi U-type
reference substrate, and the texture transferred into sol-gel resist for use as a
reference [11, 119]. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) comparison of the original
and replica Asahi textures are in good agreement. We use a stamp transferred
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random texture rather than the original Asahi U-type glass substrate as both
the reference and the designed nanopatterns are later coated in Ag to form the
back contact, and it is more appropriate to coat identical materials. Although
there are examples of other highly performing, randomly deposited growth substrates available in the literature, we use Asahi U-type texture as a reference
not because it is the optimal texture but because it is a commercially available
and state of the art laboratory standard [105].

Figure 3.1: Metal nanopatterns used as light trapping surfaces. Four general classes of
nanopatterns were fabricated on the substrate: (a-c) periodic arrays of nanoparticles with different
diameters, (b-g) pseudorandom lattices of nanoparticles with controlled shape and packing density,
(h) Penrose lattice of nanoparticles, and (i) nanoimprint replicated Asahi U-type glass. AFM images
are taken of the Ag-coated silica sol-gel imprints; the corresponding Fourier transforms are shown
below.
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The 13 nanopatterns chosen fall into a few categories: flat, periodic (square
lattices of 400 and 500 nm pitch), pseudorandom (with controlled nanoparticle
size), quasicrystal (Penrose pattern), and randomly textured (Asahi replica).
Both the Asahi reference and the designed nanopattern imprinted silica sol-gel
surfaces are overcoated with Ag via sputtering to form the metallic back contact.
The designed individual nanostructures consist of rounded plasmonic hemiellipsoidal nanostructures after Ag coating. Figure 3.1 shows AFM images of representatives of the Ag-coated patterns, along with their two-dimensional Fourier
transforms. The nanoparticle sizes and shape are seen to be uniform across
the substrate. Three sizes of nanoparticles were used in separate patterns,
denoted small, medium, and large, corresponding to 200, 290, and 310 nm diameter, respectively. For the pseudorandom patterns, each pattern was uniquely
generated with the constraints that the Ag particles do not touch after overcoating, and that the packing fraction is the same as for the 400 nm periodic
pattern. The three different pseudorandom patterns differ in the diameter of
the nanoparticles, which in turn sets a minimum separation between particles
due to the nonoverlapping constraint. A more detailed discussion of the patterngeneration procedure is included in the Supporting Information (Section 3.5).
As discussed later, the rounded metal nanostructures are advantageous, as they
avoid the high parasitic absorption associated with sharp metallic features and
they allow for conformal growth of the a-Si:H to produce both front and back
textures. The diameters and pitch of the periodic nanopatterns were chosen
based on electromagnetic simulations that account for the conformal deposition
of all the cell layers over the patterns. The top indium tin oxide (ITO) surface of
the cell shows a pattern of nanodomes as a result of the conformal depositions
over the Ag back contact, and the best performance is predicted for Ag diameters
and pitches such that the ITO nanostructures are at maximum packing density
without overlap, as illustrated schematically in Figure 3.2a.
Cells were deposited over identical substrates with three different intrinsic
layer thicknesses: 90, 115, and 150 nm. The cells consist of 100 nm of Ag coating
the patterned silica sol-gel, 130 nm of ZnO:Al deposited by sputtering, n-i-p
a-Si:H of varying i -layer thickness, 80 nm of ITO, and evaporated Au finger
contacts. Device cross sections were made by a CO2 laser along the backside of
the cells, which lead to controlled splitting of the samples leading to clean cross
sections. The cut samples were then imaged with scanning electron microscopy.
Figure 3.2b shows a cross section through the cell illustrating the conformal
nature of the growth. The top surface structure was also verified using AFM.

3.3

Results

Figure 3.2c shows current-voltage measurements on the cells with 90 nm intrinsic layers for some selected cell patterns. Device characterization was performed using a dual source WACOM solar simulator under one sun illumination
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(AM1.5, 100 mW/cm2 ). A table summarizing the results for each pattern for this
thickness is shown in Figure 3.2d with the additional thicknesses and patterns
described in Supporting Information Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Over 1000 cells
were measured in total for this study, and the tabulated data reports the highest
efficiency measured for each pattern at each deposition run, with the average
value of three cells on the substrate shown in parentheses. We estimate the
error in the solar simulator to be ±3%, the variation in Jsc at 7%, the Voc 3%,
and the fill factor 5%.

Figure 3.2: Current-voltage characteristics of nanopatterned cells. The cells are
conformally deposited over the patterned substrate, as shown schematically in
(a) and in SEM cross section (5◦ angle) in (b). The maximum particle diameter
in the backpattern was chosen so that nanostructures in the ITO top layer would
touch without overlap. (c) Current density-voltage measurements for the bestefficiency cells on the substrate with 90 nm intrinsic layers. The optimized
periodic pattern and the pseudorandom pattern have efficiencies of 9.6 and
9.4%, respectively. (d) Electrical characteristics of highest-efficiency cells with
average values shown in parentheses.

Several important trends are observed from comparison of the nanopatterns.
The cells of 400 nm pitch have higher Jsc than those with 500 nm pitch. Cells
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with large and medium diameter nanoparticles show higher currents than those
with small nanoparticles. The highest efficiency (9.4–9.6%) for the thinnest
ultrathin layers is observed for the 400 nm pitch pattern with medium particles
and the random pattern with large particles. These two patterns consistently
perform well at other intrinsic layer thicknesses. These efficiencies are among
the highest measured for nanostructured a-Si:H solar cells and are especially
notable given the very small (90 nm) intrinsic layer thickness.
External quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements for representative cells
with a 90 nm intrinsic a-Si/H layer are shown in Figure 3.3a, and results for
full-field three-dimensional electromagnetic simulations for similar structures
in Figure 3.3b. EQE measurements were performed using monochromatic light
from a Xenon lamp with one sun light bias applied. All of the textured and
nanopatterned devices show enhanced photocurrent on the red side of the spectrum. Notably the photocurrent of the 400 nm pitch cell is also enhanced on the
blue side of the spectrum [30, 47, 54, 91]. On the red side of the band, there are
several sharp peaks in the periodic nanopatterns that are correlated with pitch.
It was previously shown by Ferry et al. these features are due to waveguide
modes with high overlap with the a-Si:H. In these cells, the ZnO:Al layer acts
not only as a diffusion buffer layer between a-Si:H and Ag but also optically
separates the a-Si:H waveguide modes from the lossy surface plasmon polariton
modes on the metallic interface [37, 49].

Figure 3.3: External quantum efficiency measurements and simulations.
(a) External quantum efficiency measurements for several different patterns
with 90 nm intrinsic layer thickness. (b) Simulated absorption for the
same nanopatterns as in (a). (c) Electromagnetic simulations of absorption
enhancement as a function of pitch for cells with 115 nm intrinsic layer
thickness. The color scale indicates the absorption enhancement compared to
a simulated Asahi cell of the same thickness.

We also note that the value of Jsc obtained from integrating the EQE spectra
against the AM1.5 solar spectrum is lower than the values reported in Figure 3.2d. This is a well-known issue in measuring solar cells and may be due to
many different effects. In general, spectral mismatch between the EQE source
and the solar simulator can cause a discrepancy between the two measurements,
underestimating the current from the EQE spectra. Also, the EQE spectra
shown are representative of the different patterns rather than the best devices
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and were measured before additional annealing steps that improved the cell
performance. Furthermore, these cells are sensitive to the angle of incidence of
illumination, and perform better at off-normal incidence (discussed later in the
text). The solar simulator, used for the IV-measurements, has a slight angular
distribution, which will give different values for the current.
The experimental trends correspond well with those predicted from simulation, including the strong enhancement in the blue portion of the spectrum. The
simulation details are given in the Supporting Information (Chapter 3.5). Given
that the electromagnetic simulation technique accounts only for optical absorption and not carrier collection, the observed increase on the blue side is likely
due to light trapping and not differences in the p-layer thickness or deposition.
Figure 3.3c shows the calculated absorption enhancement as a function of pitch
from 400–700 nm for periodic arrays with dAg = 300 nm and dITO = 400 nm
(thus limiting the pitch to 400 nm to avoid overlapping nanodomes). The color
scale shows the absorption enhancement relative to a simulated Asahi cell. On
the red side of the spectrum, we observe branches due to coupling to waveguide
modes as discussed previously with the resonant peaks shifting with pitch. On
the blue side of the spectrum, there is a broad range of absorption enhancement
that cuts off sharply at wavelengths shorter than the pitch.

Figure 3.4: Pseudorandom and randomly textured patterns. (a) Photon flux in
all layers of the solar cell calculated from electromagnetic simulation for cells
with a 400 nm pitch periodic array, (b) simulation for pseudorandom particle
array, (c) simulation for Asahi U-type texture. (d) One-dimensional power
spectral density calculations based on AFM data from Figure 3.1.The 400 nm
pitch and pseudorandom patterns with large particles have the highest power
through the range of spatial frequencies required for coupling to waveguide
modes in the a-Si/H in the 600–700 nm spectral band.

At wavelengths where the absorption length in a-Si:H is shorter than
the scatterer separation, the absorption is mostly due to localized modes.
Figure 3.4a-c shows photon flux, defined by Φ(λ) = 21ħ ²"|E |2 , cross sections
from simulation for the periodic and pseudorandom patterns at λ = 500 nm.
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The absorption is largely confined over each scatterer, as can be seen by the
similarities in the absorption over the a-Si/H. Of course only the absorption in
the a-Si/H contributes to photocurrent, but the images in Figure 3.4a-c also
show the losses in the other layers, indicating that the ITO is a significant
source of parasitic absorption. Figure 3.4a-c also illustrates the importance of
nanostructure curvature. Plasmonic nanostructures with high frequency shapes
(i.e., sharp points) are highly absorbing, leading to parasitic absorption in the
metal layer (Figure 3.4c). In contrast, both the periodic and pseudorandom
designed nanoarrays control the nanoparticle shape to include only rounded,
curved scatterers (Figure 3.4a,b).
When the absorption length in a-Si:H is longer than the separation between
particles (for λ > 600 nm) the arrangement of the nanoparticles becomes more
important and the incident sunlight will couple to propagating modes of the
device. In the periodic case coupling only occurs for wavelengths where the pattern bridges the wavevector mismatch between incoming light and waveguide
modes, leading to the photocurrent peaks in the EQE spectrum of Figure 3.3a.
Similarly, the designed pseudorandom nanopatterns result in efficient coupling
to waveguide modes, but now over a broader spectral range, leading to a smooth
EQE spectrum.
To quantitatively understand the connection between the nanopatterns and
the observed strong photocurrent enhancement, in particular for the pseudorandom patterns, we calculated the power spectral density (PSD)[16] of the
patterned back contacts from the AFM data shown in Figure 3.1. The results
are shown in Figure 3.4d. The periodic, 400 nm pitch pattern, unsurprisingly,
has a very sharp band centered at 2.5 µm− 1 with a bandwidth due to the finite
size of the AFM scan. The Asahi and pseudorandom nanopatterns are much
broader and flatter in spatial frequency.
To realize coupling to waveguide modes over the broadest possible solar
spectral range requires a pattern with flat PSD through the range of spatial
frequencies required to couple to the waveguide modes of the a-Si:H and at
the same time minimal scattering power in the nondesirable spectral ranges.
Within this framework, we can now explain the observed trends in photocurrent
and deduce essential design rules. First, we observe that the pseudorandom
patterns have higher scattering power than the Asahi texture through the range
of optical frequencies required (Figure 3.4d). Indeed, the cells with engineered
random patterns show much better cell performance than the Asahi cells (Figures 3.2, 3.3). Second, the large nanoparticles have higher scattering power than
the smaller nanoparticles, consistent with the better light trapping observed
for larger particles in both the periodic and pseudorandom arrays. Third, the
periodic array is too narrowband to act as an isotropic light trapping surface.
While the PSD argument explains many of the observations of light trapping
on the red side of the spectrum, it does not explain the strong photocurrent
enhancement on the blue side of the spectrum. Since the absorption length of aSi/H is under 100 nm in the λ = 400–500 nm range, the enhanced photocurrent
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on the blue side must be due to the nanostructuring on the top interface. From
simulation, we attribute this to the ITO/a-Si:H hemispherical nanostructures
acting as weakly coupled Mie resonators, such that incident sunlight is resonantly absorbed in the hemisphere[23] and forward scattered into the a-Si:H
region. The effective interaction cross section of these scatterers is 3–4 times
their geometrical area over a broad UV/blue spectral range and thus leads to
enhanced incoupling of light at these wavelengths, for which light would otherwise be strongly reflected. This enhancement in the UV/blue is consistent with
the simulation results shows in Figure 3.3c and the 400 nm pitch was chosen a
priori from these simulations at it showed the highest solar spectrum integrated
absorption.

Figure 3.5: Experimental measurements of angle-resolved photocurrent on red
side of spectrum. (a) A 400 nm pitch pattern on 90 nm cell. (b) Pseudorandom
pattern with varying particle sizes on 90 nm thick cell. (c) A 400 nm pitch
pattern on cell with 150 nm thickness. (d) Pseudorandom pattern with large
particles on 150 nm thick cell. The periodically patterned cells show signatures
of coupling to waveguide modes, while the pseudorandom nanopatterns show
isotropic angular response.

Finally, we measured the angle-resolved EQE for the nanopatterned
cells. Data are shown for 400 nm pitch and pseudorandom cells with a
90 nm(Figure 3.5a,b) and 150 nm (Figure 3.5c,d) intrinsic a-Si:H layer. The
periodic cells show signatures of waveguide modes in the semiconductor, which
shift with changing angle of incidence. We observe a higher number of mode
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branches in Figure 3.5c than in Figure 3.5a, due to the higher mode density
in the thicker a-Si:H layer. In contrast, the engineered random nanopatterns
show an isotropic response with angle (Figure 3.5b,d). To achieve isotropic
light trapping, a range of spatial frequencies must be present in the pattern to
efficiently couple all angles into the localized and waveguide modes of the cell.

3.4

Conclusion

In summary, systematic study and design of pseudorandom arrays of resonantly
scattering nanoparticles allow for both an understanding of the ideal random
patterns for broadband, isotropic angular response, and the realization of high
efficiency devices in extraordinarily thin semiconductor regions. Key to the
design is an integrated understanding of spatial frequencies and curvature of
nanoscale scatterers that form plasmonic backreflectors coupling to waveguide
modes and weakly coupled surface Mie scatterers coupling to localized surface
modes.While the diameters and pitch of the front and back surface patterns in
this study were designed with a one-step, conformal deposition process in mind,
it is possible that decoupling the pattern formation at the two interfaces will lead
to higher overall efficiencies, extending the applicability to nonconformal semiconductor depositions. While focused here on a-Si:H, the principles presented
here are potentially applicable to other solar cell materials systems.

3.5
3.5.1

Supplementary information
Generation of the pseudo-random patterns

Each pseudo-random pattern was first generated over a 100 µm x 100 µm area.
The center points of the pattern were chosen randomly and assigned a diameter.
For example, the ‘random, medium’ pattern was generated assuming a diameter
of 250 nm Ag nanoparticles. Center points were chosen with a minimum separation of the diameter of the particle, constraining the pattern so that the Ag
particles do not overlap. Points were chosen until the number of valid points was
equal to the number of points contained in the same area with a 400 nm pitch of
particles. The ‘random, small’ pattern assumed a diameter of 200 nm, and the
‘random, large’ pattern of 300 nm. The array was then stitched together to form
a 6 mm × 6 mm pattern, with care taken on the edges of the stitching boundary
to ensure that the same non-overlapping conditions and packing fractions held.
The ‘random, varying’ pattern was generated using a mixture of the three different diameters, with each particle assigned a diameter before placement to check
the overlap conditions.
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3.5.2

Tables of best measured JV data for each pattern

Each patterned region on the master substrate was 6 mm × 6 mm in area. After
deposition of the a-Si:H layer, an array of 4 mm × 4 mm squares of ITO was
sputtered through a contact mask, and finger contacts were evaporated over the
ITO using a second contact mask. The cell active area used for determining
Jsc (0.13 cm2 ) is the area of the ITO contact (0.16 cm2 ) less the area of the Au
contact grid, and was verified by optical microscopy.
While several copies of each cell pattern were made, the best efficiency values
are tabulated here in addition to the average values in parentheses. Where patterns are missing, all of the cells of that pattern on the substrate were shunted.
An analysis of the growth statistics is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Pattern

Eff.(%)

Jsc (mA/cm2 )

Voc (V)

FF

400/Large
400/Medium
400/Small
500/Large
500/Medium
500/Small
Random/Large
Random/Medium
Random/Small
Random/Varying
Penrose
Flat
Asahi

9.35 (8.68)
9.60 (8.16)
8.87 (8.27)
8.72 (8.47)
8.77 (7.48)
8.66 (7.65)
9.44 (8.09)
9.35 (7.73)
7.27 (6.58)
8.88 (8.21)
9.26 (8.36)
6.32 (6.28)
6.94 (6.69)

16.24 (15.97)
16.94 (15.22)
16.10 (15.75)
15.85 (15.13)
15.37 (14.51)
14.60 (13.30)
16.84 (14.41)
16.18 (14.82)
14.22 (12.76)
16.68 (15.62)
16.72 (15.08)
11.52 (11.42)
12.52 (12.93)

0.920 (0.87)
0.864 (0.86)
0.865 (0.85)
0.870 (0.88)
0.889 (0.86)
0.897 (0.88)
0.872 (0.86)
0.888 (0.87)
0.835 (0.84)
0.855 (0.86)
0.864 (0.87)
0.845 (0.85)
0.890 (0.83)

0.63 (0.63)
0.66 (0.62)
0.64 (0.61)
0.63 (0.64)
0.64 (0.60)
0.66 (0.65)
0.64 (0.65)
0.65 (0.58)
0.61 (0.62)
0.62 (0.61)
0.64 (0.64)
0.65 (0.65)
0.62 (0.62)

Table 3.1: JV measurements on cells with 90 nm intrinsic layer thickness

3.5.3

EQE data for other thicknesses and repeatability

EQE measurements on the other thickness cells are shown in Supplementary
3.6. The 400 nm pitch cells in the 115 nm and 150 nm intrinsic layer thickness
cells show blue side enhancement, the periodic cells show sharp features from
the waveguide modes, and the pseudo-random patterns show a smooth response.
Supplementary 3.6c shows the average EQE for the same pattern (400 nm pitch
with large particles) on the three different thicknesses. The close overlap on
the blue side of the spectrum indicate that the absorption here is independent of thickness (and limited by collection and parasitic ITO absorption). This
is consistent with attributing blue side photocurrent enhancements to the top
nanostructures.
Supplementary 3.7 shows the repeatability of the EQE data for different
cells on the 115 nm thick cell substrate. Each trace is a different cell, and the
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Pattern

Eff.(%)

Jsc (mA/cm2 )

Voc (V)

FF

400/Large
400/Small
500/Large
500/Medium
500/Small
Random/Large
Random/Medium
Random/Small
Random/Varying
Penrose
Flat

9.37 (8.16)
5.91 (5.72)
7.54 (6.82)
5.88 (5.82)
5.75 (5.63)
7.49 (6.53)
6.47 (5.09)
6.23 (5.89)
8.06 (7.29)
7.64 (7.57)
3.62 (3.47)

15.71 (15.59)
13.66 (12.31)
14.31 (13.56)
12.92 (12.58)
12.26 (12.42)
14.93 (13.93)
13.53 (13.47)
10.95 (11.68)
15.90 (14.25)
15.57 (15.53)
9.770 (9.06)

0.912 (0.85)
0.833 (0.84)
0.862 (0.82)
0.789 (0.78)
0.782 (0.77)
0.834 (0.79)
0.787 (0.75)
0.890 (0.84)
0.832 (0.84)
0.812 (0.81)
0.737 (0.74)

0.65 (0.61)
0.52 (0.56)
0.61 (0.61)
0.58 (0.59)
0.60 (0.57)
0.60 (0.59)
0.61 (0.50)
0.63 (0.60)
0.61 (0.61)
0.60 (0.60)
0.50 (0.52)

Table 3.2: JV measurements on cells with 115 nm intrinsic layer thickness

Pattern

Eff.(%)

Jsc (mA/cm2 )

Voc (V)

FF

400/Large
400/Medium
400/Small
500/Large
500/Medium
500/Small
Random/Large
Random/Medium
Random/Small
Random/Varying
Penrose
Asahi

7.38 (7.16)
9.48 (7.76)
8.26 (7.28)
8.44 (7.66)
7.99 (7.52)
6.55 (6.27)
8.17 (7.94)
7.42 (6.46)
6.90 (6.54)
8.02 (6.65)
7.44 (6.76 )
7.61 (7.43 )

14.94 (14.88)
16.57 (15.81)
15.54 (14.66)
15.54 (15.48)
16.22 (15.72)
13.95 (13.75)
16.53 (16.08)
15.99 (14.57)
14.68 (13.68)
15.47 (14.48)
15.69 (14.95)
14.13 (13.96)

0.755 (0.76)
0.854 (0.79)
0.818 (0.80)
0.829 (0.80)
0.797 (0.79)
0.733 (0.74)
0.797 (0.80)
0.787 (0.76)
0.764 (0.76)
0.809 (0.77)
0.783 (0.74)
0.808 (0.81)

0.65 (0.63)
0.67 (0.61)
0.65 (0.62)
0.66 (0.62)
0.62 (0.60)
0.64 (0.61)
0.62 (0.62)
0.59 (0.59)
0.61 (0.63)
0.64 (0.59)
0.60 (0.61)
0.67 (0.66)

Table 3.3: JV measurements on cells with 150 nm intrinsic layer thickness

colors match to different patterns. The peaks on the red side of the spectrum are
clearly correlated with pitch, and the variations between cell measurements are
small.

3.5.4

Analysis of the Penrose pattern

EQE measurements for the Penrose pattern are shown in Supplementary 3.8,
with the simulated points overlaid. The Penrose tiling is not periodic, but has
long-range order. The particles are the same size as the medium nanoparticles.
The EQE spectrum appears to be an intermediate case between the periodic
arrays and the pseudo-random arrays, with a few (repeatable) shoulders in the
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Figure 3.6: EQE data on representative cells from other deposition runs.
(a) 115 nm intrinsic regions.(b) 150 nm intrinsic regions. (c) 400 nm pitch
nanopatterns with medium particles from each deposition run.

Figure 3.7: Repeatability of EQE data on cells with 115 nm thick intrinsic
regions. Each color trace is a different device on the substrate.

spectrum but much broader response than the periodic cells. Supplementary
3.9 shows the PSD spectrum for the Penrose pattern, generated from the AFM
data, compared to a few of the other patterns. The Penrose cell has higher PSD
than the Asahi pattern, is comparable to the random, medium pattern, and is
lower than the random, large pattern. Notably, the pattern shows reduced PSD
in the undesirable low frequency range. Unlike the other patterns discussed,
the Penrose pattern does not have the same packing fraction; the scatterers are
less dense than the pseudo-random or 400 nm pitch patterns. For the pseudorandom patterns, modification of the diameter and pitch resulted in a significantly higher PSD. Given this, we expect the PSD for the Penrose patterns could
be tuned by modifying the diameter and spacing between the scatterers.

3.5.5

Details of simulation layout

Electromagnetic simulations were performed using Lumerical finite-difference
time-domain software, with home written post-processing code. The refrac-
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Figure 3.8: EQE spectrum for Penrose cell on 90 nm substrate, with overlaid
simulation.

Figure 3.9: PSD spectrum for Penrose pattern compared to other pseudorandom patterns.

tive index of each layer was taken from ellipsometric measurements, with Ag
modeled by a Lorentz-Drude model. The simulations are performed at single
wavelengths across the solar spectrum, and an index monitor map is used to
separately calculate absorption in each of the layers, with only absorption in
the a-Si:H contributing to the overall photocurrent. The simulations of Asahi
texture were performed by feeding measured AFM data directly into the simulation, with a sufficiently large area to minimize boundary effects from the
periodic edges. Simulations of the periodically nanopatterned cells assumed
periodic boundary conditions, and approximated the aspect ratios and structures
measured from cross sections. Simulations of pseudo-random patterns assumed
the overcoating parameters of the periodic cells, with the simulation size of the
Asahi textures.
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4
Mode coupling by resonant surface scatterers
in thin-film silicon solar cells

We demonstrate effective mode coupling by light scattering from
periodic Ag nanoparticle arrays printed on top of a completed
thin-film a-Si:H solar cell. Current-voltage measurements show a
photocurrent enhancement of 10% compared to a flat reference cell
with a standard antireflection coating. External quantum efficiency
measurements for the nanopatterned cells show clear infrared
photocurrent enhancement peaks, corresponding to coupling to
discrete waveguide modes in the a-Si:H layer. The data are in
good agreement with three-dimensional finite element simulations,
which are used to further optimize the design. We show that
broadband photocurrent enhancement can be obtained over the
450–750 nm spectral range. We find that using Al instead of Ag
scattering patterns can further improve the cell’s blue-response, by
shifting the Fano effect to wavelengths below 400 nm. We show that
arrays of TiO2 particles at the front of ultra-thin a-Si:H cells result
in efficient light trapping and a substantial antireflection effect
and show absorption enhancements up to 46%. The use of TiO2
scattering patterns leads to substantially lower absorption losses in
the particles compared to Ag patterns.
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4.1

Introduction

Thin-film solar cells offer the potential of high photovoltaic conversion efficiency
combined with low fabrication costs and the possibility of a mechanically flexible
design. The major disadvantage of thin-film cells over their thick counterparts
is the relatively poor absorption of light, in particular in the infrared part of the
solar spectrum. To overcome this problem, light trapping is required, in which
light scattering structures are integrated within the solar cell to trap the light
in multiple ways: The scattering leads to an angular redistribution of the light;
in this way the path length of a single pass is enhanced and light at angles above
the critical angle it is trapped by total internal reflection. Furthermore parallel
momentum obtained in the scattering process can be used to couple to in-plane
waveguide modes [5, 44, 151].
Metal nanoparticle arrays have been proposed as efficient light coupling and
trapping coatings in thin-film solar cells. Metal nanoparticles are known to have
high scattering cross sections near their plasmon resonance wavelength [19,
24], which can be tuned by varying the dielectric environment, and particle
size or shape. Two main geometries have been considered. In the first, metal
nanostructures are embedded in the metal back contact of the solar cell. The
nanoparticle array then scatters light that is poorly absorbed in its first pass
through the active layer of the cell into in-plane waveguide modes of the cell,
thereby enhancing the light trapping [17, 37, 158]. In the second geometry,
metal nanoparticles are placed at the front-surface of the cell. In that case
they serve a dual purpose: they enhance the coupling of light into the cell by
reducing reflection from the cell (anti-reflection effect) and they can enhance the
path length in the cell (light trapping) [2, 12, 87, 96, 106].
So far, the anti-reflection effect, which is due to the preferential forward
scattering from the plasmonic resonances, has been studied in detail [125, 126].
The light trapping effect for plasmonic surface coatings however, has not been
well investigated. Here, we study the application of a Ag nanoparticle array
on top of a completed solar cell that includes a dielectric antireflection coating.
We find that the Ag nanoparticles scatter light into distinct waveguide modes
of the solar cell, clearly enhancing the infrared response of the solar cell. Nearfield enhancement does not play a role here, since the particles are separated
from the cell by a 80 nm ITO layer. Numerical simulations show that the effect
can be further enhanced by optimizing the Ag array geometry. Using numerical
simulations we also study light trapping patterns consisting of Al nanoparticles
and of TiO2 nanoparticles. Our work is applicable to other solar cell materials
and designs as well.
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4.2

Methods

Thin-film hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) solar cells were used in this
study. The fabrication of the solar cells was carried out as described by Soppe et
al. [123]. Silica glass substrates were first sputter-coated with a 200 nm Ag layer
followed by 80 nm ZnO buffer layer. The a-Si:H, with an intrinsic layer thickness
of 350 nm, is grown in a n-i-p sequence using plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition. 4 × 4 mm2 pads of 80-nm-thick indium-tin-oxide (ITO) were then
sputter-coated on top through a contact mask, to define the cell areas. The ITO
serves as an antireflection coating as well. Finally, U-shaped Ag contacts are
sputtered on top of the ITO, using a contact mask. The inset in Figure 4.1 shows
a schematic cross section of the solar cell.
Metal nanoparticle arrays were printed on top of the completed cell using
Substrate Conformal Imprint Lithography (SCIL). This technique enables inexpensive high-fidelity nanopatterning on large-area samples and is compatible
with standard solar cell manufacturing techniques. SCIL uses a bilayer rubber
stamp composed of a thin high-Young’s-modulus polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
layer that holds the nanostructures, laminated to a thick low-modulus-PDMS
layer that gives the stamp flexibility [143].
In the imprint process, a layer of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) followed
by a layer of silica-based sol-gel are spin-coated on the solar cell. Next, the
rubber stamp is used to print an array of holes in the sol-gel. Anisotropic
reactive ion etching (RIE) with a gas mixture of CHF3 and Ar is then used to
remove the thin residual sol-gel layer on the bottom of the holes. Subsequently,
the holes are transferred into the PMMA using O2 reactive ion etching. A
120 nm thick layer of Ag is then thermally evaporated on the sample. Finally,
lift-off of the PMMA layer is performed in acetone so that an array of Ag particles
remains. The inset of Figure 4.1 shows an SEM image of the particle array on
the solar cell. The square array has a pitch of 500 nm and the particles have a
radius and height of 120 nm. This image shows that metal nanoparticles can be
accurately printed on top of a completed a-Si:H solar cell.

4.3

Results

Figure 4.1 shows the current-voltage (I-V) curves for both the patterned (red)
and the reference cell (blue), which has the same device geometry as the patterned cell, but without nanoparticles. I-V curves are measured with a Wacom
solar simulator under 1 sun illumination. Both cells have an open circuit voltage
Voc = 810 mV; the fill factors are also similar: FF = 0.60 and FF = 0.61 for
the patterned and reference cells, respectively. This indicates that the SCIL
imprint process is well compatible with solar cell manufacturing and does not
lead to additional non-radiative recombination or cell shunting. The shortcircuit current densities are Jsc = 13.7 mA/cm2 and Jsc = 12.5 mA/cm2 , for the
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patterned and reference cells respectively. The enhanced light coupling by the
metal nanoparticle array thus leads to a 10% photocurrent enhancement. Note
that this enhancement is observed beyond a reference cell that had an optimized
ITO anti-reflection coating. Most other studies on metal nanoparticle enhanced
light coupling do not use a cell with optimized anti-reflection coating as reference [28, 59, 101, 104].

Figure 4.1: I-V curve for a Ag nanopatterned a-Si:H solar cell (500 nm pitch,
120 nm height, 120 nm radius, red) and a flat reference cell (blue). The insets
show a schematic cross section of the layer structure and a top-view SEM image
of the particle array (scale bar 500 nm).

Figure 4.2 shows external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements of cells
with (red) and without (blue) the Ag nanoparticle array. The EQE measurements were carried out on a commercial spectral response set-up by Optosolar
(SR300) using a 250 W xenon lamp. Data are taken in 10 and 20 nm wavelength
intervals for the patterned and reference cells respectively. The peaks observed
in the λ = 600–800 nm spectral band are highly reproducible. For the flat cell,
the spectral response is a smooth function of wavelength with the exception of
the peak at λ = 650 nm, which is attributed to a Fabry-Perot effect in the a-Si:H
layer. In contrast, the patterned cell shows multiple peaks in the near-infrared,
at λ = 660 nm, λ = 690 nm, and λ = 730 nm. These are clear signatures of
coupling to the waveguide modes as will be discussed below. While the metal
nanoparticle array thus clearly enhances the spectral response in the infrared,
it causes a reduced response in the blue spectral range, when compared to
the reference. This is attributed to Ohmic dissipation in the metal particle on
resonance and increased reflection below the particle resonance. The latter is
due to the Fano effect: the destructive interference between the directly trans-
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mitted beam and the forward scattered light at wavelengths below the plasmon
resonance [2, 77, 87, 158].

Figure 4.2: External quantum efficiency spectra for the patterned (red) and flat
reference cell (blue).

Due to its high refractive index ( n = 5.5–3.9 in the 350–800 nm spectral
range) light is very well confined in the a-Si:H waveguide layer. Figure 4.3 shows
the calculated dispersion relations for the lowest-order waveguide modes in the
a-Si:H layer, taking into account all layers in the solar cell. In the wavelength
range where light trapping is important (λ > 550 nm) the layer structure supports ten modes; five transverse electric (TE) and five transverse magnetic (TM)
modes. The black diagonal line shows the light line in air. In this wavelength
range the propagation length of the modes, defined by L p = 21κ , with κ the
imaginary part of the mode’s wavevector, is between 50 nm and 1 µm. All modes
are located to the right of the light line, meaning that they are purely bound
and cannot couple to free space radiation (light trapping). The vertical lines
indicate the in-plane momentum provided by the grating orders as a result of the
periodic nature of the Ag particle array. At wavelengths where the modes cross
these grating lines, coupling is possible for light incident at normal incidence.
The uncertainty in the modal wavevector due to absorption in the a-Si:H layer
causes momentum matching to occur over a broader spectral range (not shown
here).
Next, we compare the measured EQE peaks for the nanopatterned sample
with the dispersion calculations. The horizontal lines in Figure 4.3 reflect the
experimentally observed EQE peak wavelengths for the particle array from Figure 4.2. Clearly, the three observed peaks each correspond to distinct intersections of the dispersion curves with the grating vectors. The peak in EQE at
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λ = 670 nm corresponds to [0,1] grating order coupling to the TM4 mode, the [1,1]
grating order coupling to the TE4 mode, the [2,2] grating order coupling to the
TM1 mode, and the [0,3] grating order coupling to the TE0 and TM0 modes. The
peaks at λ = 690 nm corresponds to the [1,2] grating order coupling to the TM2
mode and the [0,3] grating order coupling to the TE0 and TM0 modes. Finally,
the peak at λ = 730 nm corresponds to the [0,1] grating-order coupling to the TE4
mode, the [0,2] grating order coupling to the TM2 mode, and the [1,2] grating
order coupling to the TE2 mode. Note that not all crossings between modes and
grating orders appear as clear peaks in the EQE measurement. We attribute
this to the limited bandwidth of the measurement and, for shorter wavelengths,
the fact that light is strongly absorbed in the a-Si:H, so that the effect of light
trapping is smaller. Furthermore the coupling efficiency, which depends on the
grating order, the field profile of the waveguide mode and the properties of the
individual scatterer at each wavelength, is different for each crossing.
Three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations, performed using Lumerical FDTD software, were used to model the absorption
in the i -layer of the a-Si:H, taking into account the full layer structure. A
unit cell with one cylindrical Ag particle is used in combination with periodic
boundary conditions in x and y direction to simulate a periodic array. At the
top and bottom of the simulation volume perfectly matched layers are used.
Figure 4.4(a) shows the fraction of incident light that is absorbed in the intrinsic
a-Si:H layer as a function of wavelength (continuous lines). Simulations are
shown for a flat solar cell with 80 nm ITO (blue); the experimentally studied
solar cell with a 500-nm-pitch array with 120-nm-radius and 120-nm-high particles (red). The simulations reflect the experimental trends in Figure 4.2 very
well, with an absorption peak observed in the wavelength range λ = 550–600
nm, corresponding to the EQE peak in Figure 4.3. The coupling to waveguide
modes for the patterned cell is clearly observed in the red part of the spectrum,
leading to enhanced absorption in the a-Si:H layer. Peaks similar to the EQE
peaks in Figure 4.2 are observed in the λ = 650–750 nm spectral range. The
simulation also shows reduced absorption at wavelengths below λ = 600 nm,
corresponding to the reduced EQE in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.4 shows that a purely
optical model, neglecting wavelength-dependent carrier collection rates, can well
predict trends in EQE.
Considering the good agreement between the FDTD simulations and the
EQE measurements, we use FDTD simulations to further optimize the Ag
nanoparticle array geometry. By reducing the particle diameter, the resonance
blueshifts, which also leads to a blueshift of the destructive Fano interference
at wavelengths below the resonance. The green continuous line in Figure 4.4(a)
shows the absorption spectrum for a 450-nm pitch array with 80-nm-radius and
100-nm-high Ag particles. This array shows a clearly enhanced blue response
compared to the experimental array and the flat cell while maintaining a high
red response. Note that the peaks in the red have shifted as a consequence
of changing the array pitch (and thus the in-plane momentum provided by
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Figure 4.3: Dispersion relations for the TE (blue) and TM (red) waveguide
modes in the 350-nm a-Si:H layer. The black dashed-dotted line is the light
line in air. The vertical black dashed lines are the grating orders provided by
the experimental particle array which has a pitch of 500 nm. At wavelengths
where these lines cross the waveguide modes, light incident at normal incidence
can couple to waveguide modes. The three horizontal black dashed lines show
the incident wavelengths at which peaks appear in the EQE measurement of
Figure 4.2.

the grating orders). The dashed lines in Figure 4.4(a) show the calculated
absorption in the metal nanoparticles. As can be seen, the particle plasmon
resonance, which occurs at λ = 530 nm for the experimental sample, has shifted
to λ = 460 nm for the optimized array.
Finally, Figure 4.4(b) shows the simulated reflectance for the flat (blue),
experimental (red) and optimized (green) geometry. Using a nanoparticle array
the reflectance is clearly reduced in the (infra-)red spectral range, due to the enhanced light trapping. Indeed, clear minima in reflection are observed at wavelengths where mode coupling occurs. For the experimental sample, reflectance in
the blue spectral range is higher than for the flat sample, in agreement with the
Fano interference argument mentioned above. The optimized array, however,
has a reflection well below that of the flat sample over the entire spectral range
from λ = 350–670 nm. In particular from λ = 410–670 nm, where the solar
spectrum is intense, the reflection is well below 10%. The minima in reflection
at λ = 500 and λ = 450 nm correspond to the Rayleigh anomalies for the 500 nm
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and 450 nm pitch geometries, respectively.

Figure 4.4: (a) Simulated absorption in the a-Si:H i-layer (continuous lines)
and in the Ag nanoparticles (dashed lines). (b) Simulated reflection from
the layer geometry. Data are shown for the experimental nanopatterned cell
geometry (red), the flat reference cell (blue) and an optimized design (green).

4.4

Al versus Ag nanoparticles

As we have seen in Figure 4.4, to enhance both the red- and blue-response of
these cells using Ag nanoparticles, the particles should not be too large. The
best results are obtained with 450 nm pitch, 80 nm radius and 100 nm height.
Making the particles larger results in a redshift of the particle resonance, which
shifts the undesired Fano effect to wavelengths at which the solar spectrum
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has higher intensity. Compared to Ag nanoparticles, Al nanoparticles have
their plasmon resonance at lower wavelengths, which is due to the higher bulk
plasma frequency of Al. Figure 4.5a shows the FDTD-simulated scattering
cross sections for single Al and Ag cylinders on top of an ITO substrate. The
scattering cross section spectrum for an Ag particle with radius 80 nm (green)
shows two peaks: the first peak at a wavelength of 460 nm corresponds to the
quadrupole resonance, and the second peak at 800 nm corresponds to the dipole
resonance [126]. Increasing the particle radius to 100 nm (cyan) results in an
overall larger scattering cross section, consistent with the larger geometrical
cross section of the scatterer. The quadrupole resonance redshifts to 490 nm.
This would lead to a Fano effect just below 490 nm, and hence a reduced blueresponse. Furthermore, for the 100 nm Ag particle the dipole resonance shifts
to a wavelength of 1000 nm, which is above the band gap for a-Si:H. Compared
to the scattering spectra for Ag particles, the spectra for Al particles are blue
shifted. For both particle sizes the quadrupole resonance is below 400 nm. The
dip and peak at larger wavelengths that are observed clearly in the spectra
of the Ag particles, are not very distinct in the scattering spectra of the Al
particles. This is due an interband transition in Al around 800 nm, which
causes a peak in absorption [148]. Overall, the Al particle with 100 nm radius
has a large scattering cross section, and a quadrupole resonance below 400 nm.
This is beneficial for light trapping patterns, since the Fano effect now shifts to
wavelengths were the solar spectrum has low intensity.

Figure 4.5: (a) Scattering cross sections for Ag particles with radius 80 nm
(green) and 100 nm (cyan) and Al particles with radius 80 nm (red) and 100 nm
(magenta) on ITO. All particles have a height of 100 nm. (b) Simulated
absorption spectra for the same cell geometries as in Figure 4.4. Data are shown
for a flat cell (blue) and cells with a periodic array of Al nanoparticles with radius
100 nm (magenta) and Ag nanoparticles with radius 80 nm. Both patterned
geometries have an array pitch of 450 nm and particle height of 100 nm.

Figure 4.5d shows the FDTD simulated absorption in the same device geometry as Figure 4.4 with Ag particles with radius 80 nm (green) and Al nanopar-
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ticles with radius 100 nm (magenta). Both arrays have a pitch of 450 nm and
contain particles with a height of 100 nm. The Al particles perform substantially
better than the Ag particles at wavelengths between 440 nm and 520 nm. At
wavelengths below 400 nm the Al particles result in lower absorption than the
Ag particles, which is due to the Fano effect. Some small differences in red
response are observed when comparing the Al and Ag particle. We attribute this
to their different scattering and absorption properties.

4.5

TiO2 scattering patterns

Whereas metal nanoparticles efficiently scatter the light, they also absorb a substantial fraction of the incident spectrum. Instead, arrays of dielectric scatterers
could be used at the front-side of the cell to achieve a photocurrent enhancement.
Analogous to the plasmon resonance of metal particles, wavelength-sized dielectric particles exhibit geometrical resonances [19]. TiO2 is a suitable material for
these patterns, since it has a relatively high refractive index (2.2–2.5), and low
absorption losses in the visible. Figure 4.6 shows the normalized scattering cross
section for single TiO2 cylinders with a height of 200 nm on ITO for particles
with different radii. The scattering cross section for the particle with a radius
of 100 nm (blue) shows a small peak at 320 nm, followed by a dip and a very
broad peak between 400 and 800 nm. The maximum value for the normalized
scattering cross section is 7.5. This shows that TiO2 particles on ITO very
efficiently scatter the light. Increasing the particle radius (green, red) results
in a redshift of the spectra, and also in more complex scattering spectra. Larger
particle radii result in larger scattering cross sections in the red spectral range,
in which light trapping is required.

Figure 4.6: Normalized scattering cross section spectra for TiO2 single
cylinders on ITO with height 100 nm and radius 100 nm (blue), 125 nm (green),
and 150 nm (red).
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Figure 4.7: FDTD simulated absorption in the (a) a-Si:H layer, (c) Ag layer, and
(d) ITO layer, and (b) reflection of a 145 nm a-Si:H solar cell with and without
arrays of TiO2 particles on top. Data are shown for a flat cell with 80 nm ITO
(black) and cells with periodic arrays of TiO2 particles on 40 nm ITO with height
200 nm, pitch 500 nm, and radius 100 nm (blue), 125 nm (green), and 150 nm
(red). The inset shows a schematic cross section of the cell geometry, consisting
of Ag (grey), AZO (orange), a-Si:H (green) and ITO (blue).

Figure 4.7 shows the FDTD simulated absorption in ultra-thin (145 nm) aSi:H solar cells with periodic arrays of TiO2 cylinders with different radii on top
compared to unpatterned cells. The inset in Figure 4.7c shows a schematic cross
section of the cell geometry, which consists of 200 nm Ag (grey), 130 nm AZO
(orange), 145 nm a-Si:H (green), 40 nm ITO (blue), and TiO2 particles (purple).
The reference contains the standard ITO thickness of 80 nm. Figure 4.7a shows
the absorption in the a-Si:H layer (continuous lines) and in the nanoparticles
(dashed lines). The flat cell (black) has a very poor red-response, due to the
small thicknesses of the absorber layer. Patterning the cell with periodic arrays
of TiO2 nanoparticles (green, blue red) leads to a broadband enhancement in
absorption. A substantial anti-reflection effect is observed in the blue-spectral
range, due to preferential scattering into the high-refractive index layer. This
anti-reflection effect is dependent on the particle radius; in this spectral range
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the 100 nm radius (blue) particle gives the largest enhancement. Distinct peaks
are observed in the red-spectral range, which we attribute to waveguide mode
coupling. The wavelengths of most of these peaks do not depend on the particle
radius, while they do depend on the array pitch. The height of the peaks does
depend on the particle radius. The wavelength of the peak around 700 nm
that is observed for the 100 nm (blue) and 125 nm (green) particles depends
on the particle radius; a redshift is observed with increasing particle radius.
At wavelengths between 460 and 560 nm, the largest particles (150 nm) result
in substantially lower absorption than the other particle sizes. Overall, the
particle with 125 nm radius gives the largest integrated absorption enhancement. Absorption in the nanoparticles (dashed lines) is low and occurs mostly at
wavelengths below 500 nm. Averaged over the AM1.5 spectrum, the absorption
in the particles is 2–3%.
Figure 4.7b shows the simulated reflection for the same cell types. The
patterned cells (blue, green, red) show a substantially lower reflection than the
flat cell (black), both in the blue and red spectral range. The features observed in
the absorption spectra (Figure 4.7a) for the different cell types are also present
in the reflection spectra. At wavelengths between 680 nm and 760 nm sharp
peaks are observed in absorption in the a-Si:H layer (Figure 4.7a); the reflection
spectra show strong dips in this spectral range. The reflection for the geometry
with the 150 nm radius particle (red) even goes to 0 at a wavelength of 730 nm.
Nevertheless, all peaks in the absorption in the aSi:H layer (Figure 4.7a) are
below 40% in this spectral range in which the a-Si:H layer weakly absorbs. At
wavelengths where the sharp dips in reflection occur, peaks are also observed
in absorption in the Ag (Figure 4.7c), ITO (Figure 4.7d) and AZO (not shown)
layers. Particularly in the Ag layer absorption losses are high in this spectral
range; peaks in absorption go up to 60%. Absorption losses in the ITO layer
(Figure 4.7d) are largest at wavelengths below 450 nm and are only slightly
enhanced upon patterning the cell. A taller peak occurs in the ITO-absorption
spectrum at a wavelength of 760 nm for the 150 nm radius particle and amounts
to 35% absorption.
Figure 4.8a shows the FDTD-simulated absorption in patterned cells with
different ITO thicknesses compared to a flat cell with 80 nm ITO, which is the
standard thickness of the ITO antireflection coating on a flat cell. All particle
arrays have a pitch of 500 nm, particle radius of 125 nm, and height of 125 nm.
Increasing the ITO thicknesses from 20 nm (cyan) to 80 nm (magenta) results
in a redshift of the features in the red part of the absorption spectrum. The
peaks between 730 and 760 nm are small for the geometries with 60 nm and
80 nm ITO. With the thicker ITO layers, the scatterers are further away from
the waveguide, and the mode-coupling becomes less efficient. Furthermore the
dip at wavelengths between 580 nm and 600 nm increases with increasing ITO
thickness. Also in the blue spectral range the absorption spectra are highly
dependent on the thickness of the ITO layer. Overall, an ITO layer with a
thickness of 40 nm gives the largest absorption enhancement.
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Figure 4.8: FDTD-simulated absorption in the a-Si:H layer for cells patterned
with TiO2 particles for (a) different ITO thicknesses and (b) different array
pitches. The patterned cells have a particle radius and height of 125 nm. Data
in (a) are shown for patterned cells with an array pitch of 500 nm and an ITO
thickness of 20 nm (cyan), 40 nm (blue), 60 nm (purple), and 80 nm (magenta)
and a flat cell with 80 nm ITO (black). Data in (b) are shown for cells with TiO2
particles on 40 nm ITO and an array pitch of 400 nm (red), 500 nm (blue) and
600 nm (green) and a flat cell with 80 nm ITO (black).

Figure 4.8b shows the FDTD-simulated absorption in patterned cells for
different array pitches. The particles have a radius of 125 nm, height of 125 nm
and are on top of 40 nm ITO. The blue response shows some dependence on the
array pitch. The mode-coupling in the red spectral range is highly dependent on
the array pitch. The pattern with 500 nm pitch has the best red-response, which
is mostly due to the broad peak between 600 and 670 nm. Overall, a pitch of
500 nm results in the largest absorption enhancement.
We further optimized the array geometry by varying the particle radius
between 100 nm and 200 nm, height between 125 nm and 200 nm, pitch between
400 nm and 600 nm, and ITO thickness between 10 nm and 80 nm, exploring the
full 4D parameter space. We found that the optimum geometry is the geometry
shown in Figure 4.8a and b (blue). Averaged over the AM1.5 spectrum, the
absorption enhancement amounts to 46%.
To further study the influence of the array configuration, we compare
simulations of cells patterned with random and periodic particle arrays.
Figure 4.9 compares the absorption in the a-Si:H layer of a periodically (red)
and a randomly (cyan) patterned cell. The patterns both have particles with
radius 125 nm, height 200 nm, and have an (average) array pitch of 500 nm.
The random array was generated by placing particles in a 2 × 2 µm2 unit cell at
x, y positions determined using a random number generator, with the restriction
that particles are not allowed to overlap. Periodic boundary conditions were
used in the simulation in x and y direction and also overlap over the periodic
boundaries was not allowed. The inset in Figure 4.9 shows the used random
array configuration.
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Figure 4.9: FDTD-simulated absorption in the a-Si:H layer of a flat (black),
periodically patterned (red), and randomly patterned (cyan) cell. The inset
shows the random array configuration in a 2 × 2 µm2 unit cell.

Comparing the simulated absorption for the random (cyan) and the periodic
(red) particle array shows they have a similar blue-response. This indicates
that the antireflection effect mostly depends on the properties of the single
scatter and the particle density rather than on the spatial frequencies in the
scattering patterns. The red response however, is very different for the two
different patterns. Whereas the periodic array shows very sharp peaks, the
random pattern shows a broad enhancement without the sharp peaks. This is
due to the difference in the spatial frequency distribution of these patterns. The
periodic pattern only contains the spatial frequencies matching the array pitch
and higher orders of this, and the random pattern contains a broad distribution
of spatial frequencies at which mode-coupling is possible. Overall, for this light
trapping geometry, the optimized periodic light trapping pattern outperforms
the random pattern.

4.6

Conclusion

In conclusion, we fabricated a periodic array of Ag nanoparticles on top of a
completed a-Si:H solar cell using substrate conformal imprint lithography. The
addition of nanoparticles resulted in a 10% photocurrent enhancement with
respect to the flat cell with a standard ITO antireflection coating. By comparing external quantum efficiency spectra and modal dispersion calculations, we
demonstrate coupling of light scattered from the nanoparticles to distinct TE
and TM waveguide modes in the a-Si:H, through second- and third-order grating coupling. The mode coupling is corroborated by three-dimensional FDTD
simulations which show that further optimization of the array geometry can
simultaneously optimize the red and blue response of the cell, leading to a
broadband photocurrent enhancement. We find that the blue-response of the
cell could be further enhanced when arrays of Al particles are used instead of
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Ag particles, since this shifts the Fano effect to wavelengths below 400 nm. By
patterning ultra-thin a-Si:H cells with arrays of TiO2 particles, we show an
absorption enhancement of 46% with respect to a flat cell. The patterned cell
shows efficient light trapping as well as a substantial antireflection effect. By
comparing periodic and random arrays with the same particle size and density
we show that the antireflection effect mostly depends on the properties of the
single scatterer, whereas the light trapping is strongly dependent on the spatial
frequencies in the scattering pattern. Both Ag and TiO2 nanoparticles efficiently
scatter the light, but the advantage of using TiO2 particles is that optical losses
in the particles are only around 2% integrated over the solar spectrum, whereas
optical losses in Ag nanoparticles are typically 10–15%.
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5
Dielectric backscattering patterns for light
trapping in thin-film Si solar cells

We experimentally compare the light trapping efficiency of
dielectric and metallic backscattering patterns in thin-film a-Si:H
solar cells. We compare devices with randomly patterned Ag back
contacts that are covered with either flat or patterned aluminumdoped ZnO (AZO) buffer layers and find the nanostructure at the
AZO/a-Si:H interface is key to achieve efficient light trapping.
Simulations show that purely dielectric scattering patterns with flat
Ag and a patterned AZO/a-Si:H interface can outperform geometries
in which the Ag is also patterned. The scattering from the
dielectric patterns is due to geometrical Mie resonances in the AZO
nanostructures. The optimized dielectric geometries avoid parasitic
Ohmic losses due to plasmon resonances in the Ag, and open the
way to a large number of new light trapping designs based on purely
dielectric resonant light scattering.

5.1

Introduction

thin-film solar cells, with absorber layer thicknesses ranging from a few hundred
nanometers to a few microns, combine the advantages of relatively low fabrication cost with the possibility to realize mechanically flexible devices. However,
the small absorber layer thickness leads to poor absorption of the infra-red
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part of the solar spectrum, in particular in solar cells based on amorphous
and microcrystalline silicon thin-films due to the unfavourable charge carrier
mobilities and lifetimes in these materials. To solve this problem, light trapping
is required, in which nanostructures incorporated in the solar cell are designed
to scatter the light and thereby enhance the optical path length. Many different periodic and random scattering geometries have been proposed in order to
achieve efficient light trapping over a broad spectral range [2, 5, 9, 13, 17, 25, 30,
36–38, 55, 60, 75, 79, 94, 105, 106, 116, 124, 149, 158]. Several device designs
make use of the efficient scattering properties of metallic nanoparticles, which
have large scattering cross sections at their plasmon resonance [2, 13, 25, 36,
37, 60, 75, 94, 106, 124, 149].
Recently, it was shown that dielectric nanostructures on top of a solar cell can
lead to strongly enhanced light incoupling due to forward scattering through
resonantly excited Mie modes in the nanoparticles [36, 128]. Similar to plasmonic nanostructures, these dielectric surface nanostructures are very efficient
resonant scatterers with scattering cross sections exceeding their geometrical
cross sections [19, 128]. Moreover, dielectric scattering structures show much
lower parasitic absorption than metallic nanostructures [60].
Many research groups have now demonstrated efficient broadband light
trapping in thin-film devices grown on top of structured metal back contacts [36,
37, 60, 94]. In the case of thin-film Si solar cells, the metallic back contact is
always separated from the absorber layer by an aluminium doped ZnO (AZO)
layer, to avoid metal diffusion into the Si. Such a geometry is shown in Fig.
5.1(a), which shows a cross-section made using focused ion beam (FIB) milling.
Here, a randomly patterned glass substrate is covered with a thin Ag layer,
on top of which subsequent layers of AZO, a-Si:H and indium-tin-oxide (ITO)
are deposited. Due to conformal growth of the AZO layer on top the structured
back contact, the AZO layer also contains the nanostructures. The solar cell
is thus composed of random scattering patterns at both the Ag/AZO and the
AZO/a-Si:H interface.
A natural question now arises if the light trapping in these solar cells is
due to scattering from plasmon resonances in the Ag or from Mie resonances in
the AZO nanostructures. Deciphering the effect of both scattering structures is
important for a large number of thin-film solar cell designs. In this chapter we
systematically study the influence of the structured AZO layer on light trapping
in thin-film Si solar cells grown on top of a structured metal back contact.
We experimentally compare thin-film a-Si:H devices with structured Ag and
either structured or flat AZO layers. We show that flattening the AZO buffer
layer is detrimental for light trapping, demonstrating the key importance of
dielectric scattering for light trapping even in plasmonic geometries. We study
both random and periodic structures and demonstrate examples of purely dielectric scattering patterns.
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5.2

Sample fabrication

The solar cell fabrication was performed as described by Soppe et al. [123].
Flat glass substrates and Asahi U-type substrates were sputter-coated with a
200 nm Ag layer and an AZO buffer layer. An a-Si:H layer (350 nm i -layer) was
then grown using plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) in ni-p configuration. To define the different cell areas 4 × 4 mm pads of ITO were
sputtered on top of the a-Si:H layer using a contact mask. Finally U-shaped Ag
contacts were sputtered on top through a contact mask.

Figure 5.1: FIB cross sections of the different cell types: (a) Reference a-Si:H
solar cell, composed of an Asahi U-type substrate covered with 200 nm Ag,
80 nm AZO, 350 nm a-Si:H and ITO. (b-d) Solar cells grown on top of: (b) a
flat substrate, (c) Asahi substrate with 500 nm AZO, and (d) Asahi substrate
with polished AZO. Scale bars: 500 nm.

Figure 5.1 shows cross sections, made using focused ion beam (FIB) milling,
of the different types of cell geometries that were compared. Next to the ‘standard’ geometry shown in Fig. 5.1(a), three complementary geometries were
made. One cell type was grown on top of a flat glass substrate and has an
AZO thickness of approximately 500 nm (Fig. 5.1(b)). One cell type was grown
on top of an Asahi U-type substrate and also has a 500 nm AZO layer (Fig.
5.1(c)). This results in roughness in both the Ag/AZO layer and the AZO/aSi:H interface. And one cell type was made by depositing AZO onto Asahi Utype substrate and then polishing the AZO surface using chemical mechanical
polishing with colloidal SiO2 slurry. This resulted in a sample with structured
Ag/AZO interface and a flat AZO/a-Si:H interface (Fig. 5.1(d)). The use of a
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rather thick (500 nm) AZO layer enabled polishing without exposing the Ag. A
total of 24 cells were made of each type, so that electrical cell parameters could
be averaged in the analysis. AFM data of Ag coated Asahi U-type substrates are
shown in ref. [36].

5.3

Experimental results

Figure 5.2 shows current-voltage (I-V) measurements for the four different types
of cells; curves are shown for single cells. I-V curves were measured under
one-sun illumination using a WACOM solar simulator. Table 5.1 summarizes
the average open circuit voltage (Voc ) and fill factor (FF ) of the different cell
types. From these measurements, no significant difference in Voc and FF can
be observed between the different types of cells, indicating similar electrical
quality of the different device types. The curves were normalized to the current
obtained from external quantum efficiency measurements at short circuit to
exclude inaccuracies in the determination of the surface area of the cells. The
flat cell (black) shows a photocurrent of Jsc = 10.7 mA/cm2 . The Asahi cells
show significantly higher photocurrent. We find Jsc = 12.5 and 12.4 mA/cm2 for
the cells with 80 and 500 nm AZO, respectively (green, blue). The Asahi cell
with polished AZO however (red), has a substantially lower photocurrent, than
the normal Asahi cells: Jsc = 10.9 mA/cm2 . This indicates that the dielectric
nanostructure at the AZO/a-Si:H interface is crucial for efficient light trapping.
Sample

Voc (mV)

FF

Flat substrate
Asahi thin AZO
Asahi thick AZO
Asahi polished AZO

905 ± 7
898 ± 15
895 ± 16
907 ± 12

0.68 ± 0.04
0.66 ± 0.04
0.64 ± 0.04
0.69 ± 0.07

Table 5.1: Electrical properties of the four types of solar cells.

Figure 5.3(a) shows external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements on
the four different types of cells; measurements are shown for single cells. The
EQE measurements were performed on a commercial spectral response set-up
by Optosolar (SR300) using a 250 W xenon lamp equipped with a Jobin Yvon
iHR320 monochromator. The diameter of the beam on the sample surface was
1 mm. The setup was calibrated with a crystalline silicon reference solar cell
and the measurements were carried out with a spectral resolution of 10 nm.
The EQE for the flat solar cell (black) decreases rapidly above 550 nm, because of poor light absorption in this spectral range. The Asahi cells with structured AZO/a-Si:H interface (blue and green) show a significantly enhanced redresponse with respect to the flat cell. This indicates that light trapping occurs
due to the scattering nanostructures. In contrast, the Asahi cell with polished
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Figure 5.2: I-V curves for a-Si:H cells made on flat substrate (black), Asahi
substrate with 500 nm AZO (blue), Asahi substrate with 80 nm AZO (green),
and Asahi substrate with polished AZO (red).

AZO shows barely any enhancement with respect to the flat cell. This shows
that only structuring the Ag layer does not lead to any significant light trapping
in this device geometry; i.e. the AZO/a-Si:H interface needs to be structured
as well. All different types of cells show a similar highly reproducible blue
response, indicating that roughness on the top, present because of conformal
growth, does not play a role in the light management in these cells.

5.4

Simulations

Three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations, performed using Lumerical software, were used to model the absorption in the
a-Si:H layer. The simulations took into account the full layer structure: 200 nm
Ag, 80/500 nm AZO, 350 nm a-Si:H, and 80 nm ITO. The Asahi roughness
was incorporated by measuring the surface topography using atomic force
microscopy (AFM) on an Asahi substrate that was sputter-coated with 200 nm
Ag. The AFM data were then imported in the simulation to represent to
topography of the Ag surface. In the case of the non-polished Asahi cells, the
roughness of the AZO layer was assumed to be the same as the measured
roughness of the Ag layer. Considering the similarity in the measured blueresponse for the different types of cells with the flat and patterned AZO layers,
the top of the a-Si:H layer and the ITO layer were assumed to be flat in the
simulations. Periodic boundaries were used in x and y direction and a unit
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cell size of 2 × 2 µm2 was used. No effects of periodicity were observed for this
size. A uniform mesh of 5 nm was used over the whole simulation volume.
Perfectly matched layers were used at the top and bottom of the simulation
volume. Three-dimensional absorption and refractive index monitors were used
to determine the absorption per unit volume.
1
Pabs = ω²"|E |2
2
where ω is the frequency, ²" the imaginary part of the permittivity, and E is the
electric field.

Figure 5.3: (a)External quantum efficiency measurements on solar cells on a
flat substrate (black), Asahi substrates with 80 nm rough AZO (green), 500 nm
rough AZO (blue), and 500 nm polished AZO (red). (b) Simulated absorption in
the a-Si:H layer of the same cell types (line colours correspond to those in (a)).

Figure 5.3(b) shows the simulated fraction of incident light that is absorbed
in the a-Si:H layer as a function of wavelength for the different types of cells. The
simulations show very similar trends to the measured EQE data. The Asahi cells
with patterned AZO (green and blue) show a significant absorption enhance60
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ment with respect to the flat cell (black) in the wavelength range above 600 nm,
whereas the sample with polished AZO (red) does not. We found that making the
Ag rough results in significantly higher parasitic absorption. Whereas with flat
Ag, the absorption in the Ag stays below 5% over the 350–800 nm wavelength
range, the absorption in the rough Ag layer is up to 50% at wavelengths above
700 nm. Considering the good agreement between our FDTD simulations and
EQE measurements, we used the FDTD simulations to study the influence of the
AZO layer thickness on the absorption for devices with rough Ag and polished
AZO.

Figure 5.4: Simulated absorption in the a-Si:H layer of a solar cell without
roughness (black dashed, ‘flat’), with Asahi roughness in the Ag and AZO layer
(blue, dashed, ‘Asahi ref.’), and with Asahi roughness in the Ag and flat AZO
(continuous) with a thickness of 0 nm (blue), 100 nm (green), 140 nm (red),
180 nm (light blue), and 500 nm (purple). The insets show cartoons of the
different geometries with flat AZO (grey: Ag; orange: AZO; green: a-Si:H);
no AZO (top), AZO thinner than Ag roughness (center), AZO thicker than Ag
roughness (bottom).

Figure 5.4 shows the simulated absorption in the a-Si:H layer for different
thicknesses of a flat AZO layer that is on top of the rough Ag. Data for a flat
cell (black, dashed) and an Asahi cell with rough AZO (blue, dashed) are also
shown as reference. When there is no AZO present (blue continuous, 0 nm), the
rough Ag is directly in contact with the a-Si:H layer (first inset). As can be seen
in the figure, this leads to efficient light trapping. At wavelengths between 600
and 680 nm, the absorption in the a-Si:H layer is even higher than for the Asahi
reference (blue dashed), in which both the Ag and the AZO are rough. For the
cell with flat AZO/a-Si:H interface the following trend is observed. When the
AZO thickness increases to 100 nm (green), the AZO starts to fill up the valleys
in the rough Ag (second inset); the areal fraction of Ag that is in direct contact
with the a-Si:H rear interface is still high (72%). In this case, absorption in the
a-Si:H slightly decreases with respect to the case where there is no AZO present.
With 140 nm AZO (red), the fraction of Ag at the a-Si:H rear interface is only
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27%, and absorption has decreased significantly. Further increasing the AZO
thickness to 180 nm (light blue), leads to reduced light trapping. At an AZO
layer thickness of 500 nm (purple), only very slight light trapping is observed.
The data in Fig. 5.4 show that roughness at the a-Si:H rear interface is required
for efficient light trapping in this solar cell geometry.
To further investigate the loss and light trapping processes in the various geometries we have performed FDTD simulations on periodically patterned nanostructures. Such geometries are readily made using large-area inexpensive soft
imprint techniques as we have demonstrated earlier [36]. Square arrays of
hemispheres with a radius of 150 nm were used, using a 400 nm × 400 nm
unit cell. Figure 5.5(a) shows the simulated absorption in the active layer of
a-Si:H cells on top of periodic arrays of hemispheres in only the Ag (blue), both
Ag and AZO (green) and only in the AZO (red), compared to a flat cell (black).
These geometries are schematically depicted in Fig. 5.5(b).

Figure 5.5: (a) Simulated absorption in the a-Si:H layer of solar cells with
only flat layers (black), periodically structured Ag and flat AZO (blue, ‘Ag
hemi’), periodically structured Ag and AZO (green, ‘Ag+AZO hemi’), flat Ag and
periodically structured AZO (red, ‘AZO hemi’). The insets show (from top to
bottom): flat cell, cell with Ag hemispheres, cell with Ag and AZO hemispheres,
cell with AZO hemispheres and flat Ag. (b) Simulated absorption in the Ag
layer.
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Figure 5.5(a) shows the simulated fraction of light absorbed in the a-Si:H
layer for the four geometries. The device with structured Ag and flat AZO
shows poor light trapping. At wavelengths above 650 nm there is only a small
enhancement in absorption with respect to the flat cell, while at wavelengths
below 650 nm the Ag pattern results in a reduced absorption. When both the
Ag and the AZO layer are periodically structured, a substantial amount of light
trapping is observed. The device with flat Ag and patterned AZO shows even
higher absorption than the cell with structured Ag and structured AZO. To study
this further, we have simulated the fraction of light that is absorbed in the Ag
for the different device structures (Fig. 5.5(b)). For structured Ag (blue and
green) absorption in the Ag is significantly higher than for geometries with flat
Ag (black and red), due to resonant scattering by the plasmonic nanostructures.
The data in Fig. 5.5 show that light trapping using purely dielectric scattering
patterns can be better than with combined dielectric-metallic scattering patterns, since it leads to lower parasitic absorption in the metal.

Figure 5.6: Simulated normalized scattering cross sections for AZO hemispheres on a non-absorbing AZO, inside non-absorbing a-Si:H, for radii of
150 nm (blue), 180 nm (green), 200 nm (red), 220 nm (light blue). The inside
shows a cross section of the field intensity.

To study the scattering mechanism from the patterned AZO/a-Si:H interface,
we consider the geometrical Mie resonances in the resonant cavities at the interface. Figure 5.6 shows the simulated normalized scattering cross sections,
defined as the ratio between the scattering cross section and the geometrical
cross section, for a geometry composed of an AZO substrate with a single AZO
hemisphere embedded in a-Si:H layer (see inset in Fig. 5.6). Data are shown for
hemisphere radii in the range 150–220 nm. A 2 µm × 2 µm simulation box was
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used with perfectly matched layers on all boundaries. A total-field-scatteredfield source was used to directly calculate the scattered power by means of
frequency-domain transmission monitors positioned in the scattered field region. To allow propagation of the scattered field to the monitors, absorption in
the a-Si:H layer and the AZO substrate were neglected (i.e. the imaginary parts
of the refractive index were set to zero). The normalized scattering cross section
for the hemisphere with 150 nm radius (blue, same size as in Fig. 5.5), shows a
broad peak centred around 560 nm. The normalized scattering cross section
exceeds unity over the entire 350–1000 nm spectral band, indicating strong
interaction with the incident light. The inset shows the electric field intensity in
the geometry with a 150 nm hemisphere, demonstrating the light is resonantly
confined in the particle, with clear extension of the trapped resonant mode into
the AZO and a-Si:H layers. We ascribe the large bandwidth of the resonance to
the high loss rate associated with the enhanced leakage radiation to the AZO
and a-Si:H layers. Figure 5.6 shows that when the particle radius is increased,
the resonance shifts to higher wavelengths; further confirming the resonant Mie
nature of the scattering mechanism. For the larger particles a second (higherorder) Mie resonance appears, in correspondence with the analytical Mie formulas for spherical particles. Simulated absorption for the full device geometry
shows a strong size dependence; particles with a radius below 100 nm resulted
in poor absorption enhancement. This indicates that geometrical resonances
play an important role in the scattering process.

5.5

Conclusion

We have systematically compared dielectric and metallic scattering patterns for
light trapping in thin Ag/AZO/a-Si:H solar cells. We experimentally demonstrate
that geometries with patterned AZO buffer layers lead to substantially better
light trapping than geometries with only patterned Ag. Simulations show that,
if the AZO layer fills up the valleys of the rough Ag, this result is mostly independent of the AZO thickness and that structuring the AZO/a-Si:H interface
is crucial for light trapping. We show that purely dielectric scattering patterns
can outperform geometries in which the Ag is also structured by reducing the
parasitic absorption that arises from plasmon resonances in nanostructured Ag.
The light trapping with dielectric scattering patterns relies on geometrical resonances in the AZO nanostructures. Our work opens the way to a large number
of new light trapping designs based on dielectric resonant light scattering.
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6
Efficient nanorod-based amorphous silicon
solar cells with advanced light trapping

In this chapter we present a simple, low-cost and scalable
approach for the fabrication of efficient nanorod-based solar cells.
Templates with arrays of self-assembled ZnO nanorods with tunable
morphology are synthesized by chemical bath deposition. The
nanorod templates are conformally coated with hydrogenated
amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) light absorber layers of 100 nm and
200 nm thickness. An initial efficiency of up to 8.4% is achieved.
External quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements on the nanorod
cells show a substantial photocurrent enhancement both in the
red and the blue part of the solar spectrum. Three-dimensional
finite-difference time-domain simulations agree well with the EQE
measurements. Front surface patterns enhance the light incoupling
in the blue while rear side patterns lead to enhanced light trapping
in the red. The red response in the nanorod cells is limited by
absorption in the patterned Ag back contact. We develop a further
advanced design with patterned front and flat rear side, which will
show even higher efficiency. Many of the findings in this work can
serve to provide insights for further optimization of nanostructures
for thin-film solar cells in a broad range of materials.
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6.1

Introduction

Thin-film silicon is an attractive candidate in the photovoltaic (PV) market because of versatile deposition procedures, low manufacturing cost, and potential
applications in flexible form. Among all the possible material structures of
silicon, hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) is a very interesting material for single junction solar cells, as a top cell material for multiple junction
solar cells such as the well-known ‘Micromorph’ concept [63, 114], and for aSi:H/c-Si heterojunction cells with commercially viable efficiencies of >20% [133,
140]. However, a-Si:H in thin-film solar cells suffers from a high defect density which leads to a high recombination rate. Bulk recombination is mitigated by using thinner devices, which has also added advantages of increasing
fabrication throughput and reducing light induced degradation. On the other
hand, cells have to be thick enough in order to efficiently absorb the nearbandgap part of the solar spectrum. Therefore light-trapping schemes that
increase optical absorption are crucial. Light scattering in thin-film solar cells is
traditionally achieved by the usage of a textured transparent conductive oxide
(TCO) layer, such as commercially available SnO2 :F with a randomly textured
surface [160], or textured doped ZnO fabricated either by sputtering followed
by a post-deposition hydrochloric acid etching [14, 66, 89] or by low pressure
chemical vapor deposition [32]. The textured TCO layer scatters incident light
into off-normal angles to increase the light propagation path in the absorber
layer. Recently radial junction solar cells based on elongated nanostructures
such as nanowires [42, 62, 135], nanorods [61, 70, 73], nanopillars [31, 65, 91,
141], nanodomes [158], and nanopyramid [85] have attracted intense attention.
At the present stage there are several challenges to the application of elongated nanostructures in solar cells [71]. One main challenge is the fabrication of large-area nanostructure arrays with controllable morphology in a costeffective and high-throughput way. Methods such as reactive ion etching (RIE)
and nanoimprint lithography that are used for the fabrication of well-defined
patterns are difficult to scale up for large-area commercialization due to sample size limitations, and relatively high costs. Another main challenge is that
the efficiency and the yield of these innovative solar cells based on elongated
nanostructures so far are significantly lower than that for their conventional
counterparts. To reach high efficiency, the very rough nanostructures must
be conformally coated with device-quality absorber material, which requires
smooth features. In contrast, a substrate with steep features is favorable for
light scattering. So far, it has been difficult to reconcile these opposing requirements.
In previous work Kuang et al. reported the application of ZnO nanorods
(NRs) prepared by a lithography-free, low-cost, and scalable approach to
fabricate ultrathin a-Si:H nanostructured three-dimensional (nano-3D) solar
cells [72, 73]. The nano-3D cells demonstrated a substantially enhanced
photocurrent compared to flat devices as well as to randomly textured devices
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with similar or even larger absorber layer thickness because of efficient light
trapping. However, the nano-3D cells showed a significant reduction in open
circuit voltage (Voc ), fill factor (FF), and yield. It was found that inhomogeneous
coating of the applied layers on the nanorods, especially on the side walls,
leads to the generation of voids or porous regions which are detrimental to
the electrical properties. Incomplete coating of the NRs leads to shunting
of the front and back contacts, which is detrimental to the FF. In this work,
we have improved the morphology of the ZnO nanorod arrays by tuning the
growth condition and optimized the configuration for solar cells. The new
system reaches a good balance between the optical and electrical performance.
We demonstrate efficient light trapping, indicated by the short-circuit current
density ( Jsc ), and similar Voc and FF as cells deposited on planar substrates.
We measure the absorption, reflection and external quantum efficiency (EQE)
spectra of the nanostructured cells and compare these to three-dimensional
finite-difference time-domain (3D FDTD) simulations that are used to study the
light trapping process in more detail.

6.2
6.2.1

Experimental
ZnO nanorod synthesis

Prior to the growth of ZnO NRs, a flat ZnO thin-film seed layer was deposited
onto glass (Corning Eagle XG) at room temperature via radio frequency (RF)
magnetron sputtering from a ceramic ZnO target. Zinc acetate dehydrate
(Zn(CH3 COO)2 ·2H2 O, Sigma-Aldrich) with an equal molar ratio of hexamethylenetetramine (HMT, Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in de-ionized water to
obtain a precursor solution, followed by magnetron stirring for ~15 minutes
at room temperature. Synthesis of ZnO nanorods on the pre-coated glass was
carried out at 80◦ C during a certain time, holding the seed layer side facing
down in the precursor solution. The as-grown ZnO nanorods were characterized
with scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

6.2.2

Solar cell fabrication and characterization

A ~200 nm thick silver layer was first deposited over the NR arrays via thermal
evaporation, followed by a ~80 nm thick ZnO:Al (AZO) layer made by RF magnetron sputtering from a ZnO:2wt.%Al2 O3 target. Deposition of an n1 -n2 -i-p
(bottom to top) layer stack (nominal thickness: n1 : ~5 nm (µc-Si:H), n2 : ~25 nm
(a-Si:H), i: ~100 or 200 nm (a-Si:H), p: ~15 nm (µc-Si:H)) was carried out by
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) using a radio frequency
of 13.56 MHz in a multi-chamber deposition system. The deposition rate for the
intrinsic layer was around 0.2 nm/s. SiH4 was utilized for deposition of the aSi:H n- and i-layers, while a SiH4 /H2 mixture was employed for deposition of the
µc-Si:H n- and p-layers. B(CH3 )3 and PH3 gases were additionally introduced
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for p- and n-doping, respectively. The n-i-p stack on the NR arrays was sputtercoated with 4 × 4 mm2 squares of indium tin oxide (ITO) (80 nm thick). Gold
top-grid contacts were evaporated onto the square ITO pads, leaving an active
cell area of 0.13 cm2 for each cell. Planar solar cells on Corning Eagle XG
glass were fabricated as reference, simultaneously with the structured ones.
Current density-voltage (J-V) measurements were performed using a Wacom
dual-beam solar simulator calibrated to the AM1.5G spectrum (100 mW/cm2 ).
To avoid carrier collection from outside the cell area, J-V measurements were
performed with a thin stainless steel shadow mask with a 4 × 4 mm2 opening.
The EQE under short circuit condition was also investigated using a lamp in
combination with a monochromator. Reflection and transmission spectra of the
completed cells were measured by a Perkin Elmer Lambda 2S double-beam
spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere.

6.2.3

Finite-difference time-domain simulations

Three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations, performed using Lumerical FDTD software, were used to model the absorption in
the solar cells. The full device stack, consisting of 200 nm Ag, 80 nm ZnO, 100 or
200 nm intrinsic a-Si:H and 80 nm ITO in thickness, was used in the modeling.
The thin n- and p-layers were neglected in the simulations. The roughness of
the back of the device was implemented in the simulation by directly importing
the surface topography of the Ag coated NR substrate measured by atomic
force microscopy (AFM). The roughness profile at the AZO/a-Si:H interface was
assumed to be the same as that at the Ag/AZO interface. AFM scans show that
the topography at the ITO/air interface was significantly smoother compared
to that of the Ag-coated NR substrates. In the simulations the surface profile
(ITO/air interface) was generated by taking the AFM topography of the Ag
coated substrate as a starting point and smoothing it by using a combination
of image dilation and Gaussian blur in Matlab. Table 6.1 shows the root mean
square (RMS) roughness of the AFM measured topography for the Ag-coated NR
substrate and for the full NR/Ag/ZnO/a-Si:H/ITO layer stack. AFM topographies
were measured over a 10 × 10 µm2 area at five different positions on the sample.
The RMS roughness of the top profiles that were generated by smoothing the
measured Ag profiles is also shown in Table 6.1. The roughness profile at the aSi:H/ITO interface was assumed to be the same as that at the ITO/air interface.
In the simulations, a unit cell size of 2 × 2 µm2 was used in combination with
periodic boundary conditions. No effects of periodicity were observed for this
size (no significant difference in absorption was observed when the simulation
volume was increased to 2.2 × 2.2 µm2 ). At the top and bottom of the simulation
volume perfectly matched layers were used as boundary conditions. A uniform
mesh of 5 nm was used over the whole 3D simulation volume.
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Measured (nm)
Generated (nm)

Ag coated
NR substrate
81.3±1.8
–

Full stack
(100 nm a-Si:H)
58.2±5.2
56

Full stack
(200 nm a-Si:H)
47.6±2.7
49

Table 6.1: RMS roughness of the measured AFM surface profiles for the
Ag-coated NR substrate and for the full NR/Ag/ZnO:Al/a-Si:H/ITO layer stack
(100 nm and 200 nm a-Si:H), and of the smoothed profiles generated from the
experimental roughness of the Ag coated NR substrate.

Figure 6.1: SEM images (sample 45◦ tilted) showing the ZnO NRs prepared by
chemical bath deposition. ZnO seed layers with several thicknesses were used:
(a) 100 nm, (b) 500 nm, (c) 1000 nm, (d) 1000 nm. The precursor concentration
and growth time for (a-c) are 0.5 mm and 1 h, while for (d) these are 10 mm
and 3 hours. The growth temperature for all samples is 80◦ C.

6.3

Results and Discussions

Figure 6.1 shows SEM images of the ZnO nanorods grown on the ZnO seed layers
with thicknesses of 100 nm (a), 500 nm (b), and 1000 nm (c). For the thinner
seed layer a larger site density of smaller NRs is obtained. For the 500 nm and
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1000 nm thick seed layers, well-developed crystalline NRs are obtained. We
attribute the difference in NR site density to the difference in grain size at the
top surface of the seed layers. A smaller grain size of the seed layer leads to a
larger site density of nucleation sites and thus a higher site density of NRs with
smaller diameter. The sputtered ZnO seed layer is a polycrystalline material
with a preferential c-axis orientation as determined by X-ray diffraction (not
shown), favoring the vertical growth of ZnO NRs. During the sputtering process
the first few layers of ZnO on glass contain tiny crystallites which act as seeds
for subsequent crystal growth. Indeed the grain size in the ZnO thin-film,
as calculated from the full width of half maximum of the (002) peak in X-ray
diffraction spectra (not shown), shows a steady increase with film thickness.
Figure 6.1c and d compare the morphology of NRs obtained at different precursor concentrations and growth time for the same seed layer thickness. When a
combination of relatively high precursor concentration and long growth time is
used (Figure 6.1d), a high site density of NRs with high aspect ratio is obtained,
which is attributed to the larger availability of precursor molecules.
For applications in solar cells, the nanostructures in Figure 6.1a are too
small for efficient light scattering while the structures in Figure 6.1d are too
dense for subsequent layers to fill the space between the NRs. NR arrays shown
in Figure 6.1c provide a good trade-off between high aspect ratio features for
light trapping and smooth enough features for a conformal coating by the device
stack. This NR array is used for the devices studied in the rest of the chapter.

Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram (a) and AFM topography (b) of the substrate
with a structure of ZnO NRs/Ag/ZnO:Al.

Figure 6.2a shows a schematic diagram of the nanorod-based substrate.
While in our experiments glass is employed as the mechanical carrier, metal foil
or plastic could also be coated with a ZnO seed layer for the growth of NRs to
fabricate flexible solar cells. Controlling the Ag thickness is essential to control
the feature size of the NR core-shell structures, which is crucial to realize
conformal growth of subsequent layers. Figure 6.2b depicts an AFM image of
a substrate composed of an NR array with a 200 nm thick Ag layer and an
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80 nm thick ZnO:Al layer. Multiple-scale features are visible due to the random
chemical growth process for the NRs. The dispersion in feature size results
in a broad distribution of spatial frequencies in the scattering surface, which
enables a broad spectral response [18, 36]. Aside from acting as a buffer layer
for Ag interdiffusion into the a-Si:H, the ZnO:Al layer displaces the propagating
modes in the a-Si:H absorber layer from the metal back contact, which reduces
the absorption in the Ag layer [49]. Finally, the rounded ZnO:Al features on top
of the NRs can act as dielectric scatterers [74, 128].

Figure 6.3: Nanorod-based a-Si:H solar cells. (a) A schematic of the design. (b)
J-V results of the flat (F100 and F200) and the NR cells (NR100 and NR200)
with 100 nm or 200 nm thick a-Si:H absorber layers. (c) Cross-sectional view
and (d) tilted (52◦ ) top view SEM images of the completed NR cell with a 200 nm
thick i-layer (NR200).

A schematic of the full NR solar cell geometry is shown in Figure 6.3a. The
J-V measurements for the best cell of each type are plotted in Figure 6.3b. Cell
characteristics are listed in Table 6.2. The average performance with standard
deviation for the top-ten out of 42 cells with a 200 nm thick i-layer is presented
in Table 6.3, for both the NR and the flat cells. The NR cells show substantially
higher efficiencies than the flat reference cells. As expected, the performance
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gain is in the photocurrent. The relative short-circuit photocurrent enhancements for the NR cells with respect to their flat counterparts are 46% and 30%
for 100 nm and 200 nm active layer thicknesses, respectively. Strikingly, the
100 nm thick NR cell, with an efficiency of 7.1%, outperforms the 200 nm thick
flat cell, which has an efficiency of 6.4%. The best efficiency of 8.4% is achieved
for the 200 nm thick NR cell, corresponding to an absolute efficiency gain of
2% with respect to its flat reference. The photocurrent gain demonstrates that
the NR geometry significantly improves light trapping in the thin-film solar
cells. The NR cells show a ~30 mV reduction in Voc , with respect to the flat
cells. We attribute this to the increased substrate roughness. In the present
case the steep valleys between individual NRs can lead to voids and cracks in
the active layer due to a shadow effect during PECVD process. In addition, in
the NR cells the charge carriers experience a larger junction collection area per
projected area than in the planar geometry [129]. The significantly enlarged
interface/volume ratio in the NR system can also lead to an increased dark
current. The deterioration in Voc in solar cells built on elongated nanostructures
has also been reported by several other groups [34, 53, 64, 65, 129, 158]. The
reduction in Voc in the NR cells obtained here is significantly less than that in
earlier work by Kuang et al. on NR cells with less homogeneous coverage of
the active layer [72, 73]. Nanostructured cells with comparable Voc as planar or
randomly textured counterparts have been fabricated by other researchers [37,
53, 91], indicating there is further room for improvement for the present nanorod
geometry.
Cell
type
F100
NR100
F200
NR200

Jsc
mA/cm2

Voc
mV

FF
%

Eff.
%

9.1
13.3
11.5
15.0

888.6
857.4
886.6
853.5

70.4
62.3
62.7
65.3

5.7
7.1
6.4
8.4

Table 6.2: Characteristics of a-Si:H solar cells on NR substrates and on flat
substrates, with intrinsic layer thicknesses of 100 nm and 200 nm.

Cell
type
F200
NR200

Jsc
mA/cm2

Voc
mV

FF
%

Eff.
%

11.4±0.22
15.1±0.35

887±3
856±7

62±1
63±1

6.28±0.17
8.17±0.13

Table 6.3: Average of J-V parameters of the top-ten cells with 200 nm thick
i-layer on the flat and the NR substrates.
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Figure 6.3c and d show SEM images of a cross section made by focused ion
beam milling and a top view of the completed NR cell with a 200 nm thick aSi:H i-layer. In Figure 6.3c several voids are visible between the NRs and the
Ag layer. However, these defects do not propagate into the upper layers. This
is in agreement with the hypothesis that the Ag and the ZnO layers smoothen
the NR profile enough for growth of a high-quality absorber layer. Conformal
deposition of the subsequent layers results in a corrugated top surface of the
device. The corrugated surface exhibits geometrical resonances and helps to
preferentially scatter incident light into the high-index absorber layer [36, 128].
Also the graded effective refractive index can enhance the incoupling of the
incident light [81].

Figure 6.4: Light trapping in the a-Si:H nanorod solar cells and the flat
references with 100 nm and 200 nm thick i-layers. (a) Measured total absorption
spectra, (b) measured external quantum efficiency spectra, and (c) simulated
absorption spectra for the absorber layer.
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Figure 6.4a shows the absorption spectra of the whole layer stack determined
from reflection and transmission measurements in an integrating sphere. The
NR cells show a broadband absorption enhancement compared to their flat counterparts. The EQE for light at normal incidence in the 350–800 nm spectral
range is plotted in Figure 6.4b. The flat cells (F100 and F200) poorly absorb
the red and infrared part of the spectrum and therefore the EQE is low in this
spectral range. The NR cells (NR100 and NR200) demonstrate a broadband
photocurrent enhancement and do not show the Fabry-Perot oscillations that
are present in the EQE of the flat cells. In the red part of the spectrum there is
a substantial photocurrent enhancement of up to 192% for the NR100 cell and
83% for the NR200 cell with respect to the flat reference cells (at ~650 nm). A
strongly enhanced EQE is also observed for short wavelengths up to 500 nm,
corresponding to absorption in the top region of the devices. The photocurrent
enhancement in this spectral range is attributed to an enhanced incoupling
of light [36, 128]. This effect is due to geometrical (Mie) resonances of the
corrugated ITO/a-Si:H surface; resonant scattering occurs preferentially into
the high index absorber layer and leads to an antireflection effect [128]. The
gradual change in refractive index due to the ITO hemispherical features could
also contribute to this antireflection effect. Interestingly, below ~450 nm the
NR100 cell shows a higher EQE than the NR200 cell. This difference is partially
due to the larger surface roughness of the NR100 cell (see Table 6.1), leading to
better light incoupling due to the resonant Mie scattering described above.
Figure 6.4c shows the FDTD-simulated absorption in the a-Si:H layer as a
function of wavelength. Similar to the trends observed in the experimental EQE
spectra, both NR cells show an enhanced red and blue response compared to
their flat counterparts. Unlike the EQE data, the simulated absorption curves
for the two NR cells with different absorber layer thickness show a similar blue
response, since the surface profiles are very similar (see Table 6.1). Indeed, the
measured absorption spectra in Figure 6.4a are very similar in the blue spectral
range for the two NR cells. The difference in EQE in the blue spectral range is
thus attributed to reduced carrier collection for the thicker cells.
Figure 6.5a–d shows the simulated spectra of the absorption in individual
layers for the four different cell geometries as well as the reflection spectra of the
devices. Several interesting trends can be observed. First of all, the absorption
spectra in the intrinsic layer are quite different for the two flat cells, due to
the difference in Fabry-Perot modes for the two thicknesses. These flat cells
also show large reflection due to poor light trapping in the infrared. Second,
the NR cells show a broadband enhanced absorption in the intrinsic layer, with
the highest absorption for the thick layer, as expected. In the NR cells the
reflectivity is strongly reduced over the entire spectral range, compared to the
flat cells. At the same time, absorption in the Ag is substantially larger than
for the flat cells for wavelengths larger than 500 nm. Third, for all cell types
absorption in the ITO is a significant loss factor at wavelengths below 500 nm.
This loss is slightly higher in the NR cells, which is inherent to the resonant
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behavior of the dielectric structures at the top. Figure 6.5e shows the simulated
electric field intensity in the different layers for incident plane waves at 670
and 720 nm wavelengths. Due to the random geometry of the layer stack a
complex field distribution is observed. Strong optical hotspots are observed at
the ZnO/Ag interface, consistent with the enhanced absorption in the Ag layer.
Some hotspots are also observed at the ITO/air interface at positions that depend
on wavelength. This demonstrates that the random nature of the pattern, with
different feature sizes and hence resonances at different wavelengths, leads to a
broad spectral response enhancement.

Figure 6.5: FDTD simulations of the absorption spectra of individual layers for the flat (a, c) and
the NR (b, d) cells with 100 and 200 nm intrinsic layer thicknesses; reflectivity (R) is also shown.
(e) Cross sections of the electric field intensity at 670 nm and 720 nm for an incident plane wave for
the NR200 cell. Field intensities are normalized to the incident field (color scale bar). The different
layers are indicated at the left schematic. The scale bars are 500 nm.
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To investigate the light scattering contribution of the different textured interfaces to the optical performance of the devices, solar cells with several configurations are characterized with 3D FDTD simulations. Figure 6.6a shows the
studied five geometries:
• flat: all interfaces flat
• NR: all interfaces textured
• flat front: textured Ag/AZO and AZO/a-Si:H interfaces and flat a-Si:H/ITO
and ITO/air interfaces
• flat back: textured a-Si:H/ITO and ITO/air interfaces and flat Ag/AZO and
AZO/a-Si:H interfaces
• flat Ag: textured AZO/a-Si:H, a-Si:H/ITO, and ITO/air interfaces and flat
Ag/AZO interface
The roughness used at the different interfaces is the same as in the simulations
of the NR200 cell, while the a-Si:H thickness used is 350 nm to enable for a
constant volume of the different layers in all the geometries.
Figure 6.6b shows the simulated absorption in the a-Si:H layer for the different cell geometries. Comparing the spectra for the flat (black) and the NR
(red) cells, the same trends are observed as described above for the F100/F200
and NR100/NR200 cells: both blue- and red-response are enhanced in the NR
cell. The effect of light trapping in the infrared is relatively small in Figure 6.6b
because of the large a-Si:H thickness (350 nm). Flattening the front surface of
the NR cell (green) reduces the absorption in the a-Si:H in the blue, confirming
the importance of surface roughness for light incoupling in the blue spectral region. For this geometry also a reduced red response is observed, indicating that
light scattering from the surface topography leads to enhanced light trapping.
The flat back geometry, in which only the front surfaces are textured, shows the
same blue-response as the NR geometry, consistent with their similar surface
topography. Surprisingly, its red response is significantly better than for the NR
cell, demonstrating that texturing only the front interfaces can lead to efficient
light trapping. The flat Ag geometry (magenta), in which all interfaces except for
the Ag/AZO interface are textured, shows the overall highest absorption. Again,
it has a similar blue-response as the NR geometry, but the red response is even
larger than for the flat back geometry, showing that texturing the AZO/a-Si:H
interface significantly contributes to light trapping. Comparing this geometry
to the NR geometry (red) demonstrates that, similar to what is found is Chapter 5 and 7, a rough Ag/AZO interface is not essential for light trapping and
flattening this interface can even improve the red-response.
Figure 6.6c depicts the simulated absorption in the Ag layer for the different
geometries. Similar to the trends observed for the NR100/NR200 cells described
above, the NR cell (red) shows substantially enhanced absorption losses in the
Ag layer compared to the flat cell (black). The flat front cell (green) shows somewhat lower absorption in the Ag than the standard NR cell, but the difference
in absorption between these two geometries that both have a textured Ag/AZO
interface is small. The flat back cell (blue) and flat Ag cell (magenta), which
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both have flat Ag/AZO interfaces, show substantially lower absorption loss in the
Ag layer that the geometries with patterned Ag/AZO interfaces. This explains
their significantly better red-response than the standard NR geometry. The flat
Ag geometry, in which the AZO/a-Si:H interface is textured, shows somewhat
higher absorption in the Ag layer than the flat front geometry.
Figure 6.6d shows the simulated reflection for the five different geometries.
The geometries with flat ITO/air and a-Si:H/ITO interfaces, flat (black) and flat
front (green), show significantly higher absorption in the blue spectral range
than the geometries with textured front interfaces, NR (red), flat back (blue)
and flat Ag (magenta). This is consistent with the trends in the simulated absorption in the blue spectral range. All cell geometries show different reflection
in the red spectral range. In this spectral range, the flat cell (black) shows the
highest reflection, and the NR cell (red) shows the lowest reflection. Between
600 and 800 nm, the flat front geometry (green) shows higher reflection than
the NR geometry and a dip between 740 and 800 nm, which reflects the trend
observed in absorption in the Ag layer (Figure 6.6c). The flat back (blue) and
flat Ag (magenta) geometries show higher reflection in the red spectral range
than the NR geometry. Comparing these two geometries with a flat Ag/AZO
interface shows that the flat Ag geometry shows significantly lower reflection
in this spectral range than the flat back geometry, consistent with its better
red/response observed in Figure 6.6b.
Overall, the purely dielectric light trapping geometry, in which all interfaces
except the Ag/AZO interface are textured, gives the best optical performance. In
order to fabricate this geometry, a flat glass substrate could be sputter coated
with Ag, followed by a thin sputtered layer of AZO, to protect the Ag layer.
Subsequently, the nanorods can be grown on top of this layer. In the standard
NR geometry, the NR layer was at the back side of the Ag back contact and
hence conductivity of this layer was not important. In this geometry with a
flat Ag/AZO interface, the NR layer is in the electrically conductive part of the
device. Therefore, not only the NR morphology should be tuned, but also the
conductivity of this layer should be optimized. Covering the nanorods, which
are on top of a conductive AZO layer, with a sputtered layer of AZO could make
a conductive textured ZnO substrate if conformal coating of the NR array can be
obtained. The thin AZO coating also leads to a smoother morphology, which is
required for the growth of the active layer. If required, further improvement
of the conductivity could be obtained by growing Al-doped nanorods. Some
research has been done on growing Al doped ZnO nanostructures from solution
by simply adding Al salt to the precursor solution [86]. Further research would
be required to study the influence of Al doping on the NR morphology and
conductivity. The fabrication of the active layer and front contact is similar to
the protocol used for these layers in the standard NR geometry.
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Figure 6.6: Contribution of the rear- and the front-side pattern to light trapping in a-Si:H solar
cells. (a) Schematic cross sections of the structures used for modeling. Simulated absorption spectra
(b) in the a-Si:H layer and (c) in the Ag layer. (d) Simulated reflection spectra of the devices. The
volume of the a-Si:H absorber layer is kept constant in all the geometries and is equivalent to that
of a 350 nm flat intrinsic layer.
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6.4

Conclusion

In summary, we present an efficient nanostructured thin-film a-Si:H solar cell
based on a ZnO nanorod template. A ZnO nanorod array is obtained by a simple
and inexpensive chemical bath deposition process at low temperature (80◦ C)
and the morphology is tuned by seed layer thickness, reactant concentration,
and growth time. An initial efficiency up to 8.4% is achieved for the nanorodbased cells with a 200 nm thick a-Si:H absorber layer, compared to 6.4% for a
flat device with a similar absorber layer thickness. EQE measurements on the
NR cells show a broad enhancement with respect to the flat cells over almost
the entire 350–800 nm spectral range. Corrugation at the top of the NR devices
leads to an enhanced blue-response and light trapping is observed in the red
part of the spectrum. 3D FDTD simulations are in good agreement with the
experimental EQE measurements and show complex field profiles inside the
cell. Reflection is significantly reduced for the NR cells, but absorption in the
patterned Ag layer is relatively high. The simulations show that for devices with
a flat Ag/ZnO:Al interface and textured AZO/a-Si:H, a-Si:H/ITO, and ITO/air
interfaces, light trapping is further enhanced due to a reduced absorption in the
Ag layer. We also present a strategy for the fabrication of this purely dielectric
light trapping geometry. The nanorod growth approach presented in this work
does not involve complex manufacturing procedures or equipment requirements.
This inexpensive design opens up a new platform for novel efficient cell design
that can be made at low cost. With proper back contact material the nanorod
substrate is applicable for a variety of PV systems based on e.g. multi-junction
thin-film Si, CdTe, and CuInx Ga1-x Se2 .
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7
Periodic dielectric back patterns for efficient
light trapping in thin-film Si solar cells

In this chapter we demonstrate broadband light trapping in thinfilm hydrogenated a-Si (a-Si:H) solar cells grown on top of dielectric
periodic scattering patterns, consisting of patterned Al-doped ZnO
(AZO). This light trapping geometry relies on geometrical (Mie)
resonances. External quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements
show that the purely dielectric scattering pattern outperforms
reference cells made on top of Asahi-U type substrates over the
entire 550–800 nm spectral range. Current-voltage measurements
show that the device on a purely dielectric scattering pattern has
similar electrical properties as the reference cell grown on AsahiU type glass. FDTD simulations are in good agreement with the
EQE measurements and show that the purely dielectric scattering
pattern outperforms a combined dielectric-metallic scattering pattern, in which plasmonic resonances also contribute to the light
trapping. Using FDTD simulations on single scatterers, we show
that dielectric resonances occur both in the AZO particles and in the
bottom part of the active layer, which is patterned by growing on the
scattering pattern. We find that the size of these a-Si:H scatterers
is crucial for efficient light trapping.
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7.1

Introduction

thin-film solar cells combine the advantages of low material consumption and
the possibility of mechanically flexible devices. A major problem in all thinfilm solar cells is the incomplete absorption of the near-bandgap light. In order
to let a device satisfy the opposing requirements of being optically thick and
electrically thin, efficient light trapping is required [44, 151]. Many different light trapping geometries have been studied, including randomly textured
TCOs, and random and periodic arrays of nanocones, nanodomes, nanorods, and
nanoparticles [8, 9, 11, 55, 75, 95, 105, 122, 134, 156, 158].
Metal nanoparticles have been studied extensively in light trapping geometries since they exhibit plasmon resonances, which leads to large scattering
cross sections [5]. Recently, also wavelength-sized dielectric nanoparticles have
gained interest for applications in light trapping. Dielectric particles exhibit
geometrical (Mie) resonances in which the light is confined inside the nanoparticle [19]. Similar to metallic nanoparticles, at resonance they have large scattering cross sections, exceeding their geometrical cross sections. Whereas including metallic nanoparticles in solar cells also leads to substantial Ohmic
losses, dielectric particles typically show low absorption loss. Efficient scattering
without having significant absorption losses in the scatterers could be achieved
by making dielectric nanoparticles part of the junction [127, 128], or by using
dielectric particles with large scattering cross sections and small absorption
cross sections. Nanoparticles with relatively high refractive index and low losses
in the visible part of the spectrum could be used at the front of the device,
for this e.g. TiO2 (with n=2.2–2.5) could be used. The other option is to use
scatterers with a low refractive index inside an environment with a high refractive index (void resonators) [80]. For light trapping scatterers with largebandwidth resonances are required in order to achieve broadband photocurrent
enhancements. Even though the void resonators in general have broader resonances than particle resonators, also cylindrical particle resonators on top of
a substrate exhibit broadband resonances [80, 128]. In this chapter we will
consider void resonators at the rear side of the absorber layer. The scatterers
could be integrated into the device by fabricating them onto the layer that is
deposited previous to the absorber layer and then subsequently growing the
absorber layer on top. Materials that satisfy the requirements of having a low
refractive index and low absorption coefficient are amongst others, SiO2 , LiF,
and AZO. For the choice of material in this geometry it is important that the
scatterers do not deteriorate the growth process of the absorber layer.
Many groups have studied light trapping in hydrogenated a-Si (a-Si:H) and
µc-Si:H cells grown on top of patterned metal back patterns [15, 50, 94]. In this
type of cell the absorber layer is separated from the metal scattering pattern
by an AZO buffer layer, which prevents diffusion of Ag into the absorber layer.
Due to conformal growth this AZO layer is patterned as well. In chapter 4 we
have shown that patterning the AZO buffer layer is indispensable for efficient
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light trapping. In this chapter we experimentally demonstrate light trapping in
solar cells with purely dielectric scattering patterns, in which we only pattern
the AZO layer and make the metal back contact completely flat. In this way we
make a dielectric scattering pattern that consists of a material that is naturally
present in the device. We present a detailed study of the scattering mechanism
of the purely dielectric scattering patterns. We study the scattering of single
AZO particles and also of the a-Si:H ‘particles‘ that are enclosed by four AZO
particles when the particle diameter approaches the array pitch.

Figure 7.1: SEM images of (a) AZO scattering pattern, and (b) cross section of
the full device made using FIB milling. Scale bars: 500 nm.

7.2

Sample fabrication

Figure 7.1a shows an SEM image of the dielectric scattering pattern, consisting
of a periodic array of AZO scatterers. To fabricate these structures, flat glass
substrates were sputter-coated with 600 nm Ag, followed by 20 nm AZO, to
protect the Ag back contact during fabrication of the nanoparticles. Substrate
conformal imprint lithography was used to make the nanoparticle array, since
it facilitates high fidelity, large area patterning. A bilayer PDMS stamp was
molded onto a master pattern that was made using electron-beam lithography.
The glass/Ag/AZO stack was spincoated with PMMA and sol-gel and SCIL was
used to make a periodic array of holes in the sol-gel. Reactive ion etching was
used to transfer the holes to the PMMA layer. 200 nm SiO was thermally evaporated onto the samples and the PMMA/sol-gel mask was removed, by dissolving
the PMMA layer in acetone. The SiO particles were then sputter-coated by
300 nm AZO in order to make a periodically patterned AZO layer. Figure 7.1b
shows a SEM image of a cross section of the completed device, made using
focused ion-beam (FIB) milling. It shows an a-Si:H layer grown on top of the
dielectric scattering pattern. The refractive index contrast between the SiO
particles and the AZO is very small; n=1.7 for SiO and n=1.9 for AZO, so the
SiO particles will not cause significant scattering. The a-Si:H layer (350 nm i-
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layer) was grown in n-i-p configuration using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition as described by Soppe et al. [123]. To define the different cell areas
4 × 4 mm2 pads of ITO were sputtered on top of the a-Si:H layer using a contact
mask. Finally U-shaped Ag contacts were sputtered on top through a contact
mask. In parallel, reference samples without nanoparticles were fabricated on
flat glass and Asahi-U type glass.

Figure 7.2: (a) IV measurements on flat cell (black), cell with periodic dielectric
back pattern (red), and Asahi cell (green). (b) shows EQE measurements on the
same cells.

7.3

Results

Figure 7.2a shows current voltage measurements for a periodically patterned
cell (red), cell on Asahi-U type glass (green), and a flat cell (black). I-V curves
were measured under one-sun illumination using a WACOM solar simulator.
It can be observed that all three types show similar open circuit voltage (Voc ).
The patterned cell shows a slight reduction in fill factor (FF). Overall it can be
observed that the tall AZO particles do not significantly deteriorate the electrical
quality of the device. Current densities were normalized by the values obtained
from external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements to exclude inaccuracies
in the determination of the surface area. The Asahi and periodically patterned
cell show a substantially larger short circuit current density (Jsc ) than the flat
cell, which indicates improved light absorption.
Figure 7.2b shows the external quantum efficiency measurements on the
three different types of cells; measurements are shown for single cells. The
EQE measurements were performed on a commercial spectral response set-up
(Optosolar SR300) using a 250 W xenon lamp equipped with a monochromator
(Jobin Yvon iHR320). The setup was calibrated with a crystalline silicon reference solar cell and the measurements were carried out with a spectral resolution
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of 10 nm. All three types of cells show a similar highly reproducible blueresponse, indicating that roughness at the front-side of the device, caused by
conformal growth, does not play a role in light absorption. At wavelengths above
570 nm the EQE of the flat cell (black) decreases rapidly due to poor absorption
of these wavelengths in the thin absorber layers. The Asahi cell (green) shows a
significant enhancement in this spectral region, due to light trapping. The cell
with purely dielectric periodic scattering patterns (red) shows a red response
that is substantially higher than that for the Asahi cell, showing that scattering
geometries with flat metal can result in efficient light trapping.
Three-dimensional finite-difference-in-time-domain (FDTD) simulations
were performed to study the light trapping in more detail. The full thin-film
stack was simulated in a unit cell with a single particle in combination with
periodic boundary conditions in x and y direction. At the top and bottom of the
simulation box perfectly matched layers (PMLs) were used to absorb the light
leaving the simulation volume. A mesh size of 5 nm was used for the entire layer
stack. Figure 7.3a shows the simulated absorption as a function of wavelength
in the active layer of the patterned (red) and flat (black) cells. Similar to the EQE
measurements, the simulation shows a substantial absorption enhancement for
the patterned cell compared to the flat cell. Additionally, the simulation shows
sharp peaks in the absorption of the patterned cell at wavelengths between
650 nm and 750 nm. We find that the positions of these peaks depend on
the array pitch and we attribute them to waveguide mode coupling, which
occurs at wavelengths were the parallel momentum provided by the periodic
array matches the k-vector of one of the waveguide modes. In the external
quantum efficiency measurements, the sharp peaks are not present, which can
be explained by the irregular shape of the AZO particles (Figure 7.1a) and the
large bandwidth of the monochromator (10 nm). Figure 7.3a also shows the
simulated absorption spectra for a 200 nm thick AZO layer (purple). In this
case a further enhanced red response is observed.
In chapter 2 we have studied a light trapping geometry that is quite similar
to the geometry that we study in this chapter. In the geometry studied in chapter
2, the absorber layer is also grown on top of a patterned AZO layer. However in
that geometry the metal is patterned as well, which leads to a contribution of
plasmon resonances to the light trapping. To compare the purely dielectric scattering pattern we study in this chapter to the plasmonic geometry of chapter 2
in the simulation we replace the SiO particle, which has no significant refractive
index contrast with the AZO layer, with an Ag particle. Figure 7.3b compares the
two geometries. Compared to the flat cell (black), the geometry with patterned
metal still shows an enhanced red-response, but the absorption is substantially
lower than for the cell with the purely dielectric scattering pattern (purple). The
light trapping geometry in chapter 2 consisted of 100 nm tall Ag hemispheres,
instead of 200 nm tall Ag cylinders.
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Figure 7.3: Simulated absorption in the a-Si:H layer for different device
geometries: (a) flat cell (black), periodic dielectric scattering pattern as in
experiment (red) and with 200 nm AZO (purple), (b) flat cell (black), periodic
dielectric scattering pattern (purple; geometry similar to purple in (a), top inset
shows schematic cross section), combined metallic-and-dielectric scattering
pattern with Ag cylinders (blue; middle inset shows schematic cross section) and
hemispheres (cyan; bottom inset shows schematic cross section). (c) Simulated
absorption in the nanoparticle for the geometries with SiO cylinders (purple)
and Ag cylinders (blue).
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To improve the comparison with the geometry in chapter 2, we change the
height and shape of the Ag particle to make it similar to the Ag particles in chapter 2; we change the particle into a hemi-ellipsoid with a diameter of 300 nm, a
height of 100 nm, while maintaining the size and shape of the AZO particle
(cyan). Note that in an experimental configuration the use of a shorter Ag
particle would also result in a shorter AZO particle, since the shape of the AZO
particle is determined by conformal growth on top of the Ag particle. The Ag
hemi-ellipsoid leads to slightly better light trapping than the tall Ag cylinder,
but still it performs significantly worse than the purely dielectric scattering
pattern. Figure 7.3c shows the simulated absorption in the nanoparticle in
the geometry with a SiO cylinder (purple) and Ag cylinder (blue). Whereas
absorption in the SiO particle is negligible, absorption in the Ag particle is
large, starting at wavelengths above 570 nm. This explains why in this spectral
range the purely dielectric scattering pattern outperforms the geometry with
patterned metal.
To understand the physical mechanism of the dielectric scattering patterns
we simulate the scattering cross section for a single scatterer at the AZO/a-Si:H
interface. For this we use FDTD simulations with a total-field-scattered-field
source and a box of power monitors around the source. PMLs are used at all
boundaries. The refractive indices of the a-Si:H layer and the AZO layer were
approximated as n=4 and n=2 respectively, with no imaginary parts. The aSi:H layer and the AZO layer were made infinitely thick by extending them into
the PMLs. Figure 7.4a shows the normalized scattering cross section, defined
as the scattering cross section normalized to the geometrical cross section, for
AZO hemi-ellipsoids with a height of 200 nm and radii of 175 nm, 200 nm, and
225 nm. A broad peak is observed. We attribute the large bandwidth of the peak
to radiation into the AZO and a-Si:H layers. Over the full 400–1000 nm spectral
range the normalized scattering cross section is larger than 1, indicating strong
interaction with the incident light. For increasing particle radius the peak shifts
to slightly larger wavelengths, consistent with the resonant (Mie) nature of the
scatterer.
In the array geometry the particle diameter is close to the array pitch
(pitch=500 nm, radius=220 nm). This causes the AZO particles to enclose a
‘Si cross’, which potentially also acts as a resonant scatter. Figure 7.4b shows
the normalized scattering cross section for a single ‘Si cross’ enclosed by four
AZO particles for AZO particle radii of 175 nm, 200 nm, and 225 nm and a
constant array pitch of 500 nm. Thus a smaller AZO particle radius corresponds
to a larger ‘Si cross’. To exclude a contribution of the AZO particles to the
scattering cross section, the particles are connected at the point of minimum
spacing between them and extended into the PML boundaries of the simulation
volume. Figure 7.4b schematically shows a side and a top view of the simulated
geometry.
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Figure 7.4: Simulated normalized scattering cross section of (a) single AZO
particles at the AZO-a-Si:H interface with radius 175 nm (red), 200 nm (green),
and 225 nm (blue). (b) single Si cross enclosed by AZO scatters extended into
PML boundaries in an array geometry with 500 nm pitch. Insets in (a) and (b)
show left: schematic xz-view, right: schematic top view. (c) XY cross sections of
the electric field intensity at the peaks in (b) for wavelengths 465 nm (left) and
740 nm (right). The white circles indicate the positions of the AZO particles. (d)
Absolute scattering cross section for the Si cross (continuous) and AZO particle
(dashed). (e) Scattering cross sections for a geometry consisting of 4 AZO
particles and 1 Si cross. Left inset: schematic xz-view, right inset: schematic
top view. (f) XY-cross sections of the electric field intensity at wavelengths of
440 nm, 560 nm, 920 nm, and 960 nm
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For this geometry, the normalized scattering cross section shows three distinct peaks. The peaks red shift with decreasing radius of the AZO particle,
which corresponds to increasing size of the Si cross, consistent with the behavior
of a geometrical resonance. Figure 7.4c shows xy-cross sections of the electric
field intensity 1 nm above the interface between the AZO substrate and the aSi:H layer for the geometry with r=225 nm. The field distributions correspond
to the peaks in the scattering spectrum at 465 nm and 740 nm. They both
show that the field is resonantly confined in the Si cross, further confirming the
presence of geometrical resonances inside the Si cross. To compare the relative
contributions of the Si cross and the AZO hemi-ellipsoid to the total scattering
in the array geometry, absolute scattering cross sections have to be compared.
Figure 7.4d compares the absolute scattering cross section for the AZO particle
and the Si cross for an array geometry with 500 nm pitch and 225 nm AZO
particle radius. Both scatterers have scattering cross sections in the same order
of magnitude, but the scattering cross section of the Si cross (continuous) exceeds the one for the AZO particle (dashed) over the entire spectral range. This
indicates that both resonant scattering by the AZO particles and the Si crosses
will play a role in the light trapping process.
Figure 7.4e shows the scattering cross section for a more complex geometry.
In the previous geometry we extended the AZO scatterers into the PML boundaries, so that the only object that could resonantly scatter the light was the ‘Si
cross’. Here, we consider a geometry in which the Si cross as well as 4 finite-size
AZO particles are present. The scattering cross section shows no distinct peaks.
Figure 7.4f shows cross section of the electric field 1 nm above the a-Si:H/AZO
interface for four different wavelengths for the geometry with AZO particles
with r = 225 nm. Complicated field distributions are observed and, depending
on the wavelength, the field is enhanced inside the nanoparticles or inside the
Si cross. This further confirms that both types of resonant scatterers contribute
to the light trapping process.
FDTD simulations were used to optimize the array geometry. Particle radius,
height, and array pitch where varied and the absorption enhancement, defined
by:
R λmax

A patterned (λ) AM 1.5(λ) d λ
λmin
R λmax
A flat (λ) AM 1.5(λ) d λ
λmin

with λmin = 500 nm and λmax = 750 nm. We find that near optimal absorption
enhancement can be obtained with multiple combinations of particle radius and
array pitch. Figure 7.5 shows the absorption enhancement as function of the
cross area, which is defined as P 2 − π · r 2 for different particle heights. The
thickness of the AZO layer below the nanoparticles is 200 nm for all geometries.
The arrow indicates the geometry simulated in Figure 7.3a. Cross areas between
1.1 × 105 nm2 and 2.0 × 105 nm2 give the largest absorption enhancement;
enhancement factors near 40% are obtained in this range. For areas larger or
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Figure 7.5: Absorption enhancement as a function of Si cross area for particle
heights 150 nm (blue), 175 nm (red), 200 nm (green), 225 nm (magenta), 250 nm
(cyan). The black arrow indicates the geometry simulated in Figure 7.3a.

smaller than these values the absorption enhancement is lower. This graph
indicates that the optimum height depends on the array pitch and radius. This
further confirms the contribution of the Si cross to the light trapping.

7.4

Conclusion

We have fabricated solar cells on purely dielectric scattering patterns, consisting
of a periodic array of AZO particles at the AZO/a-Si:H interface. External quantum efficiency measurements show that these patterns lead to efficient light
trapping and outperform reference cells grown on top Asahi-U type texture.
IV measurements show that that the AZO back patterns do not significantly
deteriorate the electrical properties of the cells. FDTD simulations are in good
agreement with EQE measurements and show that the purely dielectric scattering pattern also outperforms a combined metal-dielectric scattering pattern,
in which the Ag back contact is patterned as well. FDTD simulations on single scatterers show that both the AZO particles and the Si ‘particles’ enclosed
by AZO particles in the array geometry are resonant scatterers, with similar
scattering cross sections. The importance of these a-Si:H scatterers is further
confirmed by investigating trends seen in the optimization of the array geometry.
Whereas different AZO particle radii and array pitches lead to a near-optimum
absorption enhancement, for the aSi scatterer the large enhancement is only
obtained in a certain area range.
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8
Light coupling and trapping in ultra-thin
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solar cells using dielectric
scattering patterns

We experimentally demonstrate photocurrent enhancement in
ultra-thin CIGSe solar cells, with absorber layers of 460 nm, by
using nanoscale dielectric light scattering patterns. We show
that patterning the front side of the device with arrays of TiO2
nanoparticles results in a small photocurrent enhancement in
almost the entire 400–1200 nm spectral range due to enhanced light
coupling into the cell. Three-dimensional FDTD simulations are in
good agreement with the experimental external quantum efficiency
measurements. Patterning the Mo/CIGSe back interface using
SiO2 nanoparticles leads to enhanced light trapping, increasing
the efficiency from 11.0% for a flat cell to 12.4% for a patterned
cell. FDTD simulations show that optimizing the array geometry
could further improve light trapping. Including nanoparticles at
the Mo/CIGSe interface leads to substantially reduced parasitic
absorption in the Mo back contact for these thin solar cells.
Parasitic absorption in the back contact can be further reduced by
fabricating CIGSe cells on top of a SiO2 -patterned ITO back contact.
Simulations demonstrate that these cells show the same spectrally
averaged reflection and absorption in the CIGSe active layer as a
Mo-based patterned cell, making them interesting candidates for
the top cell in multi-junction devices.
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8.1

Introduction

In previous chapters we have studied light trapping in thin-film amorphous
Si solar cells. We found that using dielectric scattering patterns leads to very
efficient light trapping while optical losses in the scatterers are small. In this
chapter we use dielectric light trapping patterns in Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGSe) solar
cells. CIGSe solar cells are promising thin-film candidates with efficiencies up to
20.8%, which exceeds the current multicrystalline Si record efficiency [45, 57].
Another interesting aspect of CIGSe cells is that by varying the Ga/(In+Ga) ratio
from 0 to 1 the band gap can be varied between 1.0 and 1.7 eV [147], which
opens possibilities for tandem devices. Currently, the standard thickness for
CIGSe cells is 2–3 µm, but in view of In scarcity and to enhance throughput it is
favorable to reduce the thickness of the absorber layer. However, growing ultrathin absorber layers with high electronic quality is challenging and reducing the
cell thickness below 1 µm leads to a large reduction in photocurrent. The reason
for this is twofold. First, thinning down the absorber layer thicknesses below
1 µm leads to strongly enhanced recombination at the back contact [43]. The
recombination can be reduced by increasing the [Ga]/([Ga]+[In]) ratio ([Ga]/[III])
towards the back contact (‘back Ga grading’), leading to an effective electron
reflector [27, 29, 41, 43, 111, 136]. Second, reducing the active layer thickness
below 1 µm leads to substantially reduced light absorption. Figure 8.1 shows the
calculated attenuation length of the CIGSe material used in this chapter, which
has a band gap near 1200 nm (1.0 eV). The optical constants were extracted from
reflection and transmission measurements on single layers deposited on glass.
This graph shows that reducing the absorber layer thickness to 1 µm leads to
less than 1/e attenuation for all wavelengths above 1050 nm. Therefore thinning
down the absorber layer makes efficient light trapping indispensable. So far,
only a limited number of research groups have worked on light management
in CIGSe cells [3, 43, 112, 113] and no experimental demonstration of light
trapping in CIGSe cells has been published. Light trapping in ultra-thin CIGSe
cells is challenging because of parasitic absorption in the Mo back contact. The
absorption losses in the Mo back contact are a substantial loss factor in ultrathin CIGSe cells. Depositing the metal back contact on textured glass, which
is often done to achieve light trapping in thin-film Si cells, is not an option
as it would lead to even higher absorption losses in the Mo. Replacing Mo
with a different material remains challenging, due to the electronic quality of
the contact and diffusion of the back contact material into the absorber layer.
This also makes the use of metallic nanoparticles at the back contact for light
trapping very difficult. It was found that W, Nb, and Ta could replace Mo
as a back contact material without affecting the absorber growth, but these
materials still lead to much higher parasitic absorption than, for instance, Ag
and Al [93]. CIGSe cells can also be grown on ITO or ZnO back contacts. Using
ITO or ZnO leads to substantially lower absorption in the back contact and
is interesting for applications in multi-junction devices. It was shown that
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a very thin MoSe2 layer in between the ITO and the absorber layer, which
facilitates carrier transport through tunneling, could lead to high quality devices
by making a quasi-Ohmic contact [20].
In this chapter we use dielectric scattering patterns to enhance absorption
in ultra-thin CIGSe cells with a layer thickness of only 460 nm. We study
the influence of dielectric scatterers both at the front of the device and at the
interface between the absorber layer and the back contact. Finally the light
trapping patterns are applied to cells with ITO back contacts.

Figure 8.1: Calculated 1/e attenuation length as a function of wavelength of
CIGSe absorber material.

8.2

Methods

CIGSe absorber layers with a thickness of only 460 nm were deposited by a
three-stage co-evaporation process on Mo-coated soda-lime glass substrates [40].
The deposition was carried out at a substrate temperature of 440◦ C, since this
was found to result in a high Ga/(In+Ga) grading, which leads to reduced recombination at the back contact as described in ref [153]. Subsequently a 50 nm
CdS buffer layer was grown via chemical bath deposition in a solution with 1.1 M
ammonia, 0.14 M thiourea and 0.002 M cadmium acetate. This was followed by
magnetron sputtering of 130 nm i-ZnO and 240 nm AZO. Mechanical scribing
was used to separate the cells into 0.5 cm2 areas. Metal grids, consisting of
10 nm Ni and 1 µm Al, were evaporated on top. Substrate conformal imprint
lithography (SCIL) was used to fabricate dielectric particles at the back and
front side of the device. To pattern the front-side, the sample was coated with
PMMA and sol-gel, and the sol-gel layer was patterned with an array of holes
using SCIL, followed by e-beam evaporation of TiO2 and lift off of the mask. To
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pattern the back side, SCIL was used to pattern a sol-gel layer on top of PMMA
on the Mo coated substrate followed by e-beam evaporation of SiO2 and lift off
of the mask. The Mo layer with dielectric nanoparticles was then used as a
substrate for deposition of the subsequent device layers.

Figure 8.2: (a) SEM image of cross section of an unpatterned CIGSe solar cell,
made by FIB milling. The scale bar indicates 500 nm. (b) AFM scan of CIGSe
layer.

8.3

Results

Figure 8.2 shows an SEM image of a cross section made using focused ion beam
(FIB) milling of an ultra-thin CIGSe cell. Some roughness is observed at the
CIGSe top interface, which also propagates in the CdS layer and flattens out
in the top layers. Figure 8.2b shows the topography of the CIGSe layer, measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) before the CdS/i-ZnO/AZO stack was
deposited. Figure 8.3a shows current-voltage (I-V) measurements for flat cells
before printing nanoparticles on top (black) and the same cells after printing
periodic arrays of TiO2 particles on top (red). The square array geometry has
a pitch of 500 nm, particle radius of 120 nm, and particle height of 120 nm. IV measurements were done using a WACOM dual beam solar simulator under
1 sun illumination. Data for flat cells is averaged over 5 cells, and data for
patterned cells is averaged over 4 cells. The higher slope at negative bias for
the flat cells (black) indicates a lower parallel resistance for these cells. Figure 8.3b shows the electrical parameters extracted from the IV-measurements.
Differences in open circuit voltage (Voc ) and fill factor (FF) are small between
the different cell types. For both cell types Voc and FF are somewhat low,
indicating a suboptimal quality of the active layers. Overall, the patterning
does not significantly influence the electrical parameters of the cell, indicating
that SCIL printing is very well compatible with CIGSe solar cells. This could be
further confirmed by redoing the experiments with optimal-quality devices.
Figure 8.3c shows external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra measured for
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Figure 8.3: (a) IV-measurements for flat cells (black) and cells with a periodic
array of TiO2 particles on top (red). The inset schematically shows the cell
geometries for the patterned cells, consisting of Mo (grey), CIGSe (purple),
CdS (cyan), i-ZnO and AZO (orange), and TiO2 particles (blue). (b) Extracted
parameters from the IV-measurements. (c) EQE measurements for the flat
(black) and patterned (red) cells in (a). The inset shows an SEM image of the
patterned front surface. The scale bar indicates 1 µm.

flat (black) and patterned (red) cells. The external quantum efficiency (EQE) was
measured with a two-source illumination system, consisting of a Xe and halogen
lamp. The EQE for the flat cell (black) shows oscillations at wavelengths above
500 nm that we attribute to Fabry Perot effects in the CdS/i-ZnO/AZO layer
stack. Similarly, the main peak near 1000 nm is attributed to a Fabry-Perot
interference in the CIGSe layer, since the absorption length exceeds the device
thickness at that wavelength (see Figure 8.1). At wavelengths above 650 nm
the EQE decreases rapidly due to poor absorption in the ultra-thin CIGSe layer.
Compared to the flat cell, the patterned cell (red) shows an enhanced EQE in the
500–1200 nm spectral range, with the exception of a narrow wavelength band
from 900–950 nm. The inset shows an SEM image of the TiO2 particle array
printed onto the completed solar cells.
Three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations were
used to study the optical performance of the devices in more detail. The complete
thin-film stack was taken into account and the topography of the CIGSe/CdS
interface as measured using AFM (Fig. 8.2b) was included by directly importing
the AFM data in the simulations. The topography of the CdS/i-ZnO interface
was assumed to be identical to that at the CIGSe/CdS interface with the height
variations halved. The optical constants of all layers were extracted from transmission and reflection measurements on single layers on glass substrates as
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described in [154, 155]. A 5 nm mesh was used over the entire simulation
volume. Perfectly matched layers were used at the top and bottom of the simulation volume and periodic boundary conditions were used in x and y dimensions.
Varying the box size of a cell without nanoparticles on top between 400 nm and
1 µm did not show significant differences in the simulated absorption, indicating
that discontinuities at the boundaries do not significantly influence the results.
Figure 8.4a shows the FDTD-simulated reflection and absorption spectra for
the different layers of the device for flat cells (continuous lines) and patterned
cells (dashed lines). The absorption spectrum for the flat cell shows Fabry Perot
oscillations at wavelengths above 500 nm. Compared to the EQE measurements
in Figure 8.3c, these oscillations are somewhat more pronounced, which we
attribute to differences in roughness of the device between the experiment and
the simulation and to the fact that the simulation assumes full collection of
carriers generated in the active CIGSe layer, while in reality this may not be the
case. Furthermore, compared to the experiment, the oscillations are slightly redshifted in the simulation, which we attribute to differences in the layer thickness
between the experiment and the simulation. In particular the CdS layer, which
is deposited in a chemical bath, is susceptible to thickness deviations. In the
simulations we set the thickness of the CdS layer to 50 nm, which was the
desired thickness for this layer in the experiment. Similar to the trend in the
EQE measurements, the patterned cell (red) shows an enhanced response over
almost the entire wavelength range. Overall, the simulated absorption data
agree well with the experimentally determined EQE data.
Figure 8.4a also shows that absorption in the TiO2 nanoparticles, averaged
over the AM1.5 spectrum, is below 1%. Absorption in the Mo back contact
(magenta) is large at wavelengths where the device is not optically thick (>
800 nm). This poses a main limitation in the efficiency of ultra-thin CIGSe cells.
Patterning the cell leads to a small increase in the absorption in the Mo layer.
Absorption in the CdS (blue), AZO (cyan), and i-ZnO (orange) remain almost
unchanged upon patterning the cell. The simulated absorption spectra show
that patterning the cell mostly enhances the absorption in the CIGSe layer at
wavelengths between 450 nm and 950 nm, whereas the enhancement is small
at larger wavelengths, where absorption in the CIGSe layer is weaker. To distinguish between light trapping and anti-reflection effects of the nanoparticles,
Figure 8.4b compares the simulated absorption in thin cells (continuous lines)
to cells with an infinitely thick absorber layer (dashed lines). At wavelengths
up to 570 nm, the absorption spectra for thin and thick flat cells are similar;
the same is observed when comparing thin and thick patterned cells. At these
wavelengths the CIGSe layer is still optically thick. At larger wavelengths,
the absorption in the thin cells starts to deviate from the absorption in the
thick cells. Both the thick and the thin flat cells show a dip at 700 nm, which
is attributed to a Fabry Perot effect in the window layers and in both cases
patterning the cells leads to a similar absorption enhancement. Overall, comparing results for thick and thin cells shows that the enhancement obtained
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by patterning a thick cell is very similar to the enhancement obtained when
patterning a thin cell. This indicates that patterning mostly results in an antireflection effect, and that light trapping does not significantly contribute to the
enhanced absorption in thin patterned cells. This antireflection effect is due to
preferential forward scattering of the light by the nanoparticles, since the TCO
layers below have a larger refractive index than air, as demonstrated earlier for
Si wafers and thin-film amorphous Si solar cells [5, 36, 128].

Figure 8.4: (a) Simulated absorption in Mo (magenta), CIGSe (black),
CdS(blue), ZnO (orange), AZO (cyan), TiO2 particles (green), and simulated
reflection (red) for cells with TiO2 particles (dashed) and flat cells (continuous).
(b) Simulated absorption in CIGSe layer for flat (black) and patterned (red) thin
cells (continuous lines) and infinitely thick cells (dashed lines). Insets show the
cell geometries for the thin cell (top), consisting of Mo (grey), CIGSe (purple),
CdS (cyan), i-ZnO and AZO (orange), and infinitely thick cell (bottom). The
dashed line indicates the bottom PML boundary. (c) AM1.5 averaged absorption
in patterned cells with different combinations of particle radius and height and
an array pitch of 450 nm. (d) AM1.5 averaged light trapping for the same array
geometries as in (c).

FDTD simulations were used to optimize the array geometry for maximum
AM1.5 averaged absorption enhancement in the CIGSe layer, defined by
R λmax

A p (λ) AM 1.5(λ) d λ

R λmax

A f (λ) AM 1.5(λ) d λ

λmin

λmin
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with AM 1.5 the solar spectral intensity in Wm−2 nm−1 , A p and A f the absorption in the patterned and the flat cell, respectively, λmin = 350 nm and λmax
= 1200 nm. To find the best geometry, a parameter sweep was done over the
particle radius, height and the array pitch, using a square array geometry. Figure 8.4c shows the calculated absorption enhancement as a function of particle
radius and height for an array pitch of 450 nm. It shows that small particle
radius and height result in the largest absorption enhancement. To study the
contribution of light trapping as a function of array geometry, we compare the
difference in enhancement between patterning a thin cell and patterning an
infinitely thick cell with the same array geometry. Figure 8.4d shows the light
trapping enhancement, defined by
Z

λmax £
λmin

¤
( A p,thin − A f,thin ) − ( A p,thick − A f,thick ) AM 1.5(λ) d λ

with A p,thin the absorption in a thin patterned cell, A f,thin the absorption in
a thin flat cell, A p,thick the absorption in a thick patterned cell, and A f,thick the
absorption in a thick flat cell. The trend observed here is opposite to the trend
in overall absorption enhancement, shown in Figure 8.4c; the geometries that
result in the largest light trapping are geometries with large particle radius.
This indicates that for the geometries that show a substantial absorption enhancement, light trapping only has a minor influence on the total absorption
enhancement, indicating that the enhancement is mostly due to an antireflection effect. Optimizing the array geometry to enhance light trapping, comes at
the expense of the total absorption enhancement. We find the same trend as in
Figure 8.4c and d for different array pitches in the range 400–650 nm.
To achieve light trapping in ultra-thin CIGSe cells, we fabricated arrays of
SiO2 nanoparticles at the Mo/CIGSe interface. Figure 8.5a shows an SEM image
of a cross section of the device that was made by FIB milling. The particle array
is observed on top of the Mo layer. The CIGSe layer was deposited on top of
the particle array and conformally fills the gaps in between the particles, which
should lead to good electrical contact. In the subsequent layer deposition the
pattern caused by the particle array flattens out, but some corrugation is still
observed at the front-side of the device.
Figure 8.5b shows the IV measurements for flat cells (back) and patterned
cells (red). Data are averages of 6 cells. The patterned and unpatterned cells
show similar overall shapes of the IV-curves while the patterned cells show a
clear enhancement in Jsc . Figure 8.5c summarizes the electrical parameters
for the different cell types. Patterning of the cells leads to an enhancement in
Voc from 583 mV to 592 mV and in Jsc from 28.6 mA/cm2 to 30.6 mA/cm2 , the
latter directly the result of the enhanced absorption of the incident light. A
slight enhancement in FF from 67.4% to 68.2% is obtained upon patterning the
cells. Overall these data show that growing cells on top of SCIL printed SiO2
particles on Mo does not significantly deteriorate the electrical properties of the
device. The SiO2 particles may even improve the electrical properties of the
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device, by reducing back contact recombination, but further experiments would
be required to study this.

Figure 8.5: (a) SEM image of cross section of a CIGSe solar cells with a periodic
array of nanoparticles at the Mo/CIGSe interface. The scale bar indicates
500 nm. (b) IV-measurements for flat (black) CIGSe cells and cells with arrays
of SCIL printed SiO2 particles at the CIGSe/Mo interface (red). (c) Summary
of the electrical parameters for both cell types. (d) EQE measurements on
the same cell types. (e) FDTD-simulated absorption for a flat cell (black), cell
with the same nanopattern as in the experiment (red), and with an optimized
nanopattern (green).

Figure 8.5d shows the EQE measurements for flat (black) and patterned
(red) cells. At wavelengths up to 550 nm the flat and the patterned cell show
a similar response, indicating that the corrugation at the front-side of the devices, which is caused by conformal growth on the particle arrays, does not
significantly influence the absorption of the incident light. For wavelengths
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above 700 nm the EQE of the flat cells (black) decreases significantly due to
incomplete absorption of the incident light in the ultra-thin-absorber layer. The
patterned cells (red) show a substantial enhancement in this spectral range due
to light trapping. To exclude the effect of inaccuracies in the determination of
the surface area of these small cells (0.5 cm2 ) on the determination of Jsc , Jsc
was also calculated from the EQE measurements (Figure 8.5c) and these values
were used to calculate the cell efficiencies. Overall, patterning the back contact
of the cell results in a significant increase in efficiency from 11.0% to 12.4%,
calculated with the corrected Jsc values.
To study this light trapping geometry in more detail, FDTD simulations were
performed. In the simulations, the absorber layer thickness of the patterned
cell was increased to compensate for the volume excluded by the SiO2 particles,
so that the total absorber volume was the same for the flat and patterned geometries. Figure 8.5e shows the simulated absorption in the CIGSe layer for
flat (black) and patterned (red) cells. The trends in simulated absorption are
in good agreement with the trends in EQE measurements. Up to 650 nm, the
absorption spectra for flat and patterned cells are similar. At larger wavelengths
the patterned cell shows significantly enhanced absorption. A clear absorption
peak is observed near 1100 nm, which is also present in the EQE measurements
in Figure 8.5d. In additional simulations, keeping particle height and diameter
constant and increasing the array pitch, we find the peak wavelength increases
with the array pitch. We attribute this peak to waveguide-mode coupling. Finally, we optimized the array geometry by changing the particle radius and
height and found a further optimized absorption spectrum for the CIGSe layer
(Figure 8.5d, green).
Figure 8.6a shows the simulated absorption in all different layers as well
as the reflection for the flat (continuous lines) and optimized patterned (dashed
lines) cells. At wavelengths for which cell patterning leads to enhanced absorption in the CIGSe layer (black), also a changed reflection spectrum is observed.
Overall the patterning leads to a reduced reflection. Furthermore, patterning
also leads to a substantial reduction of absorption in the Mo back contact (magenta).
Since absorption in the Mo back contact is a major loss factor in thin-film
CIGSe cells, growth of absorber layers on alternative back contacts is of great
interest. Figure 8.6b shows the simulated reflection, transmission, and absorption in SiO2 patterned (dashed lines) and unpatterned (continuous lines)
devices on ITO back contacts. Whereas the cells on Mo showed up to 40%
absorption in the back contact (for the flat cell, at 1050 nm), the absorption in
the ITO layer of this geometry is always below 15%. The flat CIGSe cell on ITO
(black, continuous line) shows an absorption spectrum that rapidly decreases at
wavelengths above 750 nm. Compared to the geometry with Mo in Figure 8.6a
the overall absorption in the CIGSe layer is lower. The average reflection from
the flat cell on ITO is similar to the reflection for the cell on Mo.
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Figure 8.6: Simulated optical losses in thin-film CIGSe cells on (a) Mo and
(b) ITO back contact. Continuous lines show data for flat cells and dashed
lines for patterned cells. (a) Simulated absorption in the CIGSe layer (black),
AZO layer (cyan), CdS layer (blue), ZnO layer (orange), Mo layer (magenta),
and simulated reflection (red). (b) Simulated absorption in the the CIGSe
layer (black), AZO layer (cyan), CdS layer (blue), ZnO layer (orange), ITO layer
(magenta), simulated reflection (red), and simulated transmission through the
device stack (green).

The layer stack shows increasing transmission at wavelengths above
550 nm, exceeding 40% at 1120 nm. However, patterning the ITO layer with
SiO2 particles leads to a substantially enhanced absorption in the CIGSe layer
(black, dashed line) over the entire 600–1200 nm spectral range. This absorption
enhancement is mainly due to reduced transmission (green). Patterning also
leads to a slight reduction in the reflection (red), and in the absorption in the
ITO layer (magenta). For this optimized patterned ITO geometry, the AM1.5spectrum-averaged absorption is the same as for the patterned cell on Mo (61%).
At the same time, the main losses in this optimized ITO geometry are due to
reflection, which is similar as for a patterned Mo cell (11% averaged over the
AM1.5 spectrum), and transmission rather than parasitic absorption as is the
case for the Mo cells. This is an important result and makes the ITO-based
patterned ultrathin CIGSe cells interesting candidates for the top cell in a
series-connected multi-junction geometry, provided that wider band gap CIGSe
cells have to be used in this geometry.

8.4

Conclusion

We have fabricated dielectric scattering patterns on the front and back side of
ultra-thin CIGSe solar cells with absorber layer thicknesses of 460 nm. We
showed that printing arrays of TiO2 nanoparticles at the front side of completed
CIGSe solar cells does not significantly increase carrier recombination. These
particles do result in a photocurrent enhancement in the 550 nm to 950 nm
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spectral range, which is mostly due to an anti-reflection effect caused by preferential forward scattering of light. Exploring different array geometries showed
that using TiO2 particles on the front side can result in light trapping, but this
comes at the expense of the total absorption enhancement. We demonstrated
that efficient light trapping can be achieved in these cells by using array of
SiO2 particles at the Mo/CIGSe interface. This leads to efficient light trapping
and does not deteriorate, and maybe even improves, the carrier recombination
properties of the device, resulting in a significant cell efficiency increase from
11.0% to 12.4%. Whereas the dielectric scatterers lead to a substantial reduction
of the absorption in the Mo back contact, absorption in this layer is still a
significant loss factor. This can be avoided in a geometry in which cells are
grown on SiO2 nanopatterned ITO, making these cells interesting candidates
for series-connected multi-junction geometries.
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9
Optimizing power spectral density of light
trapping patterns
In this chapter we study the relation between the power spectral
density (PSD) of scattering patterns and their performance in
terms of light trapping. We calculate the dispersion relations for
waveguide modes in two types of model systems, ultra-thin a-Si:H
cells and a-Si:H cells with standard thickness, and use them to
define the required spatial frequency band for light trapping. We
use a Monte Carlo algorithm to optimize the PSD of a random array
of Mie scatterers on top of a-Si:H cells. The optimized particle
array has a PSD that is larger in the desired spatial frequency
range than the PSD of a random array and contains contributions
at more spatial frequencies than the PSD of a periodic array. Threedimensional finite-difference time-domain simulations on thin-film
solar cells with the different light trapping patterns show that the
optimized particle array results in more efficient light trapping than
a random array of Mie scatterers. However it does not outperform
an optimized periodic geometry. We use the same approach to design
a random texture with a maximum height similar to the AsahiU type pattern and compare light trapping with both patterns in
thin-film solar cells. We show that the optimized pattern leads
to 28% improvement with respect to Asahi-U type in the 550 to
800 nm spectral range and also outperforms an optimized periodic
scattering pattern. Since these light trapping patterns do not
require patterning of the active layer and they can be tuned for
specific spatial frequency ranges, this concept is applicable to all
types of thin-film solar cells.
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9.1

Introduction

In previous chapters we have studied light trapping with metallic and dielectric
scattering patterns. Most of these patterns were periodic arrays of resonant
scatterers, which we compared to the random Asahi-U type texture in the case of
a-Si:H solar cells. Multiple papers compare random and periodic light trapping
patterns [10, 15, 36, 55, 67, 99, 108, 120]. The diffractive properties of the
scattering pattern depend on its power spectral density (PSD), which is the
spatial Fourier transform of the scattering pattern. Periodic patterns have a
very large power spectral density at the spatial frequency that corresponds to
the array periodicity, but their PSD spectra only consist of very few peaks. To
obtain broadband light trapping, a broader distribution of spatial frequencies is
required. Random patterns contain a broad distribution of spatial frequencies.
However, for each spatial frequency the PSD is much lower than the PSD of the
periodic pattern at the spatial frequency that corresponds to the array pitch.
Furthermore, random patterns do not have all of their peaks in PSD in the spatial frequency range that is required for waveguide mode coupling. In Chapter 3
we have already seen the correlation between the photocurrent and the power
spectral density for different periodic, random and quasi-random patterns.
Quasi-random patterns have a broader distribution of spatial frequencies
than periodic patterns and have peaks with higher PSD than random patterns.
However, their distribution of spatial frequencies can not be tailored to maximize overlap with a specified set of waveguide modes. From Parseval’s theorem
we know it is not possible to enhance the PSD at all spatial frequencies simultaneously [69], but the possibility exists to enhance the PSD in the range of spatial
frequencies required to couple to waveguide modes by reducing it outside this
region.
Other groups have demonstrated the possibility to design light trapping
patterns that contain optimized spatial frequency spectra [82, 83, 95]. In this
chapter we study the spatial frequencies in dielectric scattering patterns and
relate them to the waveguide modes of thin-film solar cells. We present the
optimization of state of the art light trapping patterns in realistic solar cell
geometries and relate peaks in simulated absorption enhancement to spatial
frequencies in the scattering patterns. The patterns either consist of textured
TCO or arrays of dielectric resonant scatterers. Since they do not require patterning of the absorber layer, these light trapping patterns are applicable to all
thin-film solar cell geometries.
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Figure 9.1: Dispersion relations for TE (blue) and TM (red) waveguide modes in
thin-film a-Si:H solar cells with i-layer thickness of (a) 145 nm and (b) 350 nm.
Insets show the device geometry with all different layers: Ag (grey), Al-doped
ZnO (AZO) (orange), a-Si:H (green), and ITO (cyan). The black horizontal lines
in (a) and (b) indicate the incident spectral band for which waveguide mode
coupling is required. The orange shaded areas depict the overlap between
this spectral band and the waveguide modes; the vertical black lines show the
corresponding range of spatial frequencies that is required for light trapping.

9.2

Results

We apply the patterns we study in this chapter to thin-film a-Si:H solar cells.
Because of the high refractive index of a-Si:H, light is very well confined in the
waveguide layer. Figure 9.1 shows the dispersion relations of the waveguide
modes of two cell geometries considered in this chapter. The modes were calculated using a mode solving code that finds the solutions for Maxwell’s equations
based on the transfer matrix method [46, 142]. Both geometries consist of a
stack of Ag, Al-doped ZnO (AZO), a-Si:H, and ITO, schematically shown as
insets in Figure 9.1a and b. In Figure 9.1a the a-Si:H layer has a thickness
of 145 nm. This geometry supports only six waveguide modes in the absorber
layer, 3 TE modes (blue) and 3 TM modes (red). The black dashed line shows the
light line in air. All modes are located to the right of the light line, meaning
that they are purely bound and cannot couple to free space radiation. The
horizontal black lines in this Figure indicate the incident wavelength range
for which light trapping is required, which is 550–800 nm. To achieve light
trapping, this spectral band needs to be coupled to waveguide modes. The
lower bound of the spatial frequency range that is required for light trapping
is given by the light line in air. For this value we take the spatial frequency
corresponding to the light line in the center of the incident spectral band that
needs to be trapped in the absorber layer, which corresponds to a spatial frequency of 10 rad/µm, or an inverse wavelength of 1.6 µm−1 . The upper limit
of the required spatial frequency range corresponds to the spatial frequency for
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which the lowest order mode still overlaps with the incident spectral band; this
is 47.1 rad/µm (7.4 µm−1 ). In the geometry in Figure 9.1b the a-Si:H layer is
350 nm (corresponding to the thickness of the cells in Chapter 4, 5, and 7).
The thicker absorber layer in this geometry supports more waveguide modes
than the thin layer in Figure 9.1a. Light trapping is required between 550 nm
and 800 nm, which means that spatial frequencies between 10 rad/µm and 49.7
rad/µm (1.6 µm−1 and 7.9 µm−1 ) are required, quite similar to the required
spatial frequency range for the 145 nm thick cell.

Figure 9.2: (a) Simulated absorption in 350 nm a-Si:H solar cells with arrays of AZO
hemispheres with r=225 nm at the a-Si:H AZO interface. Results are shown for a flat
cell (black), periodically patterned cell (cyan), and randomly placed particles in a 4 µm
unit cell with a minimum particle spacing of 450 nm (blue), 500 nm (green), and 540 nm
(red). (b) Different particle arrays used in the simulation, from top to bottom: 2 × 2 µm2
box with random arrays with minimum center-to-center distance of 450 nm, 500 nm, and
540 nm, and 2 × 2 µm2 box with periodic array. The scale bar in the top figure corresponds
to 400 nm and indicates the scale for the first three configurations. The scale bar in the
periodic array indicates 440 nm.(c) 2D PSD spectra of particle arrays shown in (b). The
scale bar indicates 2 µm−1 . (d) PSD ( f r ) for the different geometries shown in (b). The
horizontal and vertical white lines indicate the axes through the origin. Data are shown
for a periodic particle array (cyan) and random particle arrays with minimum center-tocenter distance of 450 nm (blue), 500 nm (green), and 540 nm (red). The vertical dashed
lines indicate the minimum and maximum spatial frequencies required for light trapping.
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Three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations were
used to calculate the absorption of normal-incident light in the active layer
of the solar cell stack of Figure 9.1b. A 5 nm mesh was used over the entire
simulation volume. Perfectly matched layers (PMLs) were used at the top and
bottom of the simulation volume and periodic boundary conditions were used in
x and y direction. Figure 9.2 shows the result for cells with different arrays of
AZO particles at the AZO/a-Si:H interface (see inset) and a flat reference cell
(black). All geometries have similar particle size and density corresponding to
an (average) array pitch of 550 nm. The periodic array (cyan) results in the highest absorption and has sharp peaks, which are signatures of waveguide-mode
coupling. The red, blue and green lines are simulations for 4 × 4 µm2 unit cells
with different random particle arrays. They show a continuous enhancement
rather than distinct peaks, due to the random geometry of the unit cell. The
blue line shows the most random configuration (top geometry in Figure 9.2b).
This configuration is obtained by placing particles in the unit cell at positions
determined by a random number generator with the restriction that overlap is
not allowed. To obtain the other configurations a local search algorithm is used
to find a configuration in which all particles have a minimum center-to-center
distance of 500 nm (second geometry in Figure 9.2b) or 540 nm (third geometry
in Figure 9.2b). In the local search algorithm a particle is selected randomly
and then moved with a randomly chosen step size and angle. Increasing the
minimum center-to-center distance, increases the amount of order in the array
geometry. Compared to the random geometry, the absorption in the a-Si:H layer,
shown in Figure 9.2a, is enhanced for the more ordered geometry with 500 nm
center-to-center distance (green) and further enhanced for the geometry with the
540 nm center-to-center distance (red). This trend is reproducible for different
random initializations and unit cell sizes (not shown).
Figure 9.2c shows the PSD of the four different patterns, defined by

PSD ( f x , f y ) ≡

i2
1 XXh
h mn e−2π i∆L( f x n+ f y m) ∆L2
2
L n m

where f x , f y are the spatial frequencies in x and y direction respectively, L is
the length of the pattern, h mn is the height at position m, n, and ∆L is the pixel
size in the height map [56]. The most random pattern shows a filled circle with
a broad distribution of spatial frequencies. A large fraction of the total PSD is
at spatial frequencies that are to the left of the light line and thus not useful
for mode coupling. Increasing the order by increasing the minimum distance
results in a reduction of PSD at low frequencies; the PSD changes from a circle
into a ring. The periodic pattern shows distinct peaks at spatial frequencies
corresponding to the inverse array pitch. Figure 9.2d shows PSD ( f r ), with
f r2 = f x2 + f y2 , for the different patterns. The periodic patterns shows a sharp
peak at 1.8 µm−1 , corresponding to the (0,1) diffraction order in the array, and
a second peak at 2.6 µm−1 , corresponding to the (1,1) diffraction order. Higher
order peaks are observed at larger spatial frequencies at very small intensity.
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The intensity of these peaks is low because the form factor, which is the spatial
Fourier transform of the particle shape, has low intensity at these frequencies.
The finite width of the peaks is due to the finite size of the pattern. The peaks
would be δ-functions in the case of an infinite array size. Compared to the
random patterns, the periodic pattern has an overall higher PSD at frequencies
above 1.6 µm−1 . This leads to more efficient mode-coupling, and hence overall
higher simulated absorption spectrum. Increasing the order in the random
pattern (blue to green to red) results in a higher PSD above 1.6 µm−1 , which
is in the range useful for mode-coupling. This is in agreement with the trend in
simulated absorption that also shows increasing absorption in the red spectral
range with increasing order of the light trapping pattern.

Figure 9.3: (a-d) Particle arrays in 4 × 4 µm2 box. Different array geometries
are shown: a random array (a), two different optimized arrays (b,c), and a
periodic array (d). The scale bar indicates 800 nm. (e-h) Corresponding 2D
PSD spectra. The scale bar in these images corresponds to 2 µm−1 and the
horizontal and vertical white lines indicate the axes through the origin. PSD ( f r )
is shown for (i) a single box with particles and (j) including periodic boundaries
for periodic (red), random (blue) optimized 1 (magenta), and optimized 2 (green)
array geometries. The vertical dashed lines in (i) and (j) indicate the minimum
and maximum spatial frequencies required for light trapping.
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To have more control over the PSD of the scattering pattern, we optimize a
random scattering pattern using a Monte Carlo algorithm. The initial configuration consist of a random or periodic array of cylinders with radius 125 nm, height
200 nm, and average pitch 500 nm. This radius, height and pitch correspond to
an optimized periodic geometry as shown in Chapter 4. In each optimization
cycle a particle is randomly selected, and subsequently moved with a randomly
chosen distance and angle. A widely varying step size between 1 nm and 700 nm
is chosen in order to explore a large number of configurations. A random number
generator with a long period is used to avoid ending up in local maxima too
easily [161]. If a particle move results in an enhanced PSD it is accepted,
otherwise it is rejected. The particle size and density are kept constant during
the optimization. Different relatively small unit cell sizes of 2 × 2 µm2 and
4 × 4 µm2 are explored in combination with periodic boundary conditions. This
gives a periodic pattern with a large unit cell that enables us to engineer the
spatial frequency distribution. These unit cell sizes are chosen in order to have
configurations that can be tested with three-dimensional FDTD simulations. We
find that 4 × 4 µm2 unit cells result in larger differences after optimization due
to the larger number of degrees of freedom.
Figure 9.3 shows a random (a), two different optimized, referred to as optimized 1 and optimized 2 (b,c), and a periodic array geometry (d) with their
corresponding 2D PSD spectra (e-h). The two different optimized configurations
are generated using different random initializations. Since the particles are
smaller than in the array geometry in Figure 9.2, they can have smaller centerto-center distances without overlapping, which means that also larger spatial
frequencies can be present. Therefore the PSD of the random array (e) shows a
broader distribution of spatial frequencies than the PSD of the random array in
Figure 9.2c. The optimized array geometries show more order than the random
geometry, which is also visible in the corresponding PSD spectra. The PSD
at frequencies around zero is significantly reduced and the PSD at frequencies
above the light line is enhanced. The response of the optimized patterns is not
isotropic, Figure 9.3b shows 4 peaks close to one of the diagonals and Figure 9.3c
shows two peaks with higher intensity than the peaks in Figure 9.3b at f x = 0. At
frequencies above 4 µm−1 , no substantial enhancement in PSD is observed after
the optimization. This is due to the restriction that the particles are not allowed
to overlap. Figure 9.3d shows the periodic geometry with similar particle size
and density as the geometries in Figure 9.3a-c. The PSD of the periodic pattern
(Figure 9.3h) shows higher peaks than the PSD of the optimized random array
geometries. Figure 9.3i shows PSD ( f r ) for the four different array geometries.
The vertical dashed lines indicate the range of spatial frequencies that overlaps with the waveguide modes in 550–800 nm incident spectral range. The
difference in PSD at frequencies below the light line (1.6 µm−1 ) for the different
patterns is clearly visible. The random pattern (blue) has a large fraction of
its PSD at frequencies that are too low for coupling to bound waveguide modes.
The PSD of the optimized patterns (green, magenta) is significantly reduced at
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these frequencies, but it is still larger than zero. The periodic pattern (red) only
shows PSD at frequencies above the light line and the peaks at 2.0 µm−1 and
2.8 µm−1 are much larger than the peaks in the PSD of the optimized pattern.
In contrast, the PSD of the optimized patterns contains a broad distribution of
spatial frequencies above the light line.
The unit cells we optimized have a size of only 4 × 4 µm2 . In order to use them
as a light trapping geometry in a FDTD simulation, the unit cells were combined
with periodic boundary conditions. This was done by replicating the box in x
and y direction. This also influences the PSD of the light trapping patterns. The
PSD of the patterns in combination with periodic boundary conditions (for 25
replications of the unit cell) is shown in Figure 9.3j. The periodic boundaries
lead to changed PSD spectra compared to the spectra for a single unit cell in
Figure 9.3i. The periodic pattern (red) shows narrower peaks than in 9.3i;
increasing the box size to infinity would lead to δ-functions at the spatial frequencies corresponding to the array pitch. The random and optimized random
patterns (blue, green, magenta) show multiple narrow peaks that correspond
to the periodicity. Comparing PSD for the different patterns shows similar
trends as in Figure 9.3i. The random (blue) pattern has a low PSD in the
frequency range of interest. The PSD is substantially larger for the optimized
patterns (green, magenta), and even larger for the periodic pattern. At spatial
frequencies between 3.0 µm−1 and 3.9 µm−1 all random patterns have a larger
PSD than the periodic pattern.
To demonstrate the influence of the PSD of the scattering pattern on the
absorption enhancement of the solar cell, Figure 9.4 shows the dispersion relations of the waveguide modes in the thin-film stack (a), together with the
power spectral density of the scattering patterns (b), and the simulated absorption in the a-Si:H layer (c) of the solar cell geometry shown in (d). The
cell geometry consists of 200 nm Ag (grey), 130 nm AZO (orange), 145 nm aSi:H (green), 80 nm ITO and an array of TiO2 particles (brown) with radius
125 nm, height 200 nm, and (average) pitch of 500 nm. Figure 9.4 depicts
this relation between PSD and light trapping for the periodic scattering pattern
(red). The red semitransparent vertical lines through the PSD spectrum and
the dispersion relations of the modes connect the spatial frequencies in the PSD
spectrum of the periodic pattern to the waveguide modes. Intersections between
these lines and waveguide modes present incident wavelengths at which modecoupling is possible for the periodically patterned cell, indicated by horizontal
red semitransparent lines. Intersections between waveguide modes and peaks
in the PSD spectrum that result in peaks in the simulated absorption spectrum
are marked with black circles. The absorption enhancement for the periodically
patterned cell shows a broad peak between 610 nm and 650 nm. The reason why
this peak is so broad is twofold. First, in this incident spectral band there are
multiple crossings between the PSD and waveguide modes. The highest peaks in
the PSD spectrum at 2 µm−1 with the TE2 mode, the peak at 4.5 µm−1 intersects
with the TE1 mode, and the peak at 6.4 µm−1 intersects with the TE0 and the
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TM0 modes. Second, in this spectral range absorption in the a-Si:H layer is still
quite strong, which causes an uncertainty in the wavevector of the waveguide
modes. Another broad peak is observed in the simulated absorption at 585 nm.
This peak is attributed to coupling to the TE2 mode by the peak in the PSD
spectrum at 2.8 µm−1 .

Figure 9.4: (a) Dispersion relations for TE (blue) and TM (red) waveguide modes in
145 nm a-Si:H cell. (b) PSD ( f r ) for periodic (red), random (blue), and optimized (green,
magenta) array geometries. (c) Simulated absorption in thin-film a-Si:H cells with different
scattering patterns. Data is shown for cells with periodic (red), random (blue) and optimized
(green, magenta) array geometries. (d) Schematic cross section of the cell geometry,
consisting of Ag (grey), AZO (orange), a-Si:H (green) ITO (cyan), and TiO2 (brown). The
semitransparent red vertical lines in (a) and (b) relate the peaks in the PSD of the periodic
pattern to the waveguide modes and show at which incident wavelengths mode-coupling
is possible. These incident wavelengths are indicated by the horizontal semitransparent
red lines. Black circles in (a) indicate intersections between peaks in PSD and waveguide
modes at wavelengths for which peaks in simulated absorption are observed.
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Figure 9.5: (a) Dispersion relations for TE (blue) and TM (red) waveguide
modes in 145 nm a-Si:H cell. (b) PSD ( f r ) for optimized 2 (green), periodic
(red), random (blue), and optimized 1 (magenta) array geometries. (c) Simulated
absorption in thin-film a-Si:H cells with different scattering patterns. Data
is shown for cells with periodic (red), random (blue) and optimized (green,
magenta) array geometries. (d) Schematic cross section of the cell geometry,
consisting of Ag (grey), AZO (orange), a-Si:H (green) ITO (cyan), and TiO2
(brown). The semitransparent green vertical lines in (a) and (b) relate the peaks
in the PSD of the periodic pattern to the waveguide modes and show at which
incident wavelengths mode-coupling is possible. These incident wavelengths
are indicated by the horizontal semitransparent green lines. Black circles
in (a) indicate intersections between peaks in PSD and waveguide modes at
wavelengths for which peaks in simulated absorption are observed.

At wavelengths of 730 nm and 760 nm, two distinct peaks are observed in
the simulated absorption spectrum. At these wavelengths, the absorption in
the a-Si:H layer is very weak, which leads to more well-defined wavevectors of
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the waveguide modes than at lower wavelengths, and hence to narrower peaks
in the absorption spectrum. The peaks at 730 nm and 760 nm correspond to
coupling to the TE1 and the TM0 mode, respectively. The small peak at 710 nm
can not be related to mode-coupling and it was found that this peak depends on
the particle radius.
Similar to the light trapping shown in Figure 9.4 for the periodic scattering
pattern, Figure 9.5 shows the waveguide-mode coupling for the pattern ‘optimized 2’ (green), which is the optimized pattern shown in Figure 9.3c. Of the two
optimized patterns, this one has a PSD spectrum that is most different from the
PSD of the periodic pattern. The PSD spectrum of the optimized pattern shows
a broad distribution of spatial frequencies compared to the periodic pattern. All
peaks in the PSD spectrum are substantially lower than the peak at 2 µm−1 in
the PSD spectrum of the periodic pattern, which leads to the absence of very
distinct peaks in the simulated absorption spectrum (Figure 9.5c). Many intersections between relatively small peaks in the PSD spectrum and waveguide
modes are observed. The contribution of all of these intersections leads to a
broadband enhancement in the simulated absorption. At wavelengths between
645 nm and 680 nm the simulated absorption in the cell with the optimized
pattern exceeds the absorption in the cell with the periodic pattern, which is due
to the multiple peaks in PSD between 2.4 µm−1 and 3.3 µm−1 . The availability
of multiple Fourier components in combinations with the strong absorption in
this spectral range causes broadband light trapping. The simulated absorption
for the optimized geometry also contains the broad peak between 610 nm and
650 nm that is observed for the periodic pattern. However the absorption is
lower in this spectral range for the optimized pattern. We attribute this to the
lack of the large peak at 2 µm−1 that is present in the PSD of the periodic
pattern. Overall the optimized pattern results in lower simulated absorption
than the periodic pattern, but it performs significantly better than the random pattern (blue). The improvement with respect to the random pattern is
consistent with the increased PSD spectrum after the optimization. The other
optimized pattern, optimized 1, shows overall somewhat higher absorption than
optimized 2.

9.3

Optimization of random textures

Due to the size, shape, and non-overlap restrictions of the array of Mie scatterers, there is limited flexibility in the PSD spectra that can be obtained by
optimization. This limitation is particularly found when trying to enhance the
PSD at larger spatial frequencies, which overlap with the lower order waveguide
modes. In order to design a scattering pattern with a more tunable PSD we
optimize a random texture. Our starting configuration is a 2 × 2 µm2 AFM scan
(512×512 pixels) of the Asahi-U type pattern, the commercial light trapping
standard for thin-film Si solar cells. We use a Monte Carlo algorithm to find
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a configuration with the same maximum height, but an enhanced PSD in the
spatial frequency range between 1.6 µm−1 and 7.9 µm−1 . The optimization
algorithm randomly selects a rectangle in the height map with a size between
15 and 30 pixels. Subsequently a height step, ∆h, between −50 nm and 50 nm,
is chosen randomly. Each pixel in the selected rectangle, except for the outer
5 rows ("edge pixels"), has a probability of 80% to be changed with this height
step, and thus a probability of 20% to not be changed. As a result, a certain
pattern in the selected rectangle will be shifted by the height step. The edge
pixels in the rectangle and all pixels adjacent to height-shifted pixels, will be
shifted by 0.5 ∆h in order to make a pattern with smooth transitions in height.
If the height change of the randomly chosen shape results in a PSD increase and
if the new pattern does not exceed the maximum height, the new configuration
is accepted, otherwise it is rejected. Figure 9.6 summarizes the results of the
random texture optimization. Figure 9.6a shows the height map of the AsahiU type pattern and its corresponding 2D PSD spectrum. This pattern contains
a very broad range of spatial frequencies and many of them are too low or too
high in order to be useful for mode-coupling in the cell geometries discussed in
this chapter. Figure 9.6b shows the height map and PSD for a texture that is
optimized in the spatial frequency range required to couple to the waveguide
modes, which is between 1.6 µm−1 and 7.9 µm−1 . The overall feature size is
larger than in the Asahi texture and the 2D PSD shows a more ordered geometry, in which the PSD in the useful spatial frequency range is strongly enhanced
with respect to the PSD outside this range. To demonstrate that this concept can
easily be applied to tailor a pattern for a specific frequency range, Figure 9.6c
shows the optimization for a frequency range between 1.6 µm−1 and 4.4 µm−1 ,
which results in an overall larger feature size than in Figure 9.6a and 6b and
a large PSD in this low frequency ring. Similarly, the geometry in Figure 9.6d
is optimized spatial frequency range between 4.4 µm−1 and 7.4 µm−1 , which
mostly overlaps with the TM0 and the TE0 modes in Figure 9.1a. This texture
contains smaller features than the texture in Figure 9.6a and the PSD spectrum
shows a ring in the desired frequency range.
Figure 9.7 shows PSD ( f r ) for the different light trapping textures. All optimized patterns (green, red, magenta) show significantly higher PSD in this
spatial frequency range than the Asahi pattern (blue). Comparing the PSD of
the optimized pattern clearly demonstrates how well a patterns can be optimized
to only have elevated PSD in a certain spatial frequency range. Of the optimized
patterns, ‘opt 2’ has the the largest PSD integrated over the spatial frequency
range from 1.6–7.9 µm−1 . Figure 9.7b depicts the simulated absorption in the
solar cell type described in Figure 9.1b, with patterned AZO layers, using the
different textures shown in Figure 9.6, compared to a flat solar cell (black line).
The absorption for the flat cell (black) decays rapidly in this wavelength range.
The Asahi pattern (blue) results in enhanced absorption with respect to the
flat cell, but the different optimized patterns (magenta, green, red) perform
substantially better. Of these patterns ‘opt 2’ (magenta), which is optimized for
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Figure 9.6: (a-d) Height maps for different textures with maximum height
250 nm. The scale bar indicates 400 nm. (a) Asahi-U type, textures optimized
for PSD enhancement between (b) 1.6 µm−1 and 7.9 µm−1 , (c) 1.6 µm−1 and
4.4 µm−1 , and (d) 4.4 µm−1 and 7.9 µm−1 . (e-h) 2D PSD spectra corresponding
to textures in (a-d). The scale bar indicates 4 µm−1 and the horizontal and
vertical white lines indicate the axes through the origin.

spatial frequencies between 1.6 µm−1 and 4.4 µm−1 , shows the largest absorption enhancement, consistent with its large PSD in the spatial frequency range
that overlaps with the waveguide modes. Light trapping with the patterns ‘opt
1’ and ‘opt 2’ is even larger than for the periodic pattern (cyan). The pattern
that is optimized to have a large PSD at frequencies between 4.4 and 7.9 µm−1 ,
results in somewhat lower light trapping than the other two optimized patterns.
This pattern also shows a lower integrated PSD in the desired frequency range.

Texture

RMS roughness (nm)

Asahi-U
opt 1
opt 2
opt 3

35
98
103
93

Table 9.1: Light trapping textures shown in Figure 9.6a–d with corresponding
RMS roughnesses.

Whereas in the optimization of the particle array the particles were moved
which resulted in a constant volume of scatterers, in the case of the texture
optimization the volume of scatterers is not conserved. Therefore, also the
total PSD is not conserved in the optimization. Compared to the Asahi-U type
pattern, the optimized textures have a substantially larger PSD is this spatial
frequency range. This is due to increased contrast in the height profile. For the
Asahi-U type pattern (Figure 9.6a) most points in the height map are close to the
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Figure 9.7: (a) PSD ( f r ) for the different textures shown in Figure 9.6. Data is
shown for Asahi (blue), opt 1, optimized for spatial frequencies 1.6 µm−1 < f r
< 7.6 µm−1 , (green), opt 2, optimized for 1.6 µm−1 < f r < 4.4 µm−1 , (magenta),
and opt 3, optimized for 4.4 µm−1 < f r < 7.6 µm−1 (red). The vertical dashed
lines indicate the minimum and maximum spatial frequencies required for light
trapping. (b) Simulated absorption in the a-Si:H layer of 350 nm a-Si:H cells
with different textures at the a-Si:H/AZO interface. Data are shown for flat
(black) and periodically patterned (cyan) cells, and cells with textures Asahi-U
type (blue), opt 1 (green), opt 2 (magenta), and opt 3 (red). The inset shows
a schematic cross section of the device geometry, consisting of Ag (grey), AZO
(orange), a-Si:H (green) and ITO (cyan).

mean value, while the optimized textures (Figure 9.6b-d) have many points in
their height profile that are close to 0 or to the maximum height. Table 9.1 shows
the RMS roughness for the different textures. The Asahi-U type texture has a
RMS roughness of 35 nm and all three optimized textures show a substantially
higher RMS roughness. Also, the different optimized scattering patterns show
different RMS roughnesses. Opt 2, which is optimized for spatial frequencies of
1.6–4.4 µm−1 has the highest RMS roughness, indicating most contrast. This
pattern also also has the highest PSD (Figure 9.7a) and results in the most
efficient light trapping (Figure 9.7b) of the three patterns.

9.4

Light trapping patterns and transverse
coherence length of sunlight

The sun is a partially coherent source of light. For the design of light trapping
patterns it is important to take into account the transverse coherence length
of sunlight. When looking at a cross section of a beam of light, the transverse
coherence length is defined as the length over which the phase is correlated;
light scattered from two points that are spaced by this distance will exhibit interference [118]. If the separation between two scatterers exceeds the transverse
coherence length, they will scatter independently. In this chapter we have seen
that whereas the antireflection effect due to surface nanostructures in the blue
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spectral range mostly depends on the properties of single scatterers, the light
trapping is determined by the spatial frequencies in the scattering pattern.
The light trapping patterns designed in this chapter show optimized spatial
frequency spectra for box sizes of only 2 µm to 4 µm. For direct sunlight the
transverse coherence length is of the order of 100 µm [84]; it depends on the
ratio of the square of the wavelength of the light to the solid angle that the sun
subtends on earth. This value of the coherence length for sunlight is far beyond
the size of our light trapping patterns, so that the analysis described in this
thesis is applicable. For indirect sunlight, the transverse coherence length is
decreased and further work is required to study this in more detail [90].

9.5

Conclusion

In this chapter we demonstrated the relation between the PSD of scattering
patterns and their performance in terms of light trapping. We calculated the
dispersion relations for waveguide modes in two different light trapping geometries and use them to define the required spatial frequency range for light
trapping. Using a Monte Carlo algorithm, we optimized random arrays of Mie
scatterers in order to have increased PSD in this spatial frequency range while
maintaining particle size and density. The optimized patterns show an elevated
PSD in the spatial-frequency range of interest with respect to a random pattern
and also result in more light trapping. However, an optimized periodic light
trapping pattern still outperforms this optimized random particle arrays. In
order to have more flexibility in the optimization of light trapping patterns, we
optimize a random texture composed of smaller-size scatterers. We show that
these optimized textures do have the ability to outperform optimized periodic
particle arrays. We demonstrate the robustness of this approach by showing
that the optimization can be used to specifically enhance PSD in different ranges
of spatial frequencies. Because of this, and since the light trapping pattern does
not require patterning of the active layer, this concept is applicable to all types
of thin-film solar cells.
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Photovoltaics (PV) is a sustainable and clean source of energy and the sun provides more than enough energy to make PV a major electricity source. To make
PV fully competitive with conventional energy sources, a reduction of the cost
per watt is required. This can be achieved by increasing the conversion efficiency
of the modules or by decreasing manufacturing cost. Thin-film solar cells, which
have substantially thinner absorber layers than conventional wafer-based solar
cells, offer the potential for lower manufacturing costs. They can also serve as
top cells in high-efficiency tandem solar cells. A major problem with thin-film
solar cells is the incomplete absorption of the solar spectrum, which leads to a
drastic reduction of the efficiency. To enhance the absorption of light in thin-film
solar cells light trapping is required, in which nanostructures are integrated
in the cell to enhance the path length of the light in the absorber layer. In
this thesis we present new insights in light trapping in thin-film hydrogenated
amorphous Si (a-Si:H) and Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGSe) solar cells. We experimentally
study arrays of metallic and dielectric resonant scatterers at the front and at
the back side of thin-film solar cells, and demonstrate efficient light trapping
without deterioration of the electrical properties of the devices. We emphasize
the relevance of minimizing optical losses in the light trapping patterns. We
compare periodic and random scattering patterns and demonstrate the importance of the spatial frequency distribution in the scattering patterns. We present
an optimization of the spatial frequency distribution of light trapping patterns
that is applicable to all thin-film solar cell types. In Chapter 2 we present waferscale fabrication of nanoscale light trapping patterns using substrate conformal
imprint lithography (SCIL). Using SCIL in combination with evaporation and
lift off, we fabricate arrays of dielectric and metallic light trapping patterns both
at the front and back side of thin-film solar cells. We fabricate patterned metal
back contacts for thin-film solar cells by sputter coating printed sol-gel layers
with metals.
In Chapter 3 we study light trapping in ultra-thin a-Si:H solar cells, with
absorber layer thicknesses of 90–150 nm, grown on top of periodically and randomly patterned metal back contacts. The cells show a broadband photocurrent
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enhancement because of light trapping by the patterned back contact and an
antireflection effect by the corrugated surface, which originates from conformal
growth of the thin-film stack on a patterned back contact. We show that these
light trapping patterns outperform the Asahi-U type pattern, which is the commercial light trapping standard for thin-film a-Si:H solar cells. We relate the
photocurrent spectra to the spatial correlations in the light trapping patterns.
In Chapter 4 we demonstrate effective waveguide-mode coupling using plasmonic surface scatterers printed onto completed thin-film a-Si:H solar cells,
with an absorber layer thickness of 350 nm, using substrate conformal imprint
lithography (SCIL). Using numerical simulations, we show that an optimized
array geometry can result in an enhanced red- and blue response of the device.
The blue response of the device can be further enhanced using Al instead of
Ag nanoparticles. We demonstrate that a broadband absorption enhancement
can be obtained with dielectric scattering patterns consisting of arrays of TiO2
particles, which efficiently scatter the light and have low optical losses.
In Chapter 5 we experimentally study the influence of patterning the Aldoped ZnO (AZO) buffer layer that is in between the metal back contact and
the absorber layer in the same cell type as in Chapter 4. By comparing light
trapping with randomly patterned metal back contacts covered with patterned
or flat AZO layers, we show that patterning the AZO layer is indispensable for
efficient light trapping in this cell geometry. Using numerical simulations, we
demonstrate that light trapping can be further enhanced using purely dielectric
scattering patterns, in which the AZO layer is patterned and the metal is completely flat. These dielectric scattering patterns efficiently scatter the light and
do not suffer from Ohmic losses as is the case for plasmon resonances in Ag.
In Chapter 6 we present thin-film a-Si:H solar cells, with absorber layer
thicknesses of 100 and 200 nm, deposited on top of random arrays of nanorods.
These nanorods are grown by chemical bath deposition, which is an inexpensive,
scalable and tunable growth process. Full device stacks, consisting of Ag, AZO,
a-Si:H and ITO are deposited on top of the nanorods which results in radial
junction solar cells. These cells show efficient light trapping and an enhanced
blue response. Numerical simulations are in good agreement with experimental
EQE data and show that absorption in the Ag layer of these rod cells is strongly
enhanced with respect to flat cells. Further enhanced light trapping can be
obtained by flattening the metal and only patterning the dielectric layers.
Dielectric back scattering patterns for light trapping are further studied
in Chapter 7. This chapter focuses on periodic scattering patterns. We experimentally demonstrate broadband efficient light trapping in 350 nm a-Si:H
cells periodically patterned AZO layers and show that these cells outperform
reference cells on Asahi-U type texture. Due to conformal growth, also the
bottom part of the a-Si:H layer is patterned. Since the AZO particle diameter
is close to the array pitch, the AZO particles enclose a-Si:H scatterers. Using
numerical simulations, we show that dielectric resonances occur both in the
AZO particles in the a-Si:H scatterers and that the size of the a-Si:H scatterers
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is crucial for light trapping.
In Chapter 8 we use dielectric scattering patterns to achieve light trapping
in ultra-thin CIGSe cells, with absorber layer thicknesses of 460 nm. We experimentally demonstrate a photocurrent enhancement in CIGSe cells with arrays
of dielectric scatterers printed on the front side. Using numerical simulations,
we show that the absorption enhancement is due to an antireflection effect
rather than to light trapping. We experimentally demonstrate light trapping
in CIGSe cells with arrays of SiO2 particles at the CIGSe/Mo interface, which
results in an efficiency gain from 11.0% to 12.4%. Using numerical simulations
we show that these dielectric scattering patterns reduce the optical losses in
the strongly absorbing Mo back contact. To further reduce absorption in the
back contact, we replace the Mo layer by ITO and find that, even though there
is transmission through the back contact, integrated absorption in a patterned
cell on ITO can be as high as in a patterned cell on a Mo back reflector. This
geometry could be interesting for tandem devices.
In Chapters 3-8 we showed that efficient scattering can be obtained with
scattering patterns, both on the front and back side of the solar cell. In Chapter
9, we present insight in the spatial frequency distributions of the scattering
patterns. We demonstrate the relation between peaks in absorption spectra and
the power spectral density of spatial frequencies (PSD), which is the spatial
Fourier transform of the scattering pattern. Using a Monte Carlo algorithm,
we optimize arrays of dielectric scatterers to have elevated PSD in the spatial
frequency range that overlaps with the waveguide modes of a specific device geometry. We also demonstrate an approach that gives more freedom in designing
the PSD spectrum, which relies on the optimization of random textures.
Overall, this thesis provides fundamental insights in light trapping in thinfilm solar cells and focuses on designs with large scattering efficiency, low optical
losses, and a PSD spectrum that can be tailored to a specific device stack. It
presents light trapping patterns that lead to significant absorption enhancement
in thin-film solar cells without deterioration of the electrical properties. The
concepts discussed in this thesis are applicable to all types of thin-film solar
cells.
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Photovoltaica is een duurzame en schone bron van energie en de zon levert
meer dan genoeg energie om photovoltaica een substantiële bron van energie
te laten worden voor onze samenleving. Om photovoltaica volledig concurrerend te maken met conventionele energiebronnen is een reductie van de kosten
per watt nodig. Dit kan bereikt worden door het verhogen van het conversierendement of het verlagen van de productiekosten. Dunne-film zonnecellen,
welke substantieel dunnere lichtabsorberende lagen hebben dan conventionele
wafergebaseerde zonnecellen, bieden potentieel lagere productiekosten. Verder
kunnen ze als topcel gebruikt worden in hoog-rendement tandemzonnecellen.
Een groot probleem van dunne-film zonnecellen is dat zij het zonnespectrum niet
volledig absorberen, wat leidt tot een drastische reductie in het rendement. Om
de absorptie van licht in deze zonnecellen te verhogen, is het nodig het licht op te
sluiten in de dunne-film zonnecel; hiervoor worden nanostructuren geïntegreerd
in de cel om de padlengte van het licht in de absorberende laag te vergroten.
In dit proefschrift presenteren wij nieuwe inzichten in lichtopsluiting
in dunne-film gehydrogeneerde amorf Si (a-Si:H) en Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGSe)
zonnecellen. Door middel van experimenten bestuderen we roosters van
metallische en diëlektrische nanodeeltjes aan de voor- en achterkant van
dunne-film zonnecellen en demonstreren we efficiënte lichtopsluiting zonder
verslechtering van de elektrische eigenschappen van de cellen. We benadrukken
het belang van het minimaliseren van absorptieverliezen in de lichtopsluitingspatronen. We vergelijken periodieke en ongeordende roosters van nanodeeltjes
en demonstreren de relevantie van de verdeling van de spatiële frequenties in
de verstrooiingspatronen. We presenteren een optimalisatie van deze spatiëlefrequentieverdeling van lichtverstrooiingspatronen die toepasbaar is op alle
typen dunne-film zonnecellen.
Hoofdstuk 2 presenteert de fabricage van nanoschaallichtverstrooiingspatronen op waferschaal door middel van substraat-conforme imprint lithografie
(SCIL). Gebruikmakend van SCIL in combinatie met opdampen fabriceren we
roosters van diëlektrische en metallische nanodeeltjes zowel aan de voor- als aan
de achterkant van dunne-film zonnecellen. We fabriceren nanogestructureerde
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achtercontacten voor dunne-film zonnecellen door SCIL-geprinte sol-gel lagen te
sputtercoaten met metalen.
In Hoofdstuk 3 bestuderen we lichtopsluiting in ultradunne a-Si:H zonnecellen, met absorberende lagen met een dikte van 90–150 nm, gegroeid op periodieke en ongeordende gestructureerde achtercontacten. De cellen laten een
breedbandige toename in de fotostroom zien als gevolg van lichtopsluiting door
het gestructureerde achtercontact en een antireflectie-effect door het gestructureerde celoppervlak, dat deze structuur verkregen heeft door conforme groei
van de dunne lagen op het gestructureerde achtercontact. We laten zien dat
deze patronen tot een hogere fotostroom leiden dan het conventionele AsahiU type patroon. We relateren fotostroomspectra aan spatiële correlaties in de
verstrooiingspatronen.
In Hoofdstuk 4 demonstreren we effectieve koppeling aan golfgeleidermodes
in dunne-film a-Si:H zonnecellen, met absorberende lagen met een dikte van
350 nm, door gebruik van plasmonische oppervlaktesverstrooiers geprint door
middel van SCIL. Met behulp van numerieke simulaties laten we zien dat een
geoptimaliseerde roostergeometrie kan resulteren in een verhoogde rood- en
blauwrespons van de cel. De blauwrespons kan verder worden verhoogd door
Al nanodeeltjes te gebruiken in plaats van Ag nanodeeltjes. We laten zien dat
een breedbandige absorptietoename kan worden verkregen met gebruik van
diëlektrische verstrooiingspatronen bestaand uit TiO2 nanodeeltjes, welke het
licht efficiënt verstrooien en lage absorptieverliezen hebben.
In Hoofdstuk 5 bestuderen we door middel van experimenten de invloed
van het textureren van de Al-gedoteerde ZnO (AZO) bufferlaag die tussen het
metalen achtercontact en de absorberende laag zit in hetzelfde type cel als in
Hoofdstuk 4. Door het vergelijken van lichtopsluiting in cellen met een gestructureerd metalen achtercontact bedekt met een getextureerde of met een
vlakke AZO laag, laten we zien dat het textureren van de AZO laag essentieel is
voor lichtopsluiting in deze celgeometrie. Met behulp van numerieke simulaties
laten we zien dat de mate van lichtopsluiting verder kan worden verhoogd door
het gebruik van puur diëlektrische verstrooiingspatronen, waarbij de AZO laag
getextureerd is en het metaal volledig vlak is. Deze diëlektrische verstrooiingspatronen verstrooien het licht op efficiënte wijze en lijden niet onder Ohmische
verliezen zoals wel het geval is voor plasmonische resonanties in Ag.
In Hoofdstuk 6 presenteren we dunne-film zonnecellen, met absorberende lagen met diktes van 100 nm en 200 nm, gedeponeerd op ongeordende roosters van
ZnO nanostaafjes. Deze nanostaafjes zijn gegroeid door middel van chemische
baddepositie, wat een goedkoop, schaalbaar en afstembaar groeiproces is. De
volledige stapeling van zonnecellagen, bestaande uit Ag, AZO, a-Si:H en ITO, is
gedeponeerd bovenop de nanostaafjesroosters wat resulteert in zonnecellen met
een radiale diodeovergang. Deze cellen laten efficiënte lichtopsluting zien en een
toename van de blauwrespons. Numerieke simulaties zijn in overeenstemming
met experimentele externe kwantum efficiëntie (EQE) data en laten zien dat
absorptie in de Ag-laag bij deze staafjescellen sterk is toegenomen ten opzichte
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van vlakke cellen. Verder toegenomen lichtopsluiting kan worden verkregen
door de metaallaag vlak te maken en alleen de diëlektrische lagen te textureren.
Diëlektrische achterverstrooiingspatronen voor lichtopsluiting worden verder bestudeerd in Hoofdstuk 7. Dit hoofdstuk beschrijft periodieke verstrooiingpatronen. Met experimenten demonstreren we breedbandige efficiënte lichtopsluiting in 350 nm dikke a-Si:H cellen gegroeid op periodiek gepatroneerde
AZO lagen en we laten zien dat deze cellen betere lichtopsluiting vertonen dan
referentiecellen gegroeid op Asai-U type textuur. Als gevolg van conforme groei
is ook het onderste deel van de a-Si:H laag gepatroneerd. Doordat de diameter
van de AZO nanodeeltjes de karakteristieke afstand in het periodieke rooster
benadert, omsluiten de AZO deeltjes a-Si:H verstooiers. Met behulp van numerieke simulaties laten we zien dat diëlektrische resonanties zowel voorkomen
in de AZO deeltjes als in de a-Si:H verstrooiers en dat de grootte van a-Si:H
verstrooiers cruciaal is voor lichtopsluiting.
In Hoofdstuk 8 gebruiken we diëlektrische verstrooiingspatronen voor lichtopsluiting in ultradunne CIGSe zonncellen, met een 460 nm dikke absorberende
laag. Met experimenten laten we een fotostroomtoename zien in CIGSe cellen
met periodieke roosters van diëlektrische verstrooiers geprint aan de voorkant.
Met behulp van numerieke simulaties laten we zien dat de absorptietoename
voornamelijk wordt veroorzaakt door een antireflectie-effect in plaats van door
lichtopsluiting. Met experimenten aan CIGSe cellen met roosters van SiO2
nanodeeltjes aan het CIGSe/Mo oppervlak demonstreren we lichtopsluiting in
CIGSe cellen; de nanodeeltjes resulteren in een rendementsverhoging van 11.0%
naar 12.4%. Met numerieke simulaties laten we zien dat deze diëlektrische
verstrooiingspatronen de optische verliezen in het sterk absorberende Mo achtercontact reduceren. Om de absorptieverliezen in het achtercontact verder
te reduceren, vervangen we de Mo laag door een ITO laag en we observeren
dat, ondanks het feit dat er transmissie van licht is door het achtercontact, de
geïntegreerde absorptie in een gepatroneerde ITO-cel net zo hoog kan zijn als
de absorptie in een gepatroneerde Mo-cel. Deze geometrie is interessant voor
toepassing in tandemcellen.
In de Hoofdstukken 3–8 lieten we zien dat efficiënte lichtverstrooiing bereikt kan worden zowel met verstrooiingspatronen aan de voorkant als aan de
achterkant van de cel. In Hoofdstuk 9 presenteren we inzicht in de spatiële frequentieverdelingen van de verstrooiingspatronen. We demonstreren de relatie
tussen pieken in de optische absorptiespectra en de verdeling van de spatiële
frequenties, die volgt uit de Fourier transformatie van het verstrooiingspatroon.
Met behulp van een Monte Carlo algoritme optimaliseren we roosters van diëlektrische verstrooiers om een verhoogde intensiteit van spatiële frequenties
te verkrijgen in het frequentiebereik dat overlapt met de golfgeleidermodes van
een specifieke celgeometrie. Ook presenteren we een methode die meer vrijheid
geeft in het ontwerpen van de spatiële frequenctiespectra van verstrooiingspatronen, gebaseerd op de optimalisatie van ongeordende texturen.
Samenvattend geeft dit proefschrift fundamentele inzichten in lichtopslui-
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ting in dunne-film zonnecellen. Het richt zich op verstrooiingspatronen met een
hoge verstrooiingefficiëntie, lage optische verliezen en een spatiëel frequenctiespectrum dat op maat gemaakt kan worden voor een specifieke celgeometrie.
Dit proefschrift presenteert lichtverstrooiingspatronen die leiden tot een significante absorptietoename in dunne-film zonnecellen zonder een verslechtering
van de elektrische eigenschappen van de zonnecel. De concepten die besproken
zijn in dit proefschrift zijn toepasbaar op alle typen dunne-film zonnecellen.
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